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 STILL TO DO
Overview of the period, armies, battles and wars.

Marlburian, early Napoleonic and colonial rules.

Summary sheets.

Painting Miniatures.

Mailing list  For updates.

Logo.

Playtesters credits.

Illustrations, there are going to be gaps that will need
filling with illustrations, suggestions are welcomed for
contemporary art that we could put in.

Catalogue pages.  Black and white photos of entire 10 mm
and 25 mm Wargames Foundry & Guernsey Foundry
ranges when we go to press, and lists of the models we are
still to do with release dates and an invitation to send an
S. A. E. for samples. Unit and army packs. We have to
organise getting them scanned.

Cover photos. Current plans involve colour photos on the
inside and outside front and back covers, though it would
be nice to use a piece of colour art should one come our
way.  We’ll definitely use a lot of colour shots of well
painted single figures, and will need to organise painting
and photographing them.  We need lots of our
forthcoming Seven Years War and also a good number of
Wargames Foundry’s Marlburians, Revolutionary War
Napoleonics, and a couple of their Red Indians. Are any of
their colonial troops any use in this period? Does anyone
out there know anything about eighteenth century
Chinese?

Layout etc..  I’ve no idea how this is going to be achieved,
I’m not going to have time to do this myself. I’m in
discussion with John Treadaway.

Unit cards, illustrations of various troop types: infantry in
tricorn, metal-fronted and furry grenadier cap and with
space for drawing in other hats. Cavalry with tricorn,
grenadier caps, cuirassier, hussar in fur hat and merliton,
empty space. Artillery card, skirmishing infantry card,
skirmishing cavalry card, Infantry advance, General card,
Joker. If a volunteer doesn’t step forward, I’ll have to do
them myself: a frightening thought. Volunteers please step
forward!
There must be a good chance that there will be appropriate
illustrations in Mark Allen’s “Era Of Frederick The Great”
book.

What Is Wargaming? Section. A description of the
wargaming hobby, this is intended mainly for newcomers,
but also to give existing gamers a chance to think about
their involvement and whether they’re getting the most
they possibly can out of their hobby. Apart from an
overview of how game rules are structured and the
different periods and types of games, we also need to talk
about how people are drawn in by a desire to paint and

collect model soldiers, by reading about and researching
military history, by an interest in uniforms or by an
interest in games and game mechanics.

Collecting An Army Section. Talk about methods of
figure painting, how painting to an exhibition standard is a
separate hobby and not something you have to do if you
don’t want to. If you are just starting out the important
thing is to get some paint on the models and get them on
the table. Talk about multi-use armies, splitting regiments
up into multiple units with only one figure per stand
initially to get started as quickly as possible.

Examples of play.

National characteristic cards. Still needed for Seven Years
War English & Allies, French, Turks and perhaps
Empire/German states and maybe Spanish, it doesn’t
really seem worth doing a Swedish set. Also the whole
Marlburian period (I don’t really have enough solid
references for this yet) and French Revolutionary Wars
French and Russians (there doesn’t seem to be a great deal
to say about the other French Revolutionary Wars period
armies; I might not actually do card sheets, but instead list
the cards in case people do want to make up their own
sets) I do have fairly good references for this period now.

Event cards. More needed to take the set up to three
hundred if possible, I’m looking for suggestions that don’t
just tinker with a modifier, but reflect the character of the
period.

Statistics for real generals.

Designers notes (in response to playtesters notes).

Diagrams for all the examples  (40 +) Neville might do
these,, we must discuss this. I’ll get roughs done fairly
soon, I hope.

Index?
Contents?

Contributors photos. I want to do a full-page montage of
photos of everyone who has playtested.

Invite response.

There are going to be plenty of gaps to fill with either
illustrations, photographs or colour text. I don’t suppose
we’ll find photos of eighteenth century uniforms and
equipment, though it would be nice if we did, but we
should be able to track down appropriate contemporary
illustrations. It would be nice to get some evocative quotes
in too.. We could probably greatly reduce rows of Mark
Allen’s line illustrations and use them as an attractive
border for the top and bottom of pages.
Good photos of live recreation groups might work well.
I don’t know if we should call “25 mm” models 25’ s, or
start to call them 28’ s.

Rules for small engagements using under-sized units.

Optional rules for the personalities of generals?
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“Please don’t photocopy these rules section”.

Ponds & Lakes
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RAMBLING INTRODUCTION, BASIC PRINCIPLES,
 DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 

The rule system in Horse & Musket is built around  four
basic principles.

Firstly, that the outcome of confrontation between groups
of armed men is decided by their ability to retain
determination, cohesion, unity of purpose and collective
courage in the face of adverse circumstances and the
actions of their enemy.
We have labelled this determining factor “Resolve”, and
when opponents meet, it is their respective levels of
Resolve that will be the basis for deciding who is
victorious.
Your units Resolve is influenced by their level of
casualties, and by various external factors. But more
importantly, it is tested by being compared to the Resolve
of the enemy units that your troops find themselves facing,
irrespective of whether those units close with each other,
or even exchange fire. The effect of this battle of wills is
to “disorder” stands of models, and ultimately to “shake”
whole units, with damaging and then disastrous effects on
that units Resolve.

Secondly, although we are only moving little lead men
around a plywood table top, they should behave within the
limits of what was possible to expect of the soldiers of the
period; as far as it can ever be possible to completely
simulate the behaviour of real people of any era using
tools as simple as our charts, rules and dice. So your
troops will not engage in complex manoeuvre at your
whim once they are within closing range of the enemy,
and though you may urge them to attack, they will be
unlikely to close in adverse circumstances, and may well
never be willing to close to point of sabre or bayonet.
Units will usually only be willing to close, or even sustain
a firefight, when their resolve is high, or their opponents
resolve is visibly low.
Your objective is to use combined arms to grind away the
determination and courage of your opponents, and then to
smash home a decisive blow against those enemy units
that falter.

Thirdly, we wanted a system whose rules described the
battlefields and armies of the period, without unnecessary,
or unnecessarily time-consuming, mechanisms. We
wanted the rules to be simple without being at all
simplistic.

Fourthly, we  have unashamedly written a set of rules to
suit our own  tastes. Its neither possible, nor particularly
interesting, to try to second guess what everyone else
might or might not enjoy, and write a set of rules for an
abstract “wargames market”, but we can say with certainty
what our own tastes are;
We wanted to play a game that allowed our imagination to
transport us, as far as that is possible using our little metal
men and wargame rules, onto the eighteenth century
battlefield. It was important that all the rule systems
worked towards capturing the character of the period.

We wanted to be able to play a normal sized battle in a
relaxed evening, perhaps two and a half or three hours
actual gaming; once the tables set up, refreshments
provided and everyone’s settled down. Larger battles on a
nine by five table packed with regiments over a relaxed
afternoon, or the same large battle played in an evening
using the simplified “ Basic ” rules.
We particularly wanted the game to be non-attritional and
move smoothly from event to event; with no record
keeping, and only rolling on charts to see what happens,
never whether anything happens.
And, of course, regardless of what other considerations
might need to be taken into account, whatever vast and
pretentious design objectives we might have set ourselves,
most of all we needed a game that created moments of real
tension and excitement and was fun to play.
As long as your tastes align to some degree with ours, you
should find something to enjoy in these rules, we’ve tried
to present them in such a way that, if you wish, you can
quite easily set about systematically reconstructing them to
suit your own needs and preferences.

There are a few rules mechanisms that will be unfamiliar:

There are no separate systems for infantry fire, testing to
charge, winning combats or testing morale: all these are
covered simultaneously by testing Resolve.
The only other charts that you will need to use are for
testing to see if your troops evade, and for firing artillery
and skirmishers, these mechanisms are very simple, with
few modifiers to take into account.
The only other occasions that you will normally have to
throw dice are when you throw Confrontation and
Combat Dice after the victor has been determined by
testing Resolve, when you dice for casualties from
artillery and skirmisher fire, and when you dice for the
arrival of reinforcements or flanking forces.

Your troops suffer “casualties” in the form of disordered
stands when they test Resolve irrespective of whether they
make contact with, or are fired on by enemy units.
Confrontation Dice are always thrown for each stand on
both sides every time that Resolve is tested. This
represents the erosion of their courage, cohesion and
determination, and all the other factors that effect their
ability to dominate and defeat their enemies.

The Attack system is very unforgiving; this is not an
attritional wargame where units are gradually ground
down. If you create an opportunity that allows you to
Attack an opponent in circumstances very favourable to
yourself, your opponent will in all likelihood be destroyed.
If you casually Attack in circumstances that are not in
your favour, it is likely that it will be your   aspectforces
that perishes.

All movement distances are six inches (unless modified by
terrain), you can move a unit up to six inches, wheel it, or
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issue it with one of a selection of other orders, for each
order card that you play on it.
Cavalry and skirmishers move more often than other
troops because they have more cards in the deck. In
addition, each Commander-in-chief and Capable General
has a number of General cards, which he uses to issue
additional orders.
The players take turns to draw cards, either using them to
issue orders, or retaining them in their hand for future use.

The main rules do not differentiate between the different
nationalities. You can play them as they stand to provide a
level playing field, with no consideration for the different
character and capabilities of the various nations.
There is an additional deck of cards for each nationality
and period, which in effect provide a layer of additional
rules, if you choose to use them you will periodically draw
a national card which will have either an advantageous or
damaging effect either on your troops or your opponents.
These are designed to reflect the historical character of
your particular armies (now would be an appropriate
moment to glance at the cards included in the back of this
rule book, so that you get the general idea).

There is also an optional event card deck, it generates
random problems or benefits for the players, simulating
the unpredictable events which occur on every battlefield,
but which no rule system could ever attempt to
encompass.
We have also used the event card deck to provide benefits
to units of higher status and restrictions to those of lower
status; placing greater emphasis on the difference between
their capabilities, and to cover a few other rule
mechanisms that we felt could not be dealt with by the
main system without causing unacceptable complication.

There is  an extensive section of  Optional Rules.
All wargame rules consist of a number of basic, essential
mechanisms that determine how movement, combat,
firing, morale and command control are adjudicated. Rule
authors will then usually add additional “bolt-on” rules
and mechanisms to deal with additional details, often
specific to the period under consideration.
However, there are far too many details that potentially
could be added for any one set of rules to even
contemplate including them all, so each author must make
his own decisions about what is important to him in a
wargame; as a game, a social event and a simulation.
We have taken those elements of the rules that we felt
were either essential mechanically, or essential in terms of
describing the character of warfare specific to the
eighteenth century and presented them in the main rules,
everything else has been stripped out and placed in the
Optional Rules section.
We recommend that you don’t initially use any of the
Optional Rules, become comfortable with the mechanics
of the game, and then decide what, if anything, you would
like to add to them. Mix and match to develop your own
“house rules” to suit yourselves. Get in touch with us if
you feel you need advice.

THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

These rules cover the eighteenth century in its entirety.
This means that they must accommodate a number of
different sub-periods and geographical areas.
Rather than put all the minor rules modifications and
variations this requires into the main body of the text, we
have decided to make the main section specific to the
period of Frederick the Great of Prussia. This is not, as the
cynical amongst you might assume, because we’ve written
a set of  Seven Years War rules, and banged on a few
casual modifications so that  make them useable for the
rest of the period too. We believe that the character of
warfare remains constant throughout our period, with only
detail changes to secondary tactical mechanics in the sub-
periods. 
The Seven Years War and the American War of
Independence are the wars that are going to be played by
most wargamers, so common sense dictated that one of
these should be presented centrally, rather than weighing
the text down with all the additional material that covering
the entire period in one big section would require. We
chose to use the entire period of Frederick because we
could accomplish this without introducing any rule
systems or modifiers that did not apply to all the other
sub-periods and geographical areas too. This means that
players involved in one of the other periods can simply
add a few extra rules and substitute different versions of
some of the Resolve charts, rather than having to
remember to change substantial sections of the existing
rules.
Separate playsheets are provided for each sub-period.
So, here it is, use the main rule section for the period from
about 1740 to the appearance of Napoleon.  Eventually,
separate sections will cover the age of Marlborough, the
French Indian Wars, India, fighting the Turk, the
American War of Independence and the French
Revolutionary Wars (And possibly Chinese and Polish
conflicts), I’m not entirely confident of fitting them all in
one volume though.

FAMILIARISING YOURSELF WITH THE
RULES
When a group of wargamers first tries out a new set of
rules, commonly only one of their number (the rules new
owner) has even briefly read them through beforehand;.
Sometimes none of the participants has looked at them
before. This normally results in an unsatisfactory first
game, as the players finally struggle to some sort of
conclusion, or give up when time runs out, only to
discover that they’d completely missed, or misinterpreted
some basic rules, and that it was no wonder the game
didn’t really work.
This is a sort of tradition in wargaming; everything tends
to work out in the end though, the players come back next
week and try again, and they sort it all out in the end. I’m
sure that this is a familiar story to many of you!

We would like to recommend that you consider giving
yourselves a better chance of a satisfying first game by
making sure that at least one of your group becomes more
familiar with the rules, and is in a position to help the
others through.

With these particular rules, you are going to have to make
up a set of order cards anyway. So we suggest that you
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make up your decks, and then fight a simple solo
engagement (you only need to line three or four units up
per side about twelve inches apart), so that you fully
understand how the card-driven movement and the testing
of Resolve actually works.

If you have a few hours to spare, and want to make a
thorough job of it, you could start by lining up the four or
five infantry units per side. Fight that through, then do it
again, adding a General and two artillery to each side.
Then repeat the process, but put a cavalry unit on each
wing of each side.
After that you should really understand how the rules
work, and you will probably find that you enjoyed the
process too.

As far as level of difficulty goes, these rules are probably
slightly less complicated in play than Wargames Research
Group’s renowned DBM; though about as different in
style as you can get. Like DBM they play rapidly and
smoothly with familiarity, and tend to reward the
experienced player.
For a fair game, a newcomer should be given an army of
about twenty percent greater strength if facing a veteran.

Please don’t be daunted by the size of this volume! There
are only about thirty pages of actual rules in the main
section, the rest is just us explaining and justifying
ourselves through text, diagrams and examples, and
generally using up space in an extravagant manner.

After your first game, and a couple of reads through the
main rulebook, you will be able to play just using the five
sheets of condensed rules.
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BASICS

SCALE
Each infantry stand represents roughly 120 men.  
Each  cavalry and skirmisher stand represents roughly 60
men. 
Each artillery piece represents roughly 8 cannon or
howitzers.

Groundscale for the battlefield is roughly one inch
represents 50 paces.  However once units come within
nine inches of the enemy we no longer attempt to apply
any particular scale.  Rather, we consider that:

at nine inches the units are just out of musket range, 
at six inches they are within Effective Range, 
and at three inches they are at Close Range.

This provides a suitable groundscale for tactical
movement around the battlefield, and sufficient space for
manoeuvre prior to contact to be dealt with in detail.

UNIT SIZES & ORGANISATION

We tend to field units in a “standard “size:

Five stands for musketeer or fusilier battalions and
skirmishing infantry units.

Four stands for combined grenadier battalions.

Six stands for standing or ‘ garrison ‘ grenadier battalions.

Artillery are fielded in single stand batteries.

Cavalry and skirmishing cavalry units are more variable;
between two and ten stands.

The Commander-in-chief and his Generals are each
mounted on a single stand, they count as an extra stand for
any unit they are in base to base contact with, otherwise as
a separate single-stand unit.

Freicorps and Freihussars  are a particular case. Before
they are first fielded, throw a dice to see how many stands
there are in the unit.

Players will be given the opportunity of varying the size of
their units in the “Choosing An Army” section.

When we paint up a battalion, we try to always paint up
an extra matching stand of grenadiers (or horse
grenadiers), so that we can use the extra stand to either
field a larger unit, or  form a unit of combined grenadiers.

STAND SIZES
There is no reason why you shouldn’t use any scale of
model on any size of base with these rules. Movement
distances and ranges remain the same whatever the size of
base. Use whatever stand size you already have or are
comfortable with.

But, for those who feel in need of guidance:

25 mm scale models
As veteran wargamers reading this will know, 25 mm
scale is a strange generic description of model soldiers
ranging from about 25 mm to over 40 mm in height. To
further baffle the uninitiated, some people take the
measurement from the base of the model to his eyes, and
some from the base to where the top of his head would be
if he didn’t have a hat on.
Sometimes, models that are 25 mm tall from base to eyes
are described as “true” 25 mm scale.
Some manufacturers sculpt their models with somewhat
oversized heads, which sounds a bit odd, but doesn’t
necessarily look as bad as it sounds. This adds an
additional complication, as shorter models can sometimes
have much bigger heads than their taller brethren, giving
an artificial impression of size.
Its all very strange.
However, especially once they have a coat of paint on
them, it doesn’t really seem to matter much what size your
models are as long as you don’t try to field the very
smallest with the very largest, especially if you keep
models from different manufacturers in separate units.
Very big models might need bigger bases
As we manufacture the Wargames Foundry and Guernsey
Foundry ranges of models, we use them, they’re about 28
mm tall to the notional top of their exquisite little heads..

We have used either units of only one model per stand,
using 20mm square or round (mounted on washers) stands
for infantry and 20mm by 40mm stands for cavalry.

(Diagram)

Or, more usually, stands about one and a half inches (or
forty mm) square, with either four infantry or two cavalry.
The five model units would be ideal for someone just
starting to collect an army, as they could find themselves
happily fighting battles within a couple of weeks.
Eventually, four of the five men units could be combined
to form a proper twenty men unit. If you still wanted to
keep the models individually based so that you could use
them for gaming using skirmish rules, you could stand
them on specially made movement stands an inch and a
half square to play Horse & Musket; a tiny blob of Blu-tak
will keep them in place.

(diagram)
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10 mm scale models
They aren’t really 10 mm tall either, but I won’t go into
all that again.
We use our ten mm scale models on a three quarter inch,
(or 20 mm), square stands for all models except artillery.
Skirmishing infantry have between one and four models
randomly arranged on the stands.
Cavalry have two models.
Skirmishing cavalry have one or two.

15 mm scale models.
We’re not very fond of 15 mm scale, and have to admit
that we  haven’t tried  15 mm models with these rules
personally, but our diligent playtesters in Birmingham
have used them throughout.
You could use four infantry, one to three skirmishing
infantry, one or two cavalry and one skirmishing cavalry
on a three quarter inch stand.
I’ll find out what Toby and friends use and put it here!

5 & 6 mm scale models
You won’t catch us spending our evenings trying to paint
these tiddlers.
As 5 & 6 mm scale models vary in bulk, you could use a
wide range of numbers on a given stand sized, depending
on which manufacturers models you use, and how closely
you like to see them packed.

In 10 and 15 mm scale, you can always reduce the number
of models, especially if you are keen to get an army into
action as soon as possible, or you just want to try the
period and rules out before you commit yourself.
In 10 mm, you could reduce the infantry to one rank of
three, and the cavalry to one or two.  For a really fast start
you could   even go with one model per stand.  10 mm
models can be held on quite securely with a blob of Blu-
tak, so you don’t even have to actually glue them down
until you have a full complement painted or you have
made up your mind to really build an army.  You must
paint the models you use though, there’s absolutely no joy
in playing with unpainted models or tacky-looking stands.
Actually, when we were first building our 10 mm army,
we painted a few regiments up, and mounted the
individual 10 mm models one to a three quarter inch
stand, giving us six times the number of infantry, and
three times the number of cavalry units to begin playing
with, they were much more fun than using counters, and
were combined into proper regiments as soon as we got
enough models painted.

There’s not enough difference between a 20 mm and three
quarter inch (or a 40 mm and one and a half inch stand) to
worry about, nor is it critical that opposing armies have
exactly the same size stands.

If you already have armies based up to another size, go
ahead and use them as they are.

Games Workshop’s twenty mm square “Slottabases” make
good bases if you like to see your troops on a chunky
stand. We also hope to make our own cast metal bases
available.

In all scales, we mount individual models to use to
indicate Jubilation, fresh units, first volley and number of
disordered stands.

BASE SIZES & MOVEMENT DISTANCES
There is no need to change movement distances or Attack
range if you different sized bases to those we discuss
above.

TROOP TYPES
All illustrated with drawings from Mark Allen’s book?

FOOT TROOPS

Infantry.  Close order infantry, makes up the bulk of the
majority of armies. Includes Musketeers, Fusileers,
Grenadiers, Guard Infantry.

Skirmishing infantry.  Loose order infantry, used to
harass the enemy and hold rough terrain. Capable of
evading. Includes mercenary Freicorps and the Croat
Grenzer border regiments used in large numbers by the
Austrians.  Skirmishing infantry gradually becomes more
common as the century proceeds. If the player wishes, his
skirmishing infantry can instead be fielded as unreliable
close order infantry.

Freikorps, are mercenary skirmishing infantry with a
reputation for ill discipline and unreliability. They fight as
normal skirmishing infantry, but the size of their units and
their status are randomly determined. There are a number
of cards in the event deck that will cause them to behave
badly. They can also be fielded as unreliable close order
infantry if the player wishes.

MOUNTED

Skirmishing cavalry.  Irregular loose order cavalry, used
to harass the enemy and exploit vulnerable targets.
Capable of evading.  Represented mostly by Cossacks and
by irregular hussars in the first half of the century.
Skirmishing cavalry can be fielded as unreliable light
cavalry if the player wishes.

Freihussars. The skirmishing cavalry equivalent of
Freicorps.

Light cavalry.  Regular cavalry, lightly mounted and
equipped, retaining some of the attributes of skirmishing
cavalry, including the ability to evade, and also capable of
fighting in a closer formation to deliver or receive charges
against formed troops.  Represented mostly by the regular
hussars of the second half of the century.

Heavy cavalry.  The standard cavalry type of the period,
represented mostly by dragoons and including all other
unarmoured close order cavalry.
Dragoons were originally formed as units of mounted
infantry, at the beginning of the eighteenth century they
were still fulfilling that function to a degree, but by the
time of Frederick, in most armies they were the standard
type of close order cavalry, only rarely used dismounted,
and then usually because of a shortage of horses, however
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they were more likely to be used on patrol and outpost
duty than on the formal battlefield.

Cuirassier.  Armoured close order cavalry mounted on a
heavy horse.

Artillery.  Available as cannon or howitzers, howitzers
can fire over friendly troops on the same level as
themselves, and are capable of setting buildings alight.

Horse Artillery. Appear in the optional rules.

Commander-in-chief. Each player must have a
Commander-in-chief, representing the great man and his
staff.

Generals.  Representing a General and his staff.  The
army is divided into Commands, each of which is has its
own  General, and each General must have a Command.

COLOUR STANDS
Each unit has a Colour Stand, bearing the units standard,
this is used as the point that Attack range, threat zones and
most other measurements are taken from. 
It is always position in the centre of a line or the front of a
column. 
The Colour Stand is always the last to destroyed.

UNIT STATUS
This represents a units experience, training and elan.
There are six classes:

Unreliable. Untrained, ill-disciplined or unwilling troops,
includes many Freicorps and Cossacks.

Poorly trained.  Recent conscripts or recruits, militia,
garrison or substandard troops, some Dragoons.

Trained.   Typical line units, making up the majority of
most armies.

Well trained. High quality line units; the infantry of
Charles XII and both the infantry and cavalry of Frederick
the Great at their peak, most British infantry fighting on
the continent, many cuirassiers.

Elite.  Crack troops, includes most Guard and grenadiers.

Exceptional. These are the best trained, most experienced
and determined units at their peak of fighting ability. Very
few of these existed in any one nation at any one time.
Exceptional units crop up occasionally in early Seven
Years War Prussian armies, but otherwise, we have
included this troop status to allow you to fight historical or
fictional scenarios that require troops of exceptional
ability to be represented, and to allow your units to be
promoted to Exceptional status in your campaigns. In
ordinary battles they should only be used with the
agreement of your opponent. The Prussians are the best
example of an army that might historically include
Exceptional units, but even regiments like the 15th, the
Red and Black Hussars or the Bayreuth Dragoons were
only at the peak of their capabilities for a relatively limited
period.

Freikorps & Freihussars. Freikorps and Freihussars unit
status is revealed the first time that they test their Resolve.
Resolve is tested by throwing two dice, use the score of
their first roll both as their Resolve throw and to determine
their status:
12 Exceptional
11 Elite
10 Trained
9 Poorly Trained
8 or less Unreliable
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 THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF & HIS
GENERALS

A Commander-in-chief or General is described by three
numbers:

Leadership/ Leadership Range /Ability

Leadership. The number General cards that he has in the
order card deck. Each card can be used to issue a single
additional order to a unit in his Command.

Leadership Range. The radius within which he can Issue
Orders using his General cards. Leadership range is
measured from any point on the Generals stand to any
point on a units  Colour Stand.

Ability. The number of units that a General can command.
A Commander-in-chief’s Ability is compared to his
opponents when armies are deployed before battle.

So, a General 3/20/7 has three General cards which can be
used to Issue Orders to units whose Colour Stand is within
twenty inches of any part of the Generals stand, and may
have up to seven units in his Command. 

(diagram)

 
The Commander-in-chief can Issue Orders to any unit in
his entire army, other than foot artillery, but other
Generals can only Issue Orders to units in their own
Command, which cannot include more units than their
Ability, and may not include skirmishing infantry,
skirmishing cavalry or foot artillery.

An EXCEPTIONAL Commander-in-chief or General is
5/30/20, and when the Joker is played by a player with an
Exceptional Commander-in-chief,  he may immediately
issue up to three extra orders.
If you are using national decks, and either side includes an
Exceptional General, the twelve special Exceptional
General cards are added to the deck.
The only Exceptional Commanders-in-chiefs in the
eighteenth century are Marlborough, Eugene, Peter the
Great, Charles of  Sweden, Frederick the Great, Ferdinand
of Brunswick, Suvarov and Napoleon.  (Other
nominations invited).

Exceptional Commanders-in-chief may always be
specifically purchased for armies of  the above Generals.
It is only possible to obtain an Exceptional Commander-
in-chief for other nationalities and periods, or Exceptional
Generals, through rolling randomly, or by promotion of a
lesser General in a campaign.

PROVIDING A COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF AND
GENERALS FOR YOUR ARMY

An army must have a Commander-in-chief.  The player
must also provide enough Generals to command all his
units other than skirmishers and artillery, and each
General must have his own Command. The player may
choose to purchase Mediocre or Capable Generals,  he
rolls randomly for each Capable General to discover their
exact status.
The Commander-in-chief is always Capable.

Mediocre generals have little direct effect on the battle
(other than a detrimental one on their units if they are
killed), as they have 0/0/4 statistics. They have no General
cards, but their Leadership of four allows them to have
four units in their Command.

Capable generals were in the minority in most historical
armies, and have skills beyond the average. They have
their own General cards, which allows them to have a
significant effect on the success of their Command.

GENERAL
 TYPE

POINTS 
 COST

  
MEDIOCRE
CAPABLE

COMMANDER-
IN-CHIEF

 
4

12
25

ROLLING FOR CAPABLE GENERALS
Roll a dice.
Add 1 if rolling for the Commander-in-chief.

DICE ROLL  GENERAL TYPE

1,2, 3
4, 5

 TALENTED  
 SKILLED

6  GREAT

 Roll  again:

Dice Throw TALENTED  SKILLED GREAT

1 1\10\4 3\10\6 5\30\10
2 1\10\4 3\20\8 5\30\12
3 2\10\4 4\20\10 6\10\8
4 2\10\4 4\20\12 6\20\12
5 3\10\6 6\10\10 6\30\16
6 3\10\8 5\20\12 Exceptional!

Mediocre Generals are always 0/0/4
Exceptional Generals are always 6/30/20
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The Commander-in-chief adds one to his Leadership.

CAVALRY GENERALS
Cavalry Generals have great elan, but are restricted to a
limited role. You can convert any of your Capable
Generals to a Cavalry General at no extra cost, by adding
two to his Leadership, halving his Leadership Range, and
halving (round up) his ability.
So a 3/20/10 General becomes a 5/10/5 Cavalry General.
A Cavalry General can only use his General cards to Issue
Orders to his cavalry units.

MOVING THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF & HIS
GENERALS
The Commander-in-chief and Capable Generals may be
Moved each time that they use a General card to Issue
Orders.
First they give an order, then they Move.
Like skirmishers, they do not have to Wheel, but may turn
and face any direction at any time during their Move.
When they are in base to base contact with a unit, they
may choose to move and manoeuvre with that unit, this
does not require a General card. 
Mediocre Generals have no General cards of their own,
they can only move when they accompany a unit that they
are in base to base contact with, or if they are issued with
Movement orders by their Commander-in-chief playing
one of his General cards, or using one of the free orders
from the Joker.
 
THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF & HIS GENERALS
IN COMBAT
If the Commander-in-chief or a General is in base to base
contact with a unit, he counts as part of that unit if it is
ordered to Attack or is Attacked.  He just counts as an
additional stand, and must obey the results of the unit
testing Resolve. The Commander-in-chief and Capable
Generals add one to the units Resolve.

If a General is in base to base contact with a unit, his is
the last stand to be disordered, but the first to be
destroyed.

A Commander-in-chief or general that is not in base to
base contact with a friendly unit is treated exactly as if he

was a one stand Elite skirmishing cavalry unit. He may not
be given independent Attack or Assault orders.

RALLYING BROKEN UNITS
Broken units can only be rallied by a General card, played
by the Commander-in-chief or any General, or by the
Commander-in-chief or any General, unshaken and in
base to base contact at the beginning of a turn.
The broken unit stops running, but it’s stands remain
disordered, it can be issued with orders in the same turn.

ORGANISING YOUR ARMY INTO
COMMANDS

All Generals, other than the Commander-in-chief, must be
given Commands, and all units other than skirmishers and
artillery must be in a Command. You can mix infantry and
cavalry in the same  Command, but it isn’t advisable.

Its important to be able to easily remember which units
belong to which Command, in smaller battles you should
manage to remember which is which, but once the number
of units gets above a dozen or so a side, you may need to
make some sort of record. Written records are best
avoided if possible, so it’s preferable to come up with
some sort of physical representation. The best way to
organise this is to place an extra single model next to each
unit, this could be an officer for one Command, an NCO
or musician for another and so on, or models in different
poses can be used for different Commands. Using flag-
shaped pieces of coloured paper, slipped between the
models of each unit, also works well and looks
unobtrusive.

Individual Generals can be identified by the colour of
their horse, hat plumes or saddle cloth, by the number and
uniform of the aides that accompany them on their stand,
or by writing their name across the back of the stand.

The  Commander-in-chief may use his General cards to
Issue Orders to any unit in the army other than foot
artillery.  Other Generals cards may only be used to Issue
Orders only to units within their Command.

Only the Commander-in-chief may use his General cards
to Issue Orders to skirmishers. General cards can never be
used to Issue Orders to artillery.
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CARD-DRIVEN GAME MECHANICS

In designing  these card-driven systems we had two
priorities.  
Firstly, we wanted to create a table top battlefield where
eighteenth century linear tactics would be used as a
matter of course, because they would be the tactics that
would be most effective under our rules.  
Secondly, the card play and movement rules had to be an
enjoyable game system in their own right. Our objective
was that the players should involve themselves in trying to
outwit each other through a game of manoeuvre.

Rather than providing bland, purely functional rules;
whereby opposing units are rolled towards each other and
the battle is won or lost by consulting complex charts to
determine how many notional men are "killed" each turn,
we wanted to place decisions about movement and
manoeuvre at the heart of the game.  
We wanted to simulate the drama and tension of the
eighteenth century battlefield without having to write
pages and pages of rules, so, we adopted card-driven
systems to create the period colour, unpredictability and
excitement we needed in the game, without reference to
time-consuming  charts.
Traditionalists might regard these card-driven rule
systems with alarm, as being "game" rather than
"wargame" mechanisms, but they have the enormous
advantage of allowing rules of virtually whatever
complexity the designer desires to be operated without
reference to additional charts and tables or onerous
record keeping, and they give the game a smooth flow and
exciting rhythm, while allowing unexpected “one-off”
results and the surprising, unpredictable events and
combinations of events that often characterised real
battles.

In the optional rules section, we have suggested options
for speeding play even more, for those who ( like us) enjoy
the occasional “beer and pretzel” style fast-play game.

We have provided cut-out cards, about two inches square
for Order cards, and one and a half inches square for
event and national cards.  
Unfortunately we can't run to actually including smart,
pre-cut cards (or rather we didn't think that you would be
too keen on paying the extra for us to do so). The playtest
“cards” are just printed on paper, so we recommend that
you glue these to squares of card. Spraymount, as used by
paste-up artists, is good for this. You might like to glue
each paper square to in the middle of a playing card.  
 The unit and general cards are templates for you to
photocopy (or scan and print off on your computer). The
idea is for you to colour them in to match your models.
We Spraymount our Order cards to playing cards, and
shuttle and deal them just as if we were playing a card
game, you could mount the event and national
characteristic cards on one and a half inch squares of
card too, but we just use them as they come, as paper
chits.
(Alternatively, you can just make up simple cards or chits
with the name of your units marked on them, the smallest
size of file card from an office supplier is very convenient)

The cards that actually come with the finished game will
probably be in a separate bound volume, printed on
different coloured card. You will still have to cut them out
though! We’ll provide enough unit cards to get players
started, but we will also have to provide artwork for them
to photocopy or scan (or we could invite them to send four
a disc). So they will have to stick and cut to make up order
cards for their armies; there doesn’t seem to be any way
round it.

You can either use the order and national cards just like
decks of playing cards, shuffling and drawing them in a
conventional manner, or you can treat them as 'chits'; toss
them all in a hat or small box and draw them out like
raffle tickets.  
Discards are put to one side, and shuffled back into the
deck or stirred into the hat when the Joker is played.

THE THREE CARD DECKS:
ORDER CARDS, NATIONAL CARDS & EVENT CARDS

These are three separate decks of cards; the order cards are
central to the game, controlling which units move or
manoeuvre, and when they do so. Use of the national and
event cards is optional, but we strongly recommend that
you at least give them a try, as they add a great deal of
character, excitement and realism to the proceedings.
Each turn the players draw a number of cards from the
order card deck, the exact number depending on the size
of army the player is commanding (see page?). Included in
the order card deck are a number (again depending on the
size of the armies) of national order cards and event order
cards. When one of these is drawn, the player immediately
draws a national or event card from the respective deck.

To prevent confusion, we have provided order cards in a
larger size than the national and event cards. We stick our
order cards to the front of playing cards, and deal and
shuffle them just like a conventional card deck, but we
just cut the national and event cards out and dump them in
small boxes; drawing them out blind when a national order
card or event order card is dealt from the order card deck.

The order card system allows two extremes of approach to
generalship. From the impetuous player flinging units at
the enemy in pursuit of momentarily glimpsed advantage,
and at great risk to the safety and cohesion of his army as
a whole; to the patient administrator, planning slowly and
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carefully, so that his whole army moves in unison with
clockwork precision while opportunities for decisive
action and victory pass him by. 

The prudent player will assess the balance between
advantage and risk each time he draws a card, and will
thereby determine if the time has yet come for action.
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THE ORDER CARD DECK 
 
The order card deck is made up of both players unit,
general, artillery, skirmisher cards and national order
cards together with the infantry advance and event order
cards and the Joker.
 
Unit Cards:   
One card for each infantry unit.  
Two cards for each heavy cavalry or cuirassier unit.  
Three cards for each light cavalry unit.

(Illustrations of one, two and three of these)

When played, each unit card allows the player to issue one
order to the unit it depicts.

Artillery & Skirmisher Cards:
There are no unit cards for artillery, skirmishing infantry
or skirmishing cavalry. Instead, the order deck contains:
 

two artillery,
two skirmishing infantry, 
 &
three skirmishing cavalry order cards,
for each Commander-in-chief

 (illustrations again)

One card is used to simultaneously Issue Orders to all
units of that troop type
Each player is handed this set of seven cards at the
beginning of the battle, allowing him to fire his artillery
and send out a cloud of skirmishers on his first turn if he
wishes.  Once played they are discarded as usual.
When the player plays his artillery card, he Fires and
Moves any or all of his artillery. Similarly, the skirmishing
infantry and skirmishing cavalry cards allow him to
simultaneously issue any orders to any or all of that troop
type.

Infantry Advance Cards:
There are two of these in the order deck. Whichever
player draws one may give any or all of his infantry a
Move order, providing that they are within Leadership
range of their Commands General.
The card must be used immediately it is drawn, or
discarded.
An attacking armies player is handed one of the infantry
advance cards at the beginning of the battle, this must be
played during his first turn or discarded.

(Illustration)

Actually, I’m not sure whether to put one or two of these
in the deck.

General Cards:  

Each General has a number of  these cards in the order
deck equal to his Leadership, which he can use to issue
extra orders to units in his Command that are within his
Leadership Range.

(Illustration)

In addition to issuing an extra order, each General card
may be used to simultaneously Move the  General.

The Commander-in-chief also has a number of General
cards, which he uses to issue extra orders to any units,
other than foot artillery, within his Leadership Range;
irrespective of what Command they belong to.

General cards may not be played if the General is
disordered, within the Attack zone of mounted enemy, in
base to base contact with the enemy, or accompanying a
unit in contact with the enemy.  

National Order Cards:  
The use of national cards is optional. They seek to
characterise the various national armies by ensuring that
they have the advantages and problems of their real
historical counterparts.

When they are used, a number of national order cards,
depending on the number of units of that nationality
fighting in the battle, will be included in the order card
deck (see chart on page?).
When a national order card is drawn, immediately draw a
card from the appropriate national deck.  

Each player also draws one dice worth of his national
cards at the beginning of the game, before he deploys his
troops.

(illustration)

Exceptional General National Cards:
If you are using the national deck, and have an
Exceptional General, then there are twelve Exceptional
General cards to add to the appropriate national deck.

(illustration)

Event Order Cards:  
Event cards are even more optional than national cards.
They are intended to add variety, interest and colour to the
game, and to simulate the unexpected and unpredictable
occurrences that are a feature of every real battle. 
When they are used, a number of event order cards,
depending on the number of units per player fighting in
the battle, will be included in the order deck (see page ?).
When a event order card is drawn, immediately draw a
card from the separate event card deck.

(Illustration)
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The Joker:
The Joker counts as three simultaneous General cards for
the Commander-in-chief of the player who plays it, all or
any of which must be used simultaneously when the Joker
is played. 
When the Joker is played, all discards are shuffled back
into the deck.
A player with an Exceptional Commander-in-chief who
plays the Joker may count it as up to six simultaneous
extra general cards, which also must be used immediately
the Joker is played, or lost.

(illustration)
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 GAME PROCEDURE

Starting the Battle:
At the start of his first turn, each player is given his
skirmisher and artillery cards, and he draws one dice
worth of his national cards, one event card and an infantry
advance card if he has an attacking army.

Taking Turns:
The players take it in turns to draw a number of cards
from the order card deck (see chart below).
The player passes over any cards that do not belong to him
to his allies or opponents as appropriate, who take them
into their hands to play in future turns.

He then decides if he wants to ISSUE ORDERS, to any of
his units.  Often, he will not want to move yet, and will
PASS; taking the order cards into his hand, and waiting
until he has accumulated enough to fulfil a specific
objective that he has in mind.

If he does decide to Issue Orders, he works systematically
through the Sequence Of Play. In the Action section, he
must play at least one order card, the results of that order
are effected immediately, and he then decides if he wants
to play another card and may continue to play order cards,
apply the results one at a time, until he decides to stop. He
then makes a compulsory movement before the turn passes
to his opponent.

UNITS
PER

PLAYER

 ORDER
CARDS
DRAWN

PER TURN

EVENT
ORDER
CARDS

IN
DECK

 NATIONAL
ORDER

CARDS IN
DECK

10 3 or 4 5 2
20 6 7 3
30 9 9 4
40 12 11 5

Great Commanders-in-chief draw one extra card per turn
Exceptional Commanders-in-chief draw two extra per turn.

These numbers are not carved in stone. We have a
preference for drawing a small number of cards, as this
makes the planning, plotting and collecting more tense
and interesting, but we do acknowledge that this can to
slow up the game a little. Adding or subtracting event and
national cards will change the character of the game. 
You will soon develop your own playing style and
preferences.

The drawing of cards should proceed at a reasonable
pace, or the game may drag. The players will each have to
draw cards about 40 times to finish a typical game. Thirty
seconds is a good time limit for deciding whether to Issue
Orders or not.

Compulsory Moves:

There are a number of circumstances in which a unit must
make a COMPULSORY move; units in column,
retreating, withdrawing or running are all moved at the
end of every turn that the player chooses to Issues Orders.

Very occasionally, a situation may arise where a player
feels the urgent need to take a compulsory move, but has
no other movement that he wants to Issues Orders for.
Rather than going through the pantomime of Issuing
Orders and moving a unit that he happens to hold an
order card for a fraction of an inch, just to qualify for the
compulsory moves, he may simply discard any unwanted
unit card to count as having Issued Orders. 

Automatic Actions:
There are also a number of circumstances in which a unit
makes an AUTOMATIC action; cavalry after
breakthrough,  pursuit, cavalry Counter-attacking,
skirmishers attempting to  Evade, artillery firing
grapeshot,  Generals accompanying a unit, units in  loose
formation reforming and units wheeling to face an Attack.
None of these requires an order card, and they happen
immediately whenever the appropriate circumstances
occur regardless of whether the player Issue Orders.

Collecting Cards
As you collect cards or chits, you can either hold them in
your hand, like in a regular card game (in which case it is
useful to try to remember which of your opponents cards
have not yet been played), or you can lay the cards or chits
down by their units as you draw them, to indicate that they
are entitled to be issued orders if their player chooses.
These give different styles of game, with the former
producing more tension and surprise, and the latter being
slightly quicker.
If you are laying down next to the units it is best to use
chits rather than big cards.
Alternatively, you can lay the cards either face up or face
down along your table edge.

The chart above recommends how many order cards to
draw per turn, depending on the number of units you are
fielding. The event card and national card column tell you
how many each of the event and national characteristic
order cards you should include in the order card deck.

Discards:
As the player Issues Orders, the order cards he uses are
played one at a time and discarded. They are shuffled back
into the remains of the order deck when the Joker is
played.
If the order deck should run out before the Joker is played,
play passes to the player who holds the Joker, who must
play it immediately.

Non-existent Units And Generals
Once a unit is either destroyed or has left the field, or a
General has been killed or left the field, the unit cards for
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that unit and that Generals cards are permanently
discarded as soon as they are drawn.

MORE THAN TWO PLAYERS
If their are more than two players, additional players can
either be given the largest Command within one of the
opposing armies, in which case they take the role of a
subordinate General; they do not draw order cards
themselves, but are passed their unit and  General cards by
the other players. They take their turn to play their cards
before their Commander-in-chief. This is a good way to
introduce new players to the game.
Alternately the extra players can be allied Commander-in-
chiefs, each with their own army and order cards,
complete with artillery and skirmisher cards. All the order
cards are mixed into one deck as usual, with each player
drawing in turn, passing cards that do not belong to him to
his opponents or allies.
Either all allies on one side can take a turn, followed by all
their opponents, or you can alternate with one player from
one side being followed by one from the other.
Players are not permitted to confer unless their General
models are in base to base contact (though details of rule
mechanics may be discussed). Messengers may be used to
pass written notes between Generals.
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SEQUENCE OF PLAY

At any point either player can play appropriate event or
national cards.

DRAW CARDS:  The first player draws from the order
card deck. He passes cards to his opponent or takes them
into his hand as appropriate.

GRAPESHOT   The first player fires grapeshot at enemy
units within  range.

MOMENT OF DECISION   The first player decides if
he wants to Issue Orders (or discard an order card to
activate compulsory moves), if he does not, play passes to
the opposing player, who draws from  the order card deck
and starts the sequence again.

REORGANISATION  The first player issues any Rally
or Reform orders, he cannot make these later in the turn.
Rally orders can only be issued using General cards, or as a
free order from the Commander-in-chief or any General,
who is unshaken and in base to base contact with a unit.
 
ACTION    The first player Issues Orders to his units as
he plays unit,  General, skirmisher, infantry advance or
artillery cards on them. Orders are issued one at a time, in a
sequence chosen by the player, he does not have to decide
beforehand how many orders he is going to issue, or to
which units, but may continue as long as he is able to play
appropriate order cards or until he decides to stop.  Each
order is effected as the card is played. 
Order cards are discarded from the players hand as they are
played. 
When Attack or Assault orders are issued, the players
immediately follow the Attack Sequence on page?

COMPULSORY MOVES  The first players moves any
units subject to compulsory movement; units in column,
retreating, withdrawing or running. Units in loose
formation that have not Moved may now reform back into
their original formation.

END OF TURN   Play passes to the opposing player,
who draws from the order card deck.

TACTICS
Before Issuing Orders it is wise to collect as many cards  as
you need to fulfil a specific objective, though irresistible
opportunities are likely to occur that will cause you to act
precipitously!

The units in your Commands must support and protect each
other, and the separate Commands must provide each other
with support and protection too. Don’t leave “orphaned”
units to wander off by themselves to be picked off at the
enemies leisure. Having a unit in support on each side, and
another to the rear adds 5 to the Resolve score, this makes
all the difference to your chance of holding firm in the face
of an Attack or successfully charging in. It you do succeed
in charging in, then all your opponents disordered stands
are automatically destroyed.
Remember that cavalry only count support from other
cavalry, if you expect to successfully charge them in against
formed opponents, you must use them en masse. They will
more readily succeed against opponents already weakened
by the attentions of your infantry and artillery.

Form up in depth in a compact mass. Don’t try to line the
whole width of the battlefield. Units in open ground should
usually deploy in two or three lines.

Unless you are deliberately sacrificing units to disrupt or
temporarily pin a section of your opponents army, don’t
Attack unless you have sufficient advantage to be sure of
victory. Your units should benefit from more support than
their targets, and have less disordered or destroyed stands,
before you should even consider Attacking. Use artillery to
soften them up first. Batter vulnerable units mercilessly.
Don’t let the enemy pull crippled units back out of your
reach. 
You can check your chance of Attacking successfully by
looking at the Resolve modifiers that apply, to see what is
the best and worst result you could expect.

Shaken units are usually annihilated if Attacked by a well
supported, reasonably intact opponent.

When you do launch an Attack, be sure to have units and
appropriate cards available to immediately exploit any
holes that you punch in the enemy line.

Battles often evolve in such a way that the action between
the opposing cavalry is settled first, with the winner then
able to place the unprotected enemy infantry at an
enormous disadvantage. If you are disadvantaged in a
cavalry struggle, you must organise yourself and try and
force a decision with your infantry before you are
swamped. Coordination between infantry, cavalry and
artillery is the key to success.

If in doubt, or when playing for the first time, settle down to
wait until you have enough cards to move your entire army
before Issuing Orders, and only abandon this plan if your
opponent makes a mistake and leaves himself particularly
vulnerable to units you are able to move against him
without creating vulnerabilities for yourself. 
If you play solo, it is interesting to have your “dummy“
opponent follow this policy, while your army pursues more
adventurous tactics.
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 ORDERS SUMMARY
 THE FOLLOWING ORDERS MAY BE ISSUED

We have capitalised all orders throughout the text.

ARTILLERY FIRE
ANY or ALL the players artillery Fire. Each battery may
then take a free  Move, Limber or Unlimber. (See page ?)
 
ASSAULT (some infantry only)  
Infantry attempt to charge to contact with an eligible target
within Attack range without pausing to fire. (see page ?)
 
ATTACK  
Attempt combat with an eligible target within Attack range:
9 inches for infantry and 18 inches for cavalry.
Follow the Attack Sequence on page?

 Eligible Targets

Infantry may only Attack infantry and skirmishing infantry, or
cavalry foolish enough to present their flank or rear.

Skirmishing infantry may only Attack skirmishing infantry.  

Skirmishing cavalry may only Attack skirmishing infantry or
skirmishing cavalry, or any shaken units that are not in cover, or
the flank or rear of any cavalry.

Cavalry may Attack any unit other than infantry or skirmishing
infantry in cover. 
 

 
However, any broken unit is always an eligible target for any
opponent.

CONTINUE COMBAT
A unit already in base to base contact with the enemy
instigates another round of combat. (See page ?)

COUNTER-ATTACK (mounted only)
A mounted unit Attacked from the front may automatically
Counter-attack, no order needs to be issued. (See page ?)

EVADE (skirmishers & light cavalry only) 
The unit attempts to avoid Attacking enemy.   (See page ?)
 
FORM LINE  
Form line from column. This can be done either to the front
or to the side, in either case a three inch move is
compulsory.
Forming column from line is not permitted.

(diagram)

HALT  
Halts Withdrawing units. 

MOVEMENT

A Move straight forward of up to six inches, up to three
inches in rough terrain.
Units in column must move at least three inches, and do not
need to be given Wheel orders.
Skirmishers, Generals and units in loose formation can
Move in any direction, without the need for Wheel or Turn
orders.    
Movement orders may not be used to enter mounted
enemies THREAT ZONE, or to move closer than nine
inches to an enemy (see Automatic Halts on page?).

OBLIQUE MOVEMENT (Prussian infantry only)  
The unit moves forward diagonally, while remaining facing
the same direction.  
The maximum sideways movement is three inches for every
full six inches moved forward.  

(diagram)
 
RALLY  
Rally orders may only be issued using a General card,
or by an unshaken Commander-in-chief or General in
base to base contact.
Rallying a broken unit brings it to a halt, but it remains
disordered.
 
REFORM  
Reforms all disordered stands.(Not 
 
RETIRE  (mounted only) 
The unit wheels through up to forty five degrees, Retires
nine inches and turns to face any direction. If their path is
blocked by friendly or enemy units, or by terrain, they
Retire to the half way point.

(diagram)
 
SKIRMISHING FIRE (skirmishers only) 
Skirmishers Fire on any enemy within nine inches. (See
page ?)  

TURN  
The unit counter marches to make a complete turn through
180 degrees.
90 degree turns are not permitted. 

(diagram) 
 
WHEEL  
A wheel of up to forty-five degrees.
One corner of the unit remains stationary as a pivot while
the other corner swings forward.

WITHDRAW  (foot only) 
The unit turns through 180 degrees, then wheels through up
to forty five degrees and moves three inches, ending the
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turn facing any direction.  Each time the player then Issues
Orders they must move a further three inches, wheeling up
to forty five degrees if desired. This continues until the unit
is issued Halt orders, would collide with another unit (other
than skirmishers) or is subject to an Attack .

(diagram)

Collision with other units
If the intervening unit is skirmishers, they are simply
moved aside. 

If an unshaken friendly unit is encountered, the
Withdrawing unit enters loose formation to form up
immediately behind their friends.
Shaken friendly units are interpenetrated, with all stands of
both units disordered. 
Other enemy units cause the Withdrawing unit to halt two
inches short with all its stands disordered.

(Diagram)
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Rules for 
MOVEMENT & MANOEUVRE.

Infantry and cavalry (cuirassiers, light cavalry, and heavy
cavalry) share the same basic rules for movement and
manoeuvre.  
 
One card is required for each order issued. 
The most common order is Move, which allows up to six
inches movement straight forward, but no wheeling or
turning. 
For a unit to perform any manoeuvre or action a separate
order is required for each.  
Each unit may be given any number of orders, restricted
only by the cards in the players hand. General cards, event
cards and national cards may allow additional orders to be
issued.
The player decides in what order he Issues Orders to his
units.

SKIRMISHERS & ARTILLERY.
Skirmishers and artillery do not have unit cards, instead,
they have order cards that permit the player to
simultaneously Issue Orders to any or all of his units of
that type. See page ? & ? for the full rules on skirmishers
and artillery respectively.
 
 AUTOMATIC HALTS
All units automatically halt as soon as any of their stands
enter the Attack Zone of mounted enemy, or their Colour
Stand comes within nine inches of an enemy Colour
Stand, unless subject to the results of testing Resolve.
They will remain halted until given new orders.
They may then only be given Attack, Assault, Counter-
attack, Evade, Disengage, Fire, Withdraw, Retire, Reform
or Rally orders. They may Wheel to face the nearest
enemy, or to face an Attack. 
They may not Move, Turn or Form Line . 

LEAVING THE TABLE
If any part of a unit crosses the edge of the table, whether
voluntarily or through Resolve test, pursuit, breakthrough
or thrown back results, the unit is removed permanently
from play. 

FORMATIONS
LINE is the standard formation used by infantry and
cavalry. The Colour Stand, from which most
measurements are taken, is placed in the centre of the line.  

Lines may not bend or curve, but most remain perfectly
straight unless the unit enters loose formation to take up a
position along a linear obstacle such as a wall, fence,
fortifications, the edge of terrain, or a river bank (see
below).  
 
(diagram)  

COLUMN
Units may start the battle in COLUMN, but once they
have changed to line formation, they may not change
back.
 
While in COLUMN, units must take a compulsory Move,
of between three and six inches,  every time a player
Issues Orders, until they come within nine inches of an
enemy unit, enter an enemy threat zone, receive a Form
Line order or would otherwise collide with a friendly unit
(other than skirmishers who are moved aside), after which
they are subject to normal movement rules.
Troops in column may wheel once per turn (twice if they
are on a road), and do not need to be issued an order to do
so. They are not disordered by steep hills, and can Move
up to nine inches on roads.  

Units in column are permitted to Attack without forming
line, but suffer a damaging minus 3 modifier to their
Resolve.  
 
The Colour Stand is always placed at the head of the
column.  

(diagram) 

LOOSE FORMATION
Units other than skirmishers, Generals and artillery, must
adopt loose formation to enter ROUGH TERRAIN, line
up along a terrain feature, to pass through a NARROW
GAP at least two inches wide, between either terrain or
friendly units, or to move through friendly or unmanned
artillery.

Units in loose formation suffer disordering of all their
stands if  they test Resolve.

Entering loose formation occurs automatically, and does
not require an order to be issued, it occurs immediately a
unit moves to within one inch of a linear obstacle, rough
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terrain, a narrow gap or artillery, or Withdrawing troops
take refuge behind a friendly unit .

When entering loose formation, position the units stands
so that none of them are quite touching, and none are
lined up with their neighbours.
The unit now Moves by following its Colour Stand. Move
the Colour Stand in any direction, without needing an
order to wheel or turn, and then reposition the rest of the
stands roughly around it.
While Moving within rough terrain, the unit must remain
in loose formation.

(Diagram)

Units in loose formation that do not Move are
automatically reformed back into column or line at the
end of the next turn in which the player Issues Orders,
even if they are within rough terrain,  they adopt the
appropriate new formation around their Colour Stand.

Units moving within rough terrain, or leaving  its
perimeter automatically adopt loose formation once more.

Units that adopt loose formation to pass through a
narrow gap are not necessarily abandoning formal drill,
we are using this rule both to simulate units temporarily
abandoning formation, and those performing complex
manoeuvres (such as forming columns of files, moving
through a defile, then reforming into line) that it is
unnecessary to precisely simulate on the tabletop, but
which would result in disaster if they were contacted by
the enemy before the evolutions were complete and the
unit reformed.

Broken troops and Evaders do not adopt loose formation
to avoid  colliding with another unit: they just plough
into the obstructing unit, causing disorder to all stands
of both units if colliding with friends, and suffering
complete destruction if colliding with the enemy.
Skirmishers that would otherwise be collided with are
automatically moved aside.

SQUARES were not often used during the period
covered by these rules, a more common response to
encircling cavalry would be to face the rear rank out in
defence. The player does not have to concern himself with
this, as, if threatened from the flank or rear, it is up to
your unit commander to organise an appropriate defence.

You will discover if he has succeeded in doing so when
you test his units Resolve against a flank or rear attack. 
Optional rules are provided if you do feel the need to
actually simulate forming square.
  
INTERPENETRATION  
Units may not voluntarily occupy the same space or move
through each other, though they can break formation if
they need to pass through a narrow gap between friendly
troops or terrain.  
Where interpenetration occurs involuntarily because of
broken or Evading troops all the stands of both units are
disordered.
Units may never end the turn occupying the same space as
each other, all units that end the turn interpenetrated move
equal distances directly apart until they are separated. If
there is not then enough space to separate the units
because of other units or terrain, the remaining
overlapped stands are all destroyed. 
Skirmishers are automatically moved out of the way to
avoid involuntary interpretation.

FORMING COLUMN FROM LINE 
Is not permitted.

AND NO MEASURING!
Unless agreed between the players beforehand, no
measuring is allowed on the battlefield other than to
allow players to move and manoeuvre their troops
through the correct distances, and confirm that  they are
within range to threaten, Attack, Fire, or Issue Orders
with a general card.
Even this measuring occurs after orders are issued,
Attacks declared, targets nominated and any Resolve
tested.

Attackers who discover that they cannot reach their target
stop short at their maximum move distance. They suffer
the results of their Resolve test and any disordered and
destroyed stands as appropriate, but no additional
penalty.  Their opponents ignore the results of testing
Resolve, and suffer no casualties.

Artillery attempting to fire beyond their maximum range
may fire instead at any stand that happens to be in line
with their intended target and at their maximum range,
otherwise they lose the opportunity to fire at all.
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AUTOMATIC HALTS, THREAT ZONES,
ATTACKS & ELIGIBLE TARGETS 

Before you move on to the main movement and combat rules, its important for you to
understand these four basic concepts that will control and limit your units behaviour on the
battlefield;

AUTOMATIC HALTS
All units automatically halt as soon as:
 1.  Any of their stands enter the threat zone of unshaken mounted enemy.
 2.  Their Colour Stand can draw a straight line, uninterrupted by impassable terrain or other units, to the Colour Stand of an
unshaken enemy unit within nine inches.

They may then only be given Attack or Assault the nearest enemy, Counter-attack, Evade, Fire, Withdraw, Retire, Reform or
Rally. They may Wheel only to face the nearest enemy, or automatically to face an Attack. 

CAVALRY THREAT ZONES
Only unshaken mounted units have a threat zone, it extends out from the front corners of its command stand, to the limit of
its attack range, at an angle of 45 degrees, eighteen inches for cavalry and nine inches for skirmishing cavalry, or until it is
blocked by any unit, loss of line of sight, or impassable terrain.

(Really good Diagram required here)

However, if any part of a threat zone would intersect with any part of an enemy threat zone, both are
NEUTRALISED, and have no effect on ANY enemy unit.

( Another really good diagram) 

ATTACKS
Units within their Attack range (nine inches for foot, eighteen inches for mounted) of an eligible target enemy unit may be
ordered to Attack.
To be within Attack range it must be possible to draw a straight line from any part of the Attackers command stand to any
part of its opponents command stand, without passing through a stand from any other unit or impassable terrain.
Attacks can take place across rough terrain or linear obstacles without any reduction in Attack range, however the Attacking
unit suffers one dice worth of disordered stands, and a damaging minus three modifier to Resolve.
Follow the step by step instructions in the Attack Sequence section.

ELIGIBLE TARGETS
Infantry may only Attack infantry and skirmishing infantry, or cavalry foolish enough to present their flank or rear.
Skirmishing infantry may only Attack skirmishing infantry.  
Skirmishing cavalry may only Attack skirmishing infantry or skirmishing cavalry, or any shaken units that are not in cover,
or the flank or rear of any cavalry.
Cavalry may Attack any unit other than infantry or skirmishing infantry in cover. 
 
However, any broken unit is always an eligible target for any opponent.
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Cavalry threat zones represent the vulnerability of units facing a large body of cavalry that it positioned so that it could
launch an Attack upon them. Any attempt at complex movement or manoeuvre by the threatened unit will render them
unprepared and vulnerable should a cavalry charge be launched.
Skirmishing cavalry  threat  zones represent the skirmishing cavalry being positioned so that they can skirmish forward and
harass their opponents; again making them vulnerable if they attempt to move or manoeuvre.

Cavalry have large threat zones which, potentially, are capable of  threatening and effectively immobilising large numbers of
units. However, under normal circumstances you will find that opposing cavalry units effectively neutralise each other,  as
their attack zones cancel each other out when they intersect.
Once one side achieves dominance with its cavalry,  then their threat zones will come into play with devastating effect, and
they will be able to severely restrict their opponents options
 
It is important to bear in mind that infantry caught within  the threat zone of enemy cavalry are effectively pinned, as they
cannot be ordered to Move and infantry are not allowed to Attack cavalry.. 
One way out is to Withdraw (in which case the infantry will face the nearest enemy before proceeding to move three inches
away from them each time orders are issued) and for cavalry to Retire (moving back nine inches and turning, shaken). 
Or you can block the enemy with the threat zone of  one of your own cavalry units, or use artillery to disorder enough of the
enemy stands to shake them, remember that only unshaken cavalry units have a threat zone.
. 
These rules tends to make it is impossible for infantry to be effective against an enemy force that contains cavalry unless they
have cavalry support of their own, and gives cavalry a vital and realistic role on the wargames table. 
Players will discover that the effects of having cavalry driven completely away on one of their wings are potentially
devastating, and will find that it is wise to keep a cavalry reserve, or, if they are outclassed in the cavalry battle, they must
attempt to quickly settle the matter with their infantry. 
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COMBAT AND MORALE
DISORDERED & DESTROYED STANDS,

SHAKEN UNITS

Unit morale, willingness to attack and results of combat are all determined simultaneously by testing the RESOLVE of
opposing units. 
  
The winner of a firefight or an attempted charge into contact is not mainly determined by the number of dead and wounded
on each side: the victor is the side which best maintains cohesion, determination and their collective courage in the face of
enemy fire or opponents who demonstrate their willingness to close. Casualties are certainly a factor, but the level of Resolve
demonstrated by opposing units will determine their respective willingness to fight or to run.
In these rules, both the Attacker and the Defender are likely to suffer disordered stands, irrespective of whether contact is
made, or they even move closer to each other, representing the units loss of cohesion, determination and fighting potential in
the face of the enemy. If they do actually open fire on each other, or one or both sides charge to contact, disordered stands
may be destroyed. 

DISORDERED STANDS. 
We will not be recording individual casualties within a unit, instead, the loss of a units effectiveness through fear, physical
disorganisation in the ranks, reduced resolve, dispersion of its members, casualties from enemy action, or a combination of
all these and other factors, is represented by individual stands becoming DISORDERED. A unit cannot suffer more
disordered stands than there are remaining in that unit! 
The number of disordered stands in a unit is indicated either by using coloured marker or casualty models placed by the  unit,
or by turning the appropriate number of stands through 45 degrees.   
 
A unit with disordered stands has reduced Resolve, and,  equally importantly, after combat or receiving fire, each disordered
stand must be diced for to see if it is DESTROYED. 

DESTROYED STANDS.
The complement of a DESTROYED stand has been dispersed, damaged and demoralised to the point where it no longer
forms even a minimally effective military force, and the stand is permanently removed. The owning player decides which
end of the unit to remove a stand from.

SHAKEN UNITS.   
A unit is SHAKEN if over half of its stands are currently either disordered or destroyed.

It follows that once half of a units stands are destroyed, that unit is permanently shaken, and effectively useless. It is usually
best to pull units out of combat before this occurs, remember that your battle is over if 40% of your units are destroyed,
permanently shaken or leave the table.

There is now complete disorganisation in the ranks, with men abandoning formal drill altogether, trying to find cover,
clumping together and milling around in a state of terror. 

Shaken units may not Attack or Assault or Move nearer to any enemy, other than to wheel in response to an Attack, and are
particularly  vulnerable. 

Shaken mounted troops have no threat zone. 

Shaken Commanders-in-chief and Generals cannot Rally broken units.

Shaken units are be represented by arranging the stands of a unit in two ranks, to simulate the men bunching in away from
the flanks.

(diagram)

REFORMING UNITS 
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An order is issued to REFORM a unit, thereby cancelling the disordered status of all stands, this represents the officers and
NCO's pausing to reorder their men. Players may feel reluctant to 'waste' a potential move in this way, but should bear in
mind that, win or lose, many of the disordered stands will be lost if the unit enters combat.  
It is very important that you ensure that your officers and NCO’s pause to Reform their men, especially if this is all that is
required to do away with shaken status.

RALLYING BROKEN UNITS
Units that break and run as a result of testing Resolve can only be halted if an unshaken General or Commander-in-chief
issues a  RALLY order or moves into base to base contact with them.
The unit halts with all its stands still disordered.
Broken units that have lost over half their stands destroyed are now useless as combatants, and will not return to the fray. If
Rallied, they are considered to have dispersed, and are removed. In campaigns, they are not considered to have been
destroyed.

I’m not sure where to put this (If anywhere?)

TABLETOP ATTACKS

You will find that the sequence of events runs something like this.

First, you will bring your troops up to a position from which their attack may be launched.

Once they are given their attack orders, your infantry will move to musket range and begin their advance, pausing to deliver
fire.  If you want them to continue advancing all the way to close range, you may have to issue another Attack order.  Then,
given that you have provided them with adequate support, and that your officers and NCOs have maintained order in the
ranks, they will most likely continue advancing and firing until they have advanced as close as they dare; and will commence
a deadly exchange of fire with their opponents.

This confrontation is a test of Resolve between your men and their opponents, once the nerve of the enemy begins to fail, and
your men see that they are about to crack, they may well surge forward for the kill; scattering all before them.

Provided that their target has been weakened by the attentions of your infantry and artillery, you will find that your cavalry
need less urging to close.  Though again they benefit greatly from support, and their ranks should be neatly ordered.

Cavalry can be launched from a great distance,  advancing at the trot before finally attempting a charge to contact.  Often
contact will never fully be made, as the nerve of one side or the other fails, and either your men balk or wheel away, or their
targets try to escape the approaching swords and hooves.
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ATTACK SEQUENCE
 the Attacking and defending units are referred to as “Opponents”

1. ATTACK OR ASSAULT
ORDERS  

Units must halt once Their Colour Stand can draw a
straight line, uninterrupted by impassable terrain or other
units, to the Colour Stand of an unshaken enemy unit
within nine inches, or any of their stands enter the threat
zone of mounted enemy . 
At this point they must halt, unless they are subject to a
Resolve test result. 
They may now only move closer to the enemy if they are
ordered to Attack an eligible target enemy unit, or if
Wheeling to face the nearest enemy, or in response to an
Attack. 
They may be ordered to Attack only if they can draw a
line straight out from any point on the front of their
Colour Stand that passes through any point on there
opponents Colour Stand without being blocked by
impassable terrain, or friendly or enemy troops, or they
would be able to do so if they wheeled through up to forty
five degrees.

(diagram)

 Eligible Targets

Infantry may only Attack infantry and skirmishing
infantry, or cavalry foolish enough to present their flank
or rear.

Skirmishing infantry may only Attack skirmishing
infantry.  

Skirmishing cavalry may only Attack skirmishing infantry
or skirmishing cavalry, or any shaken units that are not in
cover, or the flank or rear of any cavalry.

Cavalry may Attack any unit other than infantry or
skirmishing infantry in cover. 

However, any broken unit is always an eligible target for
any opponent.

 
 

2. ATTACKER WHEELS TO
FACE OPPONENT  

Attackers wheel through up to forty-five degrees to face
the defending unit.

(diagram)

3. OPPONENT WHEELS,
COUNTER-ATTACKS OR

EVADES  
The defending unit is wheeled up to forty-five degrees to
attempt to face enemy Attacking their front. They may
now declare EVADES (see page?) or COUNTER-
ATTACKS (see page?) . 
(diagram)

4. TEST RESOLVE
Opposing units now test Resolve against each other;
rolling two dice and adding or subtracting Resolve
Modifiers.  
 
The unit with the highest final total for Resolve is
RESOLUTE.  
 
The unit with the lowest final total for Resolve is
UNCERTAIN. 

In the case of a draw, both sides are uncertain.
 
Refer to the appropriate Resolve Charts to determine each
units actions. The results are applied immediately. 

5. THROW
CONFRONTATION

  DICE
 TO DISORDER STANDS

Confrontation dice are thrown for both sides, irrespective
of whether either side charged, fired or made contact, or
even whether one or both sides break and run.

Throw one dice for each stand in the resolute unit.
A four, five or six indicates that one of its opponents
stands is disordered.  
 
Throw one dice for each stand in the uncertain unit. 
A five or six indicates that one of its opponents stands is
disordered. 
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6. THROW
 COMBAT DICE

 TO DESTROY
DISORDERED STANDS 

Throw to see if disordered stands are DESTROYED only
if their unit has:
1. Received fire from an opponent within six inches that

has advanced and fired, or stood and fired.
2. Received or made a charge to contact.
3. Engaged in continued combat.

Opponents Withdrawing, Retiring or broken and Units
Attacked from the flank or rear, who have not turn to
face, do not throw Combat Dice.

Throw for EACH disordered stand in an eligible unit:
they are DESTROYED by:  
 
A five or six if fired at by opponents within six inches.   
 
A four, five or six if:
Fired at by opponents within three inches.
In continued combat .  
 
Automatically if making or receiving a Charge or
Counter-charge to contact.

The owning player decides which end of the unit
destroyed stands are removed from.

HOWEVER:
Confrontation & Combat dice are never thrown in
Attacks on artillery (See page?).

7. THROWN BACK,
BREAKTHROUGH 

or
 JUBILATION?

Uncertain units are automatically THROWN BACK if
they end a turn in contact with resolute opponents. They
are moved straight back two inches.
Resolute mounted units automatically follow.
Resolute foot units automatically follow foot unless either
side were in cover.
If this causes the uncertain unit to collide with friends,
they interpenetrate and all stands in both units are
disordered.  
If the uncertain unit collides with an enemy, or if enemy
stands are in contact with its flank or rear, then the entire
defeated unit is destroyed.
If the uncertain unit collides with impassable terrain all its
stands are disordered. 
Resolute units that follow their uncertain opponents do
not collide with either friends or enemy, they stop two
inches short of friends, and enemies are thrown back.   
 
If a resolute mounted unit charges to contact and has
more undisordered stands than its opponent, it achieves a
BREAKTHROUGH.  
The resolute troops immediately moves through the
uncertain unit, without suffering disorder through
interpenetration. All the stands in the uncertain unit are
disordered.  
Any enemy units in the way are thrown back in two inch
steps until there is enough room for the victors between
them and the defeated unit.  
 (diagrams)  
The breakthrough unit may now be issued with an
immediate free order. If there is an eligible opponent
within Attack range, they may Attack with a plus three
Resolve modifier, returning to stage two above.

To become JUBILANT, a unit must be unshaken, and
have either completely destroyed an opposing unit,
caused it to run, retreat, retire or surrender, or have
captured a standard or General.
It then automatically becomes Jubilant, and remains so
until it is uncertain when testing Resolve against an
opponent.
The effect of  Jubilation is cumulative; each time that the
unit becomes Jubilant it adds another plus one to Resolve.
We use a model waving his hat as a marker to indicate
Jubilation.  
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8. TURN ENDS
In subsequent turns no further combat takes place until
units of one side or the other are given further Attack
orders, even if opposing units end the turn still in contact.
Then exactly the same procedure as above is followed,
with the opposing units continuing combat, sustaining a
firefight, advancing, withdrawing or running, according
to their circumstances and the roll of the dice.
If the opposing units are left in contact, then when either
of them receives an Attack order, both units test Resolve
on the Continued Combat chart. 

Breaking the attack sequence up into eight segments like
this makes it all seem terribly complicated, but after your
first couple of battles you won’t be referring to this list at
all, you should find that the sequence flows entirely
naturally.

It may seem strange at first that sometimes a unit can be
the resolute unit when Resolve is tested, but after
Confrontation and Combat Dice are thrown, might suffer
more disordered or destroyed stands that its uncertain
opponent!
This represents the common situation where a unit
successfully attacks, drives back its opponent and takes
the disputed ground, but in doing so may be completely
spent, and no longer capable of exploiting its advantage.
An Attack from its previously defeated opponent may then
cause the unit to be driven back in turn.

(Big, two-page illustrated example of an Attack)
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TESTING RESOLVE

 INFANTRY or SKIRMISHING
INFANTRY ATTACKING

 Charge Nine Inches! 13+

Advance to Six Inches and Fire,  
or, if within Six Inches:   10,11,12
Advance to Three Inches and Fire,         
or, if within Three Inches: Stand and Fire.

Advance to  Six Inches and Fire  
or, if within Six Inches: Stand and Fire 8, 9

Stand. 7
 
Withdraw.

Break & Run, all stands disordered.

6

5 or Less

 Assaulting troops do not Fire.
 

 
INFANTRY or SKIRMISHING INFANTRY

DEFENDING against INFANTRY or
SKIRMISHING INFANTRY

Charge enemy within Six Inches
 

18 +
Otherwise Stand and Fire
 
Charge Enemy within Three Inches  16,17
Otherwise Stand and Fire

Stand and Fire 7 to 15

Stand.  6
 
Withdraw. 4,5
 
Break & Run, all stands disordered. 3 or

Less

ARTILLERY

Stand and Fire 8 +

Abandon Guns  if enemy charge ,
otherwise Stand and Fire              6, 7

Abandon Guns  5

 CAVALRY  ATTACKING OR
 COUNTER-ATTACKING

 
Charge  18”                     13+

Veer Of, Shaken                    12

Falter - at nine inches short.                    10,11
   

Falter - at six inches short.       9 
 
Falter - at three inches short.       8
 
Falter after moving three inches forward.             7   
 
Stand       6    
 
Retire       5
 
Break & Run, all stands disordered.4 or less
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UNPREPARED
 CAVALRY

Retire                                                                        12+

Turn to face Attacker. 10,11

Break & Run, all stands disordered. 8,9

Stand  7
                                                                                or  Less

 

INFANTRY ATTACKED
 BY CAVALRY

Charge faltered cavalry within six inches.
Otherwise, Stand & Fire.

18+         

 
Charge faltered cavalry within three inches.
Otherwise, Stand & Fire.

 16,17

 
Stand & Fire. 7,8,9,10
 11,12,13,14,15
 
Stand.  6
 
Retreat  5                   

Break & Run.

                                          

 4 or Less

 

CONTINUING COMBAT

Continue combat 8 +

Infantry Withdraw, Cavalry Retire. 5,6,7

Break & Run. 4 
or Less
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RESOLVE MODIFIERS  
Throw two dice, then:

Own situation

Unsupported  - 1
Each stand disordered  - 1
Each stand destroyed  - 1
Enemy within Attack range of flank or rear  - 1
Lower Status than opponent  - 1
Running  - 3
In column  - 3
Skirmishing infantry in open   - 3
Attacking across rough terrain  - 3
and/or linear obstacle (s)

Each flank supported + 1
Rear support + 1
Well supported + 1
Higher status than opponents + 1
Exceptional + 1
Fresh troops + 1
Each Jubilant + 1
Assault orders + 3

In cover                                                    + 1 or - 3
Skirmishing  infantry in cover                 +3 or - 3
or in rough terrain
Capable general in b. to base contact     + 1 or - 1

Friends situation

Any friends broken within nine inches - 3
Each other friend shaken within nine inches - 1
Command general or Commander-in-chief - 3
dead or evacuated

Opponents situation

Each stand disordered + 1
Each stand destroyed + 1
Shaken + 3
Within Attack range of  their flank + 4
Within Attack range of their rear + 6

Cavalry or skirmishing cavalry only

Cavalry Attacking cavalry or skirmishers + 1
Light cavalry + 1
Heavy cavalry + 2
Cuirassier + 4
Testing after breakthrough + 3

Cavalry Attacking - 1
unshaken infantry or artillery

Skirmishing cavalry                                          - 1

Cavalry or skirmishing cavalry 
Counter-attacking - 1
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RESOLVE TEST RESULTS EXPLANATIONS 
 

FOOT and ARTILLERY

Charge   
The unit is immediately moved towards its opponent,
wheeling first if necessary, up to the limit of its Attack
range ( nine inches if foot or eighteen inches if mounted),
or until any of its bases makes contact with its opponent .  

In a frontal Attack, if the two units are not aligned with
each other, the charging unit wheels on contact, using the
first point of contact as a pivot.   

(Diagram)

In a flank or rear Attack, the two units are left at the point
of first contact, no effort is made to align them unless
either player continues combat in a subsequent turn.

Break & Run
The broken unit moves immediately (six inches if foot
and twelve inches if mounted), and then whenever the
player Issues Orders, directly away from the nearest
enemy, ending the turn with its back to them. it can be
halted by the Commander-in-chief’s General card or base
to base contact with any General once it is outside enemy
Attack range.
It may wheel up to forty five degrees once per turn to
avoid collision with friendly or enemy units, but only if
this will prevent collision. Otherwise they interpenetrate
friends (except skirmishers, who move aside), causing
disorder to all the stands of both units, and are destroyed
by any enemy.
Running units will break formation to enter rough terrain
or pass through a narrow gap between obstacles, but not
to avoid contact with units obstructing their path.

WITHDRAW  
Foot turn through 180 degrees, then wheel through up to
forty five degrees and move three inches, ending the turn
facing any direction.  Each time the player then Issues
Orders they must move a further three inches, wheeling
up to forty five degrees if desired. This continues until the
unit is issued Halt orders, would collide with another unit
(other than skirmishers, who move aside) or is subject to
an Attack .
Collision with other units
If the intervening unit is skirmishers, they are simply
moved aside. 
Other enemy units cause the Withdrawing unit to halt
with all its stands disordered.
If an unshaken friendly unit is encountered, the
Withdrawing unit enters loose formation to form up
immediately behind their friends.
Shaken friendly units are interpenetrated, with all stands
of both units disordered.

 (See diagrams Page?)

Abandon Guns
The gunners run away, or try to hide themselves amongst
the guns and wagons.
The guns may be remanned next time their artillery card
is played, providing they are not overrun by the enemy.
(See page?)
 
 
MOUNTED
Retire 
The cavalry unit wheels through up to forty five degrees,
then Retires nine inches away from their opponent, and
turns to face any direction. If their path is blocked by
friendly or enemy units, or by terrain, they retire to the
half way point.

Veer  Off
The unit does not have the confidence or determination to
make full contact but veers to the left or right, perhaps
making passing blows or firing pistols, musketoons and
carbines.

 Veering Off Procedure:

1. Move the unit up to the proposed contact point with its
opponent.
   
2. Turn through 180 degrees.
  
3. Wheel 45 degrees (throw a dice:1,2,3-left.4,5,6- right).

4. Move a further nine inches. 

(Diagram)

 If this sends the unit on a collision course with a friendly
or enemy unit (other than skirmishers, who move aside),
it may break formation (see page?)  or make one two inch
wheel, if this will avoid contact. Otherwise, it will
interpenetrate a friendly unit, causing all stands of both
units to be disordered, or it Attacks an enemy unit, with
all its stands becoming disordered if it makes contact.. 

Falter , Shaken 
The attempted charge grinds to a confused halt, falling
short of its attempted point of contact, perhaps with a
blaze of pistol and carbine fire. This leaves the unit
extremely vulnerable, with possible disastrous results.
 
Faltering units fall short of the original position of foot, or
mounted who do not Counter-charge, or the half-way
point between Attacking and Counter-attacking mounted.
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If the unit is already closer than the specified falter
distance, they simply stay where they are.

Point of Contact
The point of contact between an Attacking mounted unit
and its opponent is the centre point if the opponent
Counter-attacks, otherwise the starting position of the
defending unit.
   

It is advisable never to launch a cavalry Attack unless the
Resolve modifiers seem favourable. As, although cavalry
can be devastating effective used correctly, they are too
brittle to be committed in unfavourable circumstances,
you really don’t want to see them falter under the muskets
or sabres of their opponent. 
Make sure that they are well supported and launch them
at disordered or, ideally, shaken opponents. 
 

RESOLVE MODIFIER EXPLANATIONS  

Flank Support
For foot, either any friendly stand which is not shaken,
withdrawing, retiring or broken, or a terrain feature
impassable to cavalry must be within three inches of the
flank. 
For  mounted, a friendly mounted stand, which is not
shaken or retiring, must be within three inches of the
flank.   
   
Rear Support  
For foot, either a friendly infantry or cavalry unit which
is facing the supported unit, not shaken, withdrawing or
Retiring, is within nine inches, and has any of its stands
directly behind any of the supported units stands, or the
entire rear of the unit is within three inches of a terrain
feature or features impassable to cavalry.
For mounted, a friendly mounted unit, which is facing
the supported unit and not shaken or retiring, must be
within eighteen inches of its rear and have any of its
stands directly behind any of the supported units stands.

(Diagram)

Note that mounted can only be supported by mounted
Artillery and skirmishing infantry cannot give rear
support to foot.
 
Well Supported  
The rear and at least one flank of the unit are supported.  
 
Fresh Troops  

The unit has not yet suffered any disordered stands either
through Confrontation dice or through artillery fire.
Fresh troops may be indicated by placing an officer, NCO
or musician model in front of the unit at the start of the
battle; we use the same model that indicates which
Command the unit belongs to, and move it to the side or
rear once the unit suffers a disordered stand.
Artillery are never fresh (!)  
 
Jubilant  
To become JUBILANT, a unit must be unshaken, and
have either completely destroyed an opposing unit,
caused it to run, retreat, retire or surrender, or have
captured a standard or General.
It then automatically becomes Jubilant, and remains so
until it is uncertain when testing Resolve against an
opponent.
The effect of  Jubilation is cumulative; each time that the
unit becomes Jubilant it adds another plus one to Resolve.
  
In Cover
If the unit is in cover, the player must either add one or
subtract three from Resolve after he has thrown his dice.
Skirmishing infantry that has its command stand either in
cover or within rough terrain may choose to add or
subtract three.
  
Within Attack Range Of Opponents Flank Or
Rear  
The unit must be in a position where it is eligible to
Attack, and the Attack would be against a flank or rear.
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TINKERING WITH THE RULES

There are a fair number of  Resolve modifiers, at first we tried to produce a set of rules which absolutely minimised both
charts and modifiers, and we did succeed in minimising the charts; but in the end we found that too many of the modifying
factors seemed to be too genuinely important to ignore. We wanted the rules to be simple rather than simplistic.  So we've
ended up with only one real chart but a  fair number of modifiers.  
The problem is that we're only using one chart to control many different aspects of the game; morale, organisation, firing,
combat, charging and command control. In many rules systems you would have to roll on separate charts for all of these,
each with their own modifiers. 
 You will find that there are usually only a limited number of factors that will apply, and once you’ve been playing for a
while, you shouldn’t really need the play sheet.
The bulk of the modifiers won't come up very often, but when they do, it seems to us that they are then important and
relevant, and that we'd miss the colour and detail that they brought to the battle if they were gone.
  
We suspect that those of you who habitually rewrite whatever wargames rules you use to suit yourselves (and why not
indeed), are likely to direct your talents towards our Resolve system; either because you want to change the number of
modifiers, or because you want to alter their effect.  
Feel free to modify to suit your own taste, but we recommend that you play enough games first so that you feel you
understand how it all hangs together. If you make significant changes you may find that you also have to alter the Resolve
charts too.
  
Bear in mind that there is roughly a forty-five percent chance of rolling six, seven or eight on two six sided dice (with
probabilities declining rapidly for higher and lower numbers) , and a typical, sensibly generaled, infantry unit in Attack has
about a plus four modifier. So typically it might score eleven, forty-five percent of the time it will score between ten and
twelve. Looking at the Attacker Resolve Chart and the table below, you can see how significantly the modifiers change the
result. A plus one modifier has a significant effect, and a plus three can be devastating. So when you see a high modifier, it's
because we actually wanted that circumstance to have a profound effect on the results of an attack, and hopefully as
profound an effect on the players decision-making process as to whether it was appropriate to launch that attack.
  
If you do come up with your own modifiers, or alter the Resolve charts, you might like to run them alongside ours for a
while, and do as we did in playtesting. Each time we tested Resolve, we took the modifiers and added them to seven; the
average score on two dice.  This way you learn what the most typical outcome in each situation would be, and you discover if
you are providing the game balance that you intend. This is also a good way for someone playing the game for the first time
to assess whether or not the time has come for him to launch his big push, or whether his units need greater advantage
before he commits them, you will find that you can rarely gain sufficient advantage without using infantry, cavalry and
artillery together. 

 
 Percentage chance of rolling 2 to 12 on two dice. 
      2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10    11    12
   100   97   92   83   72   58   42   27    17     8      3   %

The charts are set up so that infantry will usually cheerfully advance into firing range, if circumstances are not against them
they will be grudgingly willing to sustain a fire fight, but they will not usually consider charging in unless they can see that
they have a very great advantage over their opponents (or unless you make a very high roll), if you are unlucky, and make a
poor roll, nothing too terrible is likely to happen.
Cavalry  will not usually charge successfully unless circumstances are very much in their favour, though if ordered to do so,
will loyally give it a try, they have no equivalent of a fire fight and will falter under the enemies guns instead. If you Attack
with cavalry and cannot achieve a really high score, then the results may well be disastrous.  Cuirassiers stand a fair chance
of going in against an undamaged enemy unit, but the risk involved in sending them in against infantry is still very high.
Your cavalry would much prefer it if you could restrain yourself from launching them at enemy infantry formations until you
have softened them up a bit. Cavalry verses cavalry Attack is a situation of mutual jeopardy, with the heavier, larger, well-
supported unit having the greatest advantage, and benefit also being gained by being the Attacker and having higher status.
Disordered stands tend to provide a fatal disadvantage.

Let  us know how you get on!
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ADDITIONAL COMBAT RULES

ASSAULT ORDERS 
Some event and national cards, or special rules associated
with particular army lists, allow specific infantry to be
given Assault orders. 
Assaulting infantry will try to charge to contact without
stopping to fire, and are given a plus three Resolve modifier
which should make this outcome quite likely if they are
well supported. This is particularly useful to allow a unit to
close quickly with an enemy unit containing many
disordered stands, before they have the opportunity to
Reform. 
Irrespective of the result of the Resolve test, Assaulting
infantry will not Fire.
  
A unit given Assault orders is not permanently committed
to closing with cold steel; if it does not succeed in charging
home after the first order is issued, on subsequent turns
facing the same opponent, the player always has the choice
of either giving Assault or Attack orders, irrespective of the
nationality or type of his unit.

CAVALRY COUNTER-ATTACK  
Cavalry that is Attacked from the front will automatically
be ordered to COUNTER-ATTACK, this is a free order and
is issued outside the normal order and turn sequence.  
They will behave just as if they had initiated the attack, but
with a disadvantageous Resolve modifier of one.  

If both cavalry units charge successfully then they meet at
the half-way point.  
Faltering units fall short of this half-way point.  
The unit that initiated the attack is moved first, up to the
half-way point, the enemy unit then moves, and if contact
has not been made, the first unit moves a further nine
inches. 

However, if after wheeling through forty-five degrees, the
Attacked cavalry cannot  draw a line straight out from the
front of their Colour Stand that passes through the enemies
Colour Stand, they may not Counter-attack.  Test Resolve
as usual, but using the Unprepared Cavalry table.

CHARGING ACROSS ROUGH TERRAIN OR
LINEAR OBSTACLES
Rough terrain or linear obstacles do not reduce a units
Attack range or charge distance. However, if a unit charges
across rough terrain or linear obstacles, it suffers a dice

worth of disordered stands; so it is not to be recommended
other than in exceptional circumstances.

MULTIPLE UNITS IN COMBAT
The Attack Sequence rules make it extremely difficult for
more than one unit to Attack the same opponent  in the
same turn and from the same direction. However it is
possible to manoeuvre in such a way as to launch attacks
from the front and rear or from both flanks, and you might
manage to bring off an Attack from the flank and either the
front or rear.
This should not involve any special problems, just follow
the Attack Sequence as usual, launching each Attack in
turn.
The same applies to units entering existing Continuing
Combats.
   
FLANK & REAR ATTACKS  
In a rear Attack, when the Attack order is issued, the entire
Attacking unit must be behind a line drawn across the rear
edge of the opposing unit, and part of the Attackers  Colour
Stand must lie within the area bounded by parallel lines
running  from the flanks of the opposing unit .  
 
(diagram)  
 
In a flank Attack, when the Attack order is issued, any part
of the Attackers Colour Stand must lie behind a line drawn
across the front edge of the opposing unit .  
 
(diagram)  
 
Follow the Attack Sequence, except that the defending unit
does not wheel to face their attackers. 
Test Resolve as normal, defending cavalry test on the
Unprepared Cavalry Chart. 

If the Attackers charge home, follow the normal Attack
Sequence, except that defenders do not throw Combat Dice,
unless they are cavalry who have scored a “turn to face
Attacker” result.

If the two units are still in contact at the end of the turn, and
on a subsequent turn one of them is ordered to Attack, the
flanked unit automatically turns to face its opponent, and
the new Attacker pivots to close frontages.
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TROOPS BEHIND COVER  
Stands behind cover, that would otherwise be destroyed,
receive a saving throw.  
If they make the throw, they ignore the DESTROYED
result but remain disordered. 
To count as being in cover, infantry must first break ranks.
Cavalry never count as in cover, except when you use the
optional rule which allows them to dismount to defend
settlements. 

SAVING
THROWS 
 
 

Soft Cover and under fire    6  
   
Soft Cover and in contact    5, 6  
 
Hard Cover                          4, 5, 6  
 
Fortified                               3, 4, 5, 6 

  
 

SOFT COVER  
Infantry in woods, behind hedges or fences.  
 
HARD COVER   
Walls, wooden or wooden framed buildings, temporary
fieldworks.
Skirmishing infantry in, on or behind any terrain feature
except shallow hills, steep hills, dense woods or rocky
ground.  
 
FORTIFIED  
Fortifications, stone buildings, high walls with loopholes.
Skirmishing infantry in dense woods, on steep hills or
rocky ground  

Chevaux de frise count as soft cover if under fire and
fortified if in contact. 

COMPLETELY DESTROYED UNITS
If a unit is completely destroyed, do not take all its stands
off the table immediately. Leave one stand to mark the site
of its demise, so that friendly units will count it as “friends
broken within nine inches” when they test Resolve.

ATTACKING IN AN OBSTRUCTED
SITUATION
Units are allowed to Attack as long as they can draw a line
between Colour Stands. This means that sometimes the rest
of the unit can be obstructed by terrain or other units that lie
between them and their opponent.

(Diagram)

If a unit charges or moves forward as a result of testing
Resolve, and some of its stands are obstructed by terrain or
other units, simply move them temporarily out of the way
to any convenient position; return them to their rightful
place when there is room. This has no effect on play.
Attacking or defending units never accidentally collide with
terrain or other units.
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SPECIAL RULES FOR SKIRMISHERS  
 & EVADING BY LIGHT CAVALRY

Until the French Revolutionary Wars, skirmishers were
not used in the manner familiar to us from the Napoleonic
period. They were not used as a close screen for formed
infantry or cavalry, but operated independently, well
ahead of the main force or out on the flanks. They were
particularly valuable fighting in rough terrain.
Because skirmishers are only allow to Evade in a straight
line, it is difficult for them slip between friendly units, so
it is wise to avoid sandwiching them between the
advancing armies.
Rules for more flexible skirmishers will be provided for
the French Revolutionary Wars period.

SKIRMISHER ORDER CARDS
There are two skirmishing infantry cards and three
skirmishing cavalry cards for each player in the order card
deck. Each player already has all five of these in his hand
at the beginning of the battle, so that, if he wishes, he can
move all his skirmishers as soon as he first Issue Orders.
Each time one of these order cards is played, any or all of
the skirmishers of that type can be Issued Orders. Each
unit can be issued with a different order.
Skirmisher cards can also be played when Evading, to
give a bonus on the Evade Chart.
Only the Commander-in-chief can use his General cards
to give additional orders to individual skirmisher units.

FORMATION AND MOVEMENT  
Both skirmishing infantry and skirmishing cavalry move
in LOOSE FORMATION.
Each order card is used to move the command stand up to
six inches in any direction (with the usual restriction of
not moving closer than their Attack range to the enemy,
and not moving into an enemy threat zone), the rest of the
unit may then be positioned wherever the player wishes as
long as each stand is between half and one inch from
another stand, forming a continuous chain connected to
the  Colour Stand, individual stands may be positioned as
close to the enemy as the player desires. Skirmishers do
not have a flank or rear.

(diagram)

Manoeuvre
Skirmishers do not need to be given Wheel or Turn
orders; they can move in whatever direction they like, and
adopt any facing. They can move through gaps between
terrain or friendly units as long as they are at least a base
wide, except when broken or Evading.

Collisions
Skirmishers are automatically moved aside when
involuntary interpretation would otherwise occur because
of compulsory movement by other units, such as

Withdrawing, retreating, broken troops running, Evading,
breakthrough, throw backs or column movement

Column Movement
Skirmishers may be deployed in column formation at the
beginning of the battle. They then move each time orders
are issued, just like any other unit in column, until they
are ordered to Form Line, come within nine inches of an
enemy command stand, or enter an enemy threat zone,
when they immediately halt.
 
 SKIRMISHERS IN COMBAT 
 

Eligible Targets

Infantry may only Attack infantry and skirmishing infantry, or
cavalry foolish enough to present their flank or rear.

Skirmishing infantry may only Attack skirmishing infantry.  

Skirmishing cavalry may only Attack skirmishing infantry or
skirmishing cavalry, or any shaken units that are not in cover, or
the flank or rear of any cavalry.

Cavalry may Attack any unit other than infantry or skirmishing
infantry in cover. 
 
However, any broken unit is always an eligible target for any
opponent.

For skirmishers to be permitted to Attack, their Colour
Stand must be able to reach their opponents Colour Stand
by moving in a straight line, that does not pass through
impassable terrain or friendly or enemy stands other than
skirmishers.
If the skirmishing unit advances or charges, move the
Colour Stand and then the rest of the unit, as in the
Formation and Movement rules above.

(diagram)
 
Skirmishers Fighting in the Open
All skirmishing infantry in the open whose Colour Stand
is contacted or fired upon are destroyed by any unshaken
troops other than skirmishing infantry or artillery.
All skirmishing cavalry in the open whose Colour Stand
is contacted or fired upon are destroyed by any unshaken
troops other than skirmishers or artillery.

Skirmishers fighting in cover
Skirmishing infantry that are Attacked when their  Colour
Stand is in cover of any kind, are not automatically
destroyed; they put up a stiff fight; receiving a plus three
modifier to their Resolve.
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In all circumstances, if the skirmishers Colour Stand is in
contact with the enemy, then all its other stands are also
considered to be in contact with the same enemy,
skirmisher stands are moved within the normal
restrictions of loose order to represent this.
A charging enemy unit is moved forward  until its Colour
Stand contacts the skirmishers Colour Stand.
Skirmisher stands contacted by Attacking units that do
not contact or fire upon their Colour Stand are simply
moved out of the way.

(diagram)

EVADING  
When an Attack is declared on a skirmisher unit it may
EVADE.
If the player wishes, and he has the appropriate type of
skirmisher card, or a Commander-in-chiefs General card,
in his hand, he may play the card to increase the chance of
a successful Evade.
Playing a skirmisher card allows the player to increase the
chance of an Evade for as many units as he likes of that
type this turn, but he may not use the same card to issue
any other orders.  

Evade Procedure
The Attacking player issues his Attack order, and then,
before Resolve is tested, the Evading player announces
that he wishes to Evade. All this occurs outside the
normal sequence of orders and moves; the Evading player
does not count as having Issued Orders.

The evading player now throws a dice, with the following
modifiers:

General card + 1
Skirmishing order card + 1
Skirmishing cavalry Attacked by foot troops + 1
Well trained, Elite or Exceptional + 1
Unreliable or poorly trained  - 1
Skirmishing infantry Attacked by mounted troops  - 1
Light Cavalry  - 1

The result is applied on the Evade Chart:

SCORE
SKIRMISHING

INFANTRY
SKIRMISHING

or LIGHT
CAVALRY

 

1,2

3

4

5

6 +

 

Stand & Fire.
Attackers test
Resolve

Evade 1 dice
inches.
Attackers then test
Resolve.

Evade 6 inches.
Attackers then test
Resolve.

Evade 6 inches.
Attackers move
forward 6 inches.

Perfect Evade
Attackers test
Resolve.
Skirmishers move
up to 6 inches as
desired and Fire
(See below)

 

Stand & Fire.
Attackers test
Resolve.

Evade 3 dice
inches.
Attackers then test
Resolve

Evade 18 inches.
Attackers then test
Resolve.

Evade 18 inches.
Attackers move
forward 6 inches.

Perfect Evade
Attackers test
Resolve.
Skirmishers move
up to 18 inches as
desired and Fire.
 (See below)

If the Attackers test Resolve, they automatically count as
resolute, and the skirmishers as uncertain for the purpose
of rolling Confrontation Dice.
Skirmishers attempting to Evade never test Resolve.

Firing only takes place at targets that are within nine
inches at either the beginning or the end of the Evade
procedure.

On a Perfect Evade, the skirmishers wait until their
Attackers have made any movement or charge required
by their Resolve result, and then freely move 6 or 18
inches to any accessible position, that does not require
them to pass within nine inches of any enemy Colour
Stand other than their Attackers, this may allow them to
move round the flanks, or even behind the rear of the
Attacker. This simulates them deftly manoeuvring or
scattering and successfully regrouping.

Evaders do not change direction to avoid interpretation:
they just plough through the obstructing unit, causing
disorder to all stands of both units if colliding with
friends, and suffering complete destruction if colliding
with the enemy.
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When Evading, the skirmishers Colour Stand is wheeled
through up to forty five degrees, then moved the specified
distance, it may make a second wheel of up to 45 degrees,
but only if this is necessary to avoid collision with troops
or impassable terrain.
The balance of the unit may then be arranged freely
around the Colour Stand with each stand between half an
one inch from its neighbour as usual.
If it is not possible to avoid collision, friendly units are
interpenetrated, causing disorder of all stands of both
units, and evaders colliding with enemy units or
impassable terrain are destroyed.

(Diagram) 

Attackers Resolve Test
Foot who are Attacking skirmishers and whose Resolve
test results instruct them to move to three or six inches,
and cavalry or skirmishing cavalry who falter or veer off,
are moved to the specified distance from the original
position of  the Evaders Colour Stand.

Attacking units that charge are moved the full nine inches
for infantry, or eighteen inches for cavalry, straight
forward. If this brings them into contact with another
enemy unit, they are considered to have charged that unit.
They do not roll for Resolve again: instead the enemy unit
rolls, but this is compared to their Attackers previous total
from their Attack on the Evaders. Combat dice are then
thrown as normal.
They will not collide with friendly units in their path, but
halt two inches away.

Skirmishers Who Choose Not To Evade
If the player decides not to attempt to Evade his
skirmishers, simply test the Resolve of both the attacker
and defender and  apply the results as normal.

Skirmishers Who Are Contacted Or Fired Upon By
Attackers.
All skirmishing infantry whose Colour Stand is contacted
or fired upon are destroyed by any unshaken troops other
than skirmishing infantry or artillery, unless their  Colour
Stand is behind cover or in rough terrain.
All skirmishing cavalry whose command stand is
contacted or fired upon are destroyed by any troops other
than skirmishers or artillery. 
If the Colour Stand is not hit, then other skirmisher stands
contacted are simply moved out of the way of their
Attackers.

Evading Light Cavalry
LIGHT CAVALRY who are ordered to Evade do so
exactly as if they were skirmishers, but with a minus one
modifier on the Evade Chart. If they Evade, they adopt
loose formation (see page ?).

SKIRMISHING INFANTRY FIRE  
Skirmishing infantry may be ordered to Fire on enemy
units, any or all units may be ordered to Fire each time a
skirmishing infantry order card is played. A Commander-

in-chiefs General card can also be used  to issue an order,
but to just one skirmisher unit.
Each unit may Fire once per order issued.
Each unshaken stand within nine inches of any part of an
enemy unit may fire. 
They must be able to draw a straight line from any part of
the front of their stand to any part of the enemy unit,
without passing over any friendly stands other than
skirmishing infantry or skirmishing cavalry.  
They are not all considered to be within range at the same
time, but will independently move forward to fire and
duck down or retire to a safe position to reload.  
 
All the stands of a skirmishing infantry unit do not have
to fire at the same target, fire may be spread between as
many enemy units as the player wishes.
Stands from different skirmishing infantry units can
combine and share the same dice throw.

SKIRMISHING CAVALRY FIRE
Skirmishing cavalry fires exactly as above EXCEPT that,
they only destroy enemy infantry stands in shaken  units.
This reflects the difficulties that a horseman would
experience delivering effective carbine or pistol fire from
horseback against formed troops.. Much of the effect of
the skirmishing cavalry would be in the disorganisation
and unrest caused by harassment from, galloping
horseman swarming around a unit and riding in to pick
off individual stragglers and targets of opportunity, the
infantry  were particularly well equipped to keep them at
a distance as long as they could maintain their own
formation.

SKIRMISHER FIRE

Throw two dice for each enemy unit subject to skirmisher
Fire.  

If a double is thrown, then a skirmisher stand is
disordered, if in cover it receives a saving throw. 
 
If the score is equal or less than the number of stands
Firing, then one of the target units stands is disordered.

Skirmishing infantry throw again for that stand, requiring
a four, five, or six to destroy it.

Skirmishing cavalry only throw again against mounted
troops and skirmishing infantry.

Shaken units automatically lose one destroyed stand each
turn that they come under skirmisher Fire.

 

USING SKIRMISHERS AS INFANTRY OR
LIGHT CAVALRY
If the player wishes, skirmishing cavalry may be fielded
as poorly trained light cavalry, and skirmishing infantry
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as poorly trained infantry. They may not change their
designation during the battle.  They then perform exactly
as you would expect of the new type, except that the
poorly trained infantry still retain some of their skills, and
receive the plus three Resolve modifier for receiving
Attacks in rough ground.

I know that this all reads as if it might be a bit fiddly,
but it does seem to work. The easier-to-explain rules that
I had before caused all sorts of vague messiness on the
tabletop.

Skirmishing Hints.
Skirmishers were not really used as battlefield snipers
during our period, rather as a loosely formed mass
capable of using the terrain to their advantage, denying
progress to enemy formations, and fighting on equal
terms with conventional troops when they were able to
take them on in difficult terrain. So, the rules make sure

that they are not enormously effective in a fire fight unless
available in large numbers. Remember that an infantry
stand represents double the number of men on a
skirmisher stand.  

Skirmishers can be very useful for delivering the final
blow to depleted or shaken enemy units, but they are best
suited to harassing and immobilising the enemy by
pushing forward to deny him movement, or to holding
rough terrain..  
The manoeuvrability and very long potential movement
range of skirmishing cavalry can occasionally allow a
dramatic rush round the enemy flank, which can
temporarily paralyse large sections of his army.  
It is both useful and satisfying to spoil your enemies battle
line by forcing him to drive away your skirmishers, when
really he has much more important plans for his units. 
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 ARTILLERY 
 
ARTILLERY COMMAND CARDS  
Each player has two artillery order cards in the order card
deck, which he already has in his 'hand' when the battle
starts. They are used to issue simultaneous orders to all of
a players artillery.
Playing the artillery card is the only way that orders can
be issued to artillery, other than by playing some event
and national cards. General cards may not be used to
Issue Orders to artillery.

When orders are issued to the artillery each cannon and
howitzer Fires if it has a visible target in range.
Then each stand may then be given one of the following
orders. 
 
MANHANDLE  
The gun crew and auxiliaries manhandle the guns into a
new position. It may be moved up to three inches and
turned to face any direction.  
 
LIMBER UP  
The guns are limbered and moved six inches in any
direction, remaining limbered.   
  
UNLIMBER  
The guns are unlimbered and turned to face any direction. 

MOVE  
Limbered guns may move up to six inches in any
direction.

Artillery Column Movement
Artillery who begin the battle limbered, are treated as
being in column, and must move between three inches
and six inches each time the player Issues Orders, until
they first enter a mounted enemies threat zone, are issued
with “Form Line” orders, or come within nine inches of
the enemy.  

  FIRING ARTILLERY
AMMUNITION
Cannon Fire ball, howitzers Fire shell, both Fire
grapeshot.

ARTILLERY RANGES
Ball and shell has a range of 30 inches.
Grapeshot has a range of 6 inches.

ANGLE OF FIRE AND ELIGIBLE TARGETS   
All artillery may be fired within a 30 degree angle of
straight forward.

The simplest way to calculate the angle of artillery fire is
to place all your artillery pieces on stands shaped as

equilateral triangles. A good alternative for those who
find triangular  bases aesthetically unappealing is to
mount a fairly thick triangle of cardboard onto a
rectangular base,  fix your artillery piece on this and
texture the base as usual. You should then have
unobtrusive guidelines for the angle of fire.   

Ball Or Grapeshot
It must be possible to draw a line of sight  from the centre
of the front of artillery stand to any part of the enemy unit
within the artillery’s angle of fire, without passing within
one inch of a friendly unit.
Cannon may only fire overhead if they are on a higher
level than both any intervening units or terrain and the
unit at a wish to fire on, or the target is on higher ground
than both the Cannon and any intervening units or terrain.

(Diagram)

Firing Shell
Howitzers can hit any unit within their 30 inch range and
their angle of fire that has no stands within three inches of
a friendly unit.

(diagram)

THE EFFECT OF ARTILLERY FIRE
A hit by ball or shell always disorders the target stand.
Once all the stands in the unit are disordered, stands are
destroyed instead. 

FIRING GRAPESHOT  
Artillery may automatically Fire grapeshot whenever the
player draws order cards and enemy units are within
grapeshot range. Orders do not have to be issued.

Each artillery stand throws four dice:

Each 4, 5 or 6 disorders a stand, once all the stands in a
unit are disordered, a stand is destroyed instead.

FIRING BALL OR SHELL
Throw a dice and subtract three to discover how many
stands are disordered in the target unit.
Once all the stands in the unit are disordered, stands are
destroyed instead. 

BOUNCING BALLS  
If a cannon firing ball is on the same level as its target,
irrespective of whether it hits, it may still strike additional
units further along its path. A line is drawn from the
cannon through the centre of the target stand, if the
continuation of this line passes through any part of  any
other stands, throw as above for each stand in turn, but
subtract four from the throw.

 The ball will  bounce in a straight line until either:  
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It has passed through two units other than the original
target unit.
It hits a terrain feature other than downward sloping hill,
hedges, fences, brush or crops.  
Or it has travelled a further twelve inches.  
 
(diagram) 

Balls fired from higher or lower ground tend to embed
themselves on impact, and do not bounce.

FIRING SHELL AT BUILDINGS

Every time that a howitzer fires at a building, or at
skirmishing infantry in a building, throw a dice:

   5, 6 - building set alight

Buildings that are set alight are immediately abandoned
by skirmishing infantry, and no longer count as part of the
perimeter of a settlement.

ARTILLERY UNDER FIRE
Instead of applying a disordered or destroyed result to
artillery, throw a dice and refer to the Artillery Under
Fire Chart below:

1, 2 Suppressed: may not be Issued Orders until after
the Joker is next played.

3, 4 Crew flee or are casualties. Guns may be
              overrun.

5, 6  Serious damage: may not be Issue Orders until a
4, 5 or 6 is thrown when the Joker is played.

ARTILLERY UNDER ATTACK
When artillery are Attacked, test Resolve and apply the
results, but do not throw Combat Dice.
If the result causes the Attackers to advance or charge
into, or remain within, grapeshot range, and the defenders
stand and fire, grapeshot casualties are calculated, and
Resolve is tested again.
The results of this second Resolve test are now applied.

If the Attackers make contact, then the artillery are
overrun, and the artillerymen are considered to have
either fled or been killed.

If the attackers fail to make contact, and the artillery have
stood and fired, they may take an immediate additional
shot at them with grapeshot, provided that they are still
within the grapeshot zone after they have been moved in
response to the Resolve test.

Combat dice are never thrown in Attacks against
artillery. 

(example)

DEFENSIVE ARTILLERY SUPPORT
Artillery deployed alongside friendly units can be
particularly valuable in providing supporting fire against
Attacking enemy.
If an Attacking units Resolve test result causes it to
advance,  move into or remain within grapeshot range of
enemy artillery,  then after Resolve has been tested, but
before Attack Dice are thrown, the artillery fires on the
Attacking unit.

(Example)

REMANNING AND CAPTURING OVERRUN
ARTILLERY
Artillery that lose their crew because of testing Resolve,
combat or enemy fire are automatically remanned the next
time the player plays his artillery card, unless they are
overrun by enemy troops (who must adopt loose order to
do so) first.
If they are overrun by enemy troops they can be remanned
by the enemy player the next time that he plays his
artillery card.  
Artillery can be repeatedly overrun by opposing sides
until one player plays his artillery card.
Remanned artillery can be turned to face any direction,
and may fire grapeshot immediately, but must wait until
the next time the artillery card is played to Fire ball or
shell.

Artillery that are overrun lose their drivers and horses, so
the remanned guns may only be Manhandled for the rest
of the battle, unless a limber is sent over from another
battery.

SPIKING THE GUNS
When the artillery card is played, instead of being fired or
remanned, any artillery piece may be SPIKED, rendering
them useless for the rest of the battle.

LIMBERS
Its not compulsory to provide model limbers, though
limbers, ammunition wagons and supply carts do look
very fine on the battlefield, and if you are using one of the
smaller scales of model, you really should make the
effort. If limbers are provided, they may move
independently of their guns to collect captured artillery
and friendly batteries that have lost their drivers.

TARGETING GENERALS
It is considered ungentlemanly to directly target enemy
Generals with your artillery fire.
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Optional rules for

EVENT CARDS &
NATIONAL CARDS

NATIONAL DECKS
 &

 THE EVENT CARD DECK

If you decide to use the national and/or event card decks,
then each player has his own national deck, and draws a
card from it when he draws a national order card from the
order card lead. The event card deck is shared by both
players, whichever player draws an event order card from
the order card deck immediately draws a card from the
event pack.

All the cards function in a similar manner, there are six
sorts of card that you could draw:

1. Cards that you can play on either yourself or your
opponent. If the card says that you must play it
immediately, do so now, or if you can’t, show it to your
opponent and discard. If the card says it takes effect
“when played” or similar, keep it in your hand until you
want to play it.

(example)

2. Cards that only come into effect when another card is
drawn, or are conditional on an event occurring, keep
these until you are instructed to play them.

(Example)

3. Cards that say “see subchart” on them, follow the
instructions on pages?-?.

(example)

4. Cards that instruct you to play them immediately or
hand them over to your opponent mean just that.
If you do hand them over, your opponent must play them
on his next turn, or discard.

(Example)

5.  Some national cards are shaded grey, these are for
your opponent to play against you! Hand them over to
him immediately.

(Example)

6. Some national cards have a saving throw, they are
marked with a row of stars, like this:
**********************************************

If the potential victim of this card throws less than the
number of his national order cards in the deck, then he
has saved successfully and ignores it.

(example)

ARMIES OF MIXED NATIONALITY
Where an army contains units of more than one
nationality, then when you draw a national order card you
do not immediately draw a card from the national deck.
Instead, you wait until you next draw one of your own
unit cards, and then draw a national card for that
nationality.

ARMIES WITHOUT A NATIONAL DECK
Some armies were so close to typical for their period that
they don’t need a national deck to characterise them, and
others would quite possibly benefit from their own deck,
but we simply haven’t done one. This might make the
game less interesting for their owner. So you could
provide a national deck for such armies that is completely
random in nature. You could make this deck up by
combining a third each of blank,  random advantageous
and  random disadvantageous cards from all the other
decks for armies of that period. Alternatively, you could
draw an event card when the deckless armies national
card is drawn.

 THE NATIONAL DECKS

The plan is that the national  decks will describe the
behaviour of the various nations on the battlefield,
without the need to have separate rule systems bogging
the game down.
I’d like comment from interested parties to try and pin
down the balance between the character of the
nationalities.

Remember that the different armies, and armies of the
same nationality from different periods, also have
separate army lists, and the status of troops available
will also have an effect on how the army performs; so
while there is a difference between the Prussian army at
the beginning and the end of the Seven Years War, this
is not reflected only by the change in the national deck,
but also by the lowered status of Frederick’s troops.

If anyone out there would like to become involved in
helping write the various card sets, let me know!

THE PRUSSIANS
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Prior to the War of Austrian Succession, there doesn’t
seem to be any need for a national deck for the Prussians;
the relatively high level of training and discipline is
simulated by the status of the units.
All this changes with the arrival of Frederick the Great.
The Prussian national deck is by far the largest and the
most interesting, reflecting the unique potential of
Frederick’s army. Prussian armies will always be
outnumbered, and the player will be relying on being able
to cleverly exploit his Prussian national cards to even the
odds against him.

THE WAR OF AUSTRIAN SUCCESSION:
1740 to 1745

Frederick’s army was not yet as he would have liked it to
be during this earlier period.
We represent this by randomly taking twenty cards from
the “Absolute Supremacy” deck (as described below) and
shuffling them in with the Austrian Succession deck,
which is as follows:

5 x  Ineffective cavalry.
6 x Emphasis on close assault.
4 x Ineffective artillery.

Frederick only has six randomly selected Exceptional
General cards added to the national deck during this
period.

THE YEARS OF ABSOLUTE SUPREMACY:
Early Seven Years War

1756, 1757 & 1758

This is the period most gamers who collect a Prussian
army will have been inspired by; Frederick and his troops
often proved unstoppable, irrespective of the odds or the
circumstances.

The large national deck for this period consists of cards
that simulate the following:

6 x Huge volume of musketry fire.
6 x Infantry determined in attack.
10 x Decisive, rapid, unexpected strikes.
4 x Artillery moving in close support.
2 x Potential ultimate brittleness of infantry.
13 x Aggressive, decisive cavalry.
3 x Cavalry permitted to attack in column.
4 x Unreliable Freicorps.
2 x Infantry double lines to let attackers through.
1 x Frederick unexpectedly leaves the field.
1 x Extra Infantry Advance.

This is over 50 cards at the moment, I might add a few
more one-off cards that seem appropriately Prussian.
I am considering increasing the number of musketry
cards.

THE LATER SEVEN YEARS WAR:
1759 to 1763

These were years of desperate struggle against the odds,
most of Frederick’s veterans and many of his generals
were gone, and his tired and battered army was only held
together by its strict discipline and his own tenacity. 
Regardless, they could still manage to perform miracles
together.
Randomly take twenty five cards from the “Absolute
Supremacy” deck and this time shuffle them with the
Later Seven Years War deck:

4 x Additional brittleness.
4 x Additional artillery moving in close support. 
5 x Untried troops.

THE TWILIGHT YEARS:
FREDERICK AFTER THE SEVEN YEARS

WAR

Somehow, Frederick and his army lost the potential for
true greatness, though the Prussians after the Seven Years
War were still as good an army as any they were likely to
have to face.
If you fight in this later period, represent the brief flashes
of the old brilliance that might occur by making up a
randomly selected national deck of twelve of the
“Absolute Supremacy”,  four of the Exceptional General
(if Frederick is present) and all of the Later Seven Years
War cards. If the Prussian player draws a national order
card he keeps it in his hand, and is only allowed to draw
from his national deck when he draws a second one.

The Prussian army of the French Revolutionary Wars is a
very typical European army of the period, and doesn’t get
a national deck.

SPECIAL RULES FOR PRUSSIANS
1. Prussian armies of the Seven Years War draw an
additional order card each turn.
2. Prussian armies deploy as normal, but the first time that
each unit is Issued Orders the player can decide whether it
is in line or column.
3. If you want to simulate the Prussian cavalry attacking
in “column”, we provide an optional rule for Prussian
cavalry column breakthrough on page?
4. Prussian Hussars subtract one from their dice throw
when attempting to Evade.
5. Prussian infantry may Move Obliquely.
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THE AUSTRIANS

I don’t have any particular thoughts about the Austrians
in the Marlburian period, perhaps someone else can
help?

THE WAR OF AUSTRIAN SUCCESSION
1740 to 1745

The Austrian army was characterised by a politicised,
divisive command structure and by an almost universal
unwillingness to act decisively or to take risks. The
military establishment encouraged rivalries and feuding,
and was a breeding ground for the characteristic
indecisiveness of the Austrian general staff.
However, they had perfectly good troops, who were the
best cared for and most humanely treated in the world, a
few competent senior Generals and the best light troops in
Europe.

It is not surprising that the Austrians struggled through
their first campaigns against Frederick. They were
expecting to give battle in a the manner that they had
become accustomed to since Marlborough’s time, and
instead found themselves facing a crazed Prussian
firebrand who was making up his own rules as he went
along.

Take the Seven Years War deck, as described below, take
out the “excellent artillery” cards and add the Austrian
Succession deck:

13 x Additional cumbersome, slow and indecisive
5 x Croats & Hussars misbehave.

THE SEVEN YEARS WAR
 AND AFTER

By the time of the Seven Years War, the Austrians were
developing a successful defensive approach to deal with
Frederick. Soon, they were also capable of performing
multi-directional enveloping attacks which could deny
Frederick his manoeuvrability and the initiative, though
they were still not known for following up an advantage if
they could possibly help it!
Once in position they were particularly loath to
contemplate any change in plan.
Meanwhile, the Croat Grenzer had developed into the first
significant force of professional light infantry and they
had built an excellent, professional artillery arm.

7 x Determined in defence.
7 x Excellent artillery.
16 x Croats, Hussars & terrain.
15 x Cumbersome, slow and indecisive
1 x Cavalry permitted to Attack in column.
1 x Aggressive Hungarian grenadiers.
1 x Save card.

Is this too severe on the poor Austrians?

SPECIAL RULES FOR AUSTRIANS
1. Austrians subtract one when throwing to pursue.
2. Austrian infantry, skirmishing infantry and artillery in
cover or on steep or very steep hills can add or subtract an
additional one to their Resolve throws.
3. If Austrians purchased field fortifications when they
choose their army, then rather than the point simply being
lost if they discover that they are not the defending player,
the points can instead be spent on flank marches.
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THE RUSSIANS

Though Peter the Great completely revolutionised the
Russian army and succeeded in placing it on a par with its
European contemporaries, it still managed to remain
essentially feudal in character through our century. The
officer class was made up of bought-in foreigners, of
varying aptitude, and members of the vast peasant-owning
Russian nobility. The Russian officers had little option
other than to serve and usually lacked the slightest
inclination to develop any military skills, the best that the
doughty Russian soldiery could expect from them was the
vague paternal concern that a fickle master might show to
a slave.
The Russian army was poorly led, often thrusting their
stolid, long-suffering and surprisingly loyal troops into
desperate, confused situations from which they only
extricated themselves through their dogged determination
and unbreakable spirit.
The Russian artillery remained of high quality throughout,
and the Russians also had the benefit of the Cossacks,
who, though not of enormously high quality, were at least
often available in quantity.

14 x Defiant, immovable infantry and artillery.
5 x Determined, good quality artillery.
10 x Poor officers, confused organisation.
6 x Cossacks.
4 x Poor dragoons.

SUVOROF

The Russian armies under Suvorof, in Poland, against the
Turks and finally the against the French in Italy at the end
of the century, demonstrated an exceptional willingness to
act cohesively and aggressively. Suvorof retrained his
men and inspired them to great deeds with his no-
nonsense approach. He also had success with Austrian
units that he had the opportunity to retrain in Italy.

These cards will be similar to those that I am going to do
for the Revolutionary War French, allowing column
attacks.
Suvorof and the French, will also be allowed to give
Advance orders which then cause units to move towards
the enemy every turn, but disorder them if they are then
halted, so the player  will need to be able to issue an
Attack order immediately that each unit reaches the
point where they would otherwise automatically halt,
otherwise the Advance will dissolve in disorder, rather
than striking the intended devastating blow. We will
provide some national cards that will give him an
additional opportunity to succeed.

SPECIAL RULES FOR RUSSIANS
1. Russian infantry ignores Withdraw results when testing
Resolve, and instead stands without firing, they cannot be
given Withdraw orders.
2. Russian cavalry cannot voluntarily Retire.
3. Each Russian general may only play one General card
per turn.
4. Other than Suvorof, Russian Commander-in-chiefs are
at best Talented, count a “Great ” result as  Talented.
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 NOTES ON NATIONAL DECKS:

The arrogant English will have ferocious troops, steady
infantry with potentially devastating musketry and very
poor Generals. Though it would mean actually
introducing an extra rule, rather than relying on
national cards, I may well simulate the English disdain
for foreigners and capability for resolute independent
action by having them ignore units of other nationalities
for the purpose of support, but have them count as well-
supported if supported by at least one English unit.
When the Allied/English player takes a turn, he will be
able to Issue Orders to either his English and Scottish
units or the rest of the Allies, but never both. The
English will have plenty of cards allowing their infantry
to Assault, Highlanders will only be allowed to Assault.
English add one to their Combat Dice.

The French will have hot blooded, dashing,
unpredictable troops in cumbersome units, poorly
horsed and trained cavalry, terrible hussars, poor
generals, problems with their artillery and very few
howitzers. French and Spanish Dragoons, and the
various French light units do not seem to have been
used a great deal in formal battle, but were largely
restricted to the “little war”. Though French grenadiers,
chasseurs and piquets were used to provide a screen for
their units, the numbers involved were not large enough
to be relevant on the grand tactical level. French
grenadiers do not seem to have usually been detached to
form composite battalions, we could allow French
infantry to win when they score a draw with Resolve
because they are stiffened by their integral grenadiers.
The French seem to have been the only nation to make
much use of militia in Europe. The French could attack
in ordre profonde:6 ranks deep, perhaps this would best
be counted as an Assault? Units could be formed in
depth at the whim of their Colonel (via a national card)
and thereafter be allowed to Assault, but have their
Combat Dice reduced if they are not in contact.
Cards will also be needed for the Imperials, allies and
Turks. We might include Italians, Spanish, Portuguese
etc for Completeness, but it will probably work better to
have a common deck that is used for all substandard

armies and unwilling allies. Armies that have no
particular distinguishing characteristics, or that we
know nothing about, just won’t get a national deck.
Then we need to do all the other theatres and periods.

So far we have 306 cards in the event card deck:

21 disorder cards, that penalise manoeuvring units.
29 Leadership cards, that allow Generals in contact with
units to give additional orders.
20 cards that allow additional movement to artillery
11 weather cards
11 reinforcement cards
And the balance made up of random events
169 of these cards also give benefits to high status
troops, or that provide problems for low status troops.

I’m still hoping for additional interesting random events
from you lot!

Of course, players will be able to modify the game by
altering the various decks and adding cards of their
own.
They will be able to do this to suit their own preferences,
to better represent the state of affairs during a particular
war, campaign or battle, or the style of a particular
general, according to their own vision of how things
really were, or to customise their fictional campaigns.
Its extremely unlikely that there will be room in this
book for any historical scenarios, but I would like to
produce a few; perhaps for possible publication in the
wargaming magazines, we could use whatever Mark
Allen comes up with in his first book as a basis, where
we modify the event and national decks to suit the
particular circumstances of the day, to show people what
is possible.
It would also be nice to put in examples of “one-off”
cards. Any card that we put in the main decks has to be
fairly moderate in effect (though various Austrian
players have declared themselves oppressed by their
more inconvenient national cards!), but there is a place
for really wild or strange cards on the basis that once
they are drawn and applied they are permanently
discarded.
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 EVENT & NATIONAL CARD SUBCHARTS

CONFUSED GENERAL
These cards introduce a perhaps only momentary, but
potentially disastrous, loss of control by one of the
generals, sometimes leaving the player with a
considerable new problem to be solved.

Play the card when an order is issued to a unit in the
Command of a Poor, Mediocre, or Talented General, or a
General card is played by a Talented Commander-in-
chief. 

Throw a dice:

1. MOMENTARY LAPSE. No order is given, discard
the unit card, no more cards can be played this turn.

2. DITHERS. Change the order given, as per
Misunderstood Orders below. In addition, for every order
that is issued to the confused  General’s Command in the
remainder of the turn, or to any unit in a confused
Commander-in-chief’s army, throw a dice, if he throws a
one, that units orders are also misunderstood.

3, 4. ERR.....UMM........FORWARD ? The confused
General precipitates an untimely advance. This has the
potential to be the worst thing that the event deck can do
to you. Apply this result to be Command of a confused
General, or, horror, to the entire army of a confused
Commander-in-chief.
 He discards all the unit and general cards in his hand.
Then he moves all his units, except foot artillery, and
those in cover or rough terrain, who are not within their
attack range of the enemy, six inches. Ignore enemy
cavalry threat zones. Throw a dice to determine direction:

1,2 move six inches straight forward.

3,4 wheel up to maximum to attempt to face nearest 
enemy, then move six inches straight forward.

5 wheel two inches to the left, then move
              six inches straight forward.
6 wheel two inches to the right, then move
              six inches straight forward.

If this would cause a collision with friends or impassable
terrain, then the unit stops two inches short.

All units except skirmishers now within their attack range
of the enemy throw a dice:

1,2 Attack! Follow the normal Attack Sequence.
3,4 no order.
5,6 Retire or Withdraw.

5.   WITHDRAWS INTO BROODING
     UNCERTAINTY The confused general immediately
discards all his unit and general cards, and continues to do
so until the Joker is next played.

6. TRANSFIXED BY SELF-DOUBT. This can be
awkward too. The confused general may issue this order,
but will then only consolidate his position until he has
conferred with his Commander-in-chief, or the
subordinate general with the highest ability or influence if
it is the Commander-in-chief that is confused.
No new orders other than Rally, Reform, Halt, Evade and
Counter-attack may be issued to the confused generals
Command or the confused Commander-in-chief’s army,
until he has had this meeting, though skirmishers and
artillery will continue to function as normal. The two
generals must spend one full turn in base to base contact
before other orders may be issued.
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REINFORCEMENTS
The player receives a brigade of reinforcements. These
could be returning flying columns, escorts, scouts, local
garrisons, stragglers, small forces returning from
engagements elsewhere or whatever.

Throw a dice to determine type:

1,2 cavalry
3,4 infantry
5,6 lights

Throw another dice to determine composition:

Cavalry

1,2,3 two dice worth of stands of light cavalry or
skirmishing cavalry.

4,5,6 two dice worth of stands of heavy cavalry.

Infantry

1,2,3 three dice worth of stands of poorly trained 
garrison troops.

4,5,6 two dice worth of stands of elite grenadiers.

Light troops
A dice worth of units, each containing a dice worth of
stands.
Either throw individually for each unit, or throw once to
determine the type of all units.

1 light cavalry

2,3 skirmishing cavalry
4,5 skirmishing infantry
6  elite grenadiers

Unless indicated, status will be the same as the lowest
fielded unit of that type in the main army, otherwise
poorly trained.
Stands may be organised into individual units as the
player wishes.

Now throw to see from what direction the reinforcements
arrive, with the following modifiers:

Cavalry + 1
Lights + 2

1,2,3 own baseline
4 close flank
5 far flank
6 enemy baseline

The reinforcements now function exactly as conventional
flanking forces and reinforcements chosen with the army
(see page???), you can dice for their arrival each time a
joker is played.

The reinforcements are commanded by a randomly
generated Capable General.

HIDDEN TERRAIN

The Hidden Terrain cards are used to deploy small terrain
features (from about two inches square to about three
inches square) on the table after the battle has started. The
terrain feature may be laid anywhere that no enemy unit
has passed within three inches of. This is potentially a bit
fiddly and dependent on players memories, so is not
recommended with argumentative opponents (actually, I
suppose that its argumentative opponents that we really
don’t recommend: get rid of the opponent and keep the
Hidden Terrain!).

There are three sorts of Hidden Terrain, throw a dice:
1, 2 Impassable obstacles, like lakes, pits, rock
outcrops, deadly quagmires and sheer quarries. All these
are impassable.

3, 4 Obstacles, like fenced pens, fishponds, groves,
copses, encampments, bogs and various sorts of rough
ground. All these are rough terrain and slow movement.
5, 6 Temporary obstacles, like herds of livestock,
wagons, stragglers or prisoners, camp followers,
sightseers or refugees. These are impassable until
they are driven out of the way, requiring an order and
disordering a dice worth of stands in the clearing
unit. If you like you can throw randomly to determine
which direction they are driven, or just remove them.
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ORDERS MISUNDERSTOOD

Play this card the next time that an enemy General or Commander-in-chief attempts to use a General card to Issue Orders to
any unit, except artillery and skirmishers.

Throw a dice:

Order 1,2 3,4 5,6

Assault Attack Stand Withdraw

Attack Assault Stand Withdraw

Continue Combat Withdraw Withdraw Withdraw

Evade Stand Withdraw Run For It

Form Line Move 6 “ Stand Turn

Halt Withdraw Break & Run  Turn

Movement Stand Wheel Left Wheel Right

Oblique Movement Stand Move 6 “ All Stands Disordered

Rally Stand Move 6 “ Break & Run

Reform Stand Withdraw Move 6 “

Retire Stand  Attack Break & Run

Turn Stand Move 6 “ All Stands Disordered

Wheel Stand Move 6 “ Withdraw

Withdraw Attack Break & Run Stand

Units ordered to Assault, who are not normally entitled to do so, launch a confused Attack with a minus three Resolve
modifier.
Cavalry substitute Retire for Withdraw.
Units ordered to Move 6 “, move straight forwards six inches.
Well trained, Elite and Exceptional units that would otherwise collide with friends or impassable terrain stop two inches
short, other units collide disordering themselves and any units contacted. Units that would contact the enemy Attack.
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TROOPS MISBEHAVE

These cards are played on a unit, just as your enemy tries to
give them an order. His order card is discarded.

Throw a dice:

1.  PILLAGE: move six inches towards nearest settlement
each time the player Issues Orders, until halted by an order
from a general in base to base contact.  If there is no route
(however circuitous) to a settlement, or no settlement,
disperse to loot the dead instead - remove unit.

2.  LURK IN COVER: move six inches towards nearest
unoccupied cover each time the player Issues Orders, they
will move to the centre of the cover and remain hidden
there  unless previously halted by an order from a general
in base to base contact.

3.  SKULK: stay where they are until the player plays a
Joker or reshuffles the deck. Skirmishers can still Evade.

4.  PULL OUT: Withdraw or Retire each time the player
Issues Orders, until Halted by a general card.

5.  DESERTION: one stand is destroyed.

6. SNEAK AWAY: the whole unit disperses, and is
removed.
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TERRAIN

Terrain rules are an area where there is really no need to be too structured or dogmatic. You can come up with whatever
rules you like, as long as all the players are clear about them before the battle starts, that you think best describe the sort of
scenery you intend your battle to take place in; it is unlikely to effect play balance.
In a campaign you might like to differentiate between terrain that has been scouted, and paths and routes found, and terrain
that is unknown.

However, the way you deploy your terrain can have an effect on your enjoyment of the battle.  It can be fun to have the
occasional grinding slog across a battlefield completely submerged in terrain features, but it’s certainly not something you
want to do every week.  This is why we recommend that you leave the central area of the battlefield fairly clear.

Terrain may have the following characteristics:

Slows Movement
Units must stop when they reach the edge of the terrain.
When orders are next issued, and for as long as the units
Colour Stand is in the terrain the unit may only Move to a
maximum of three inches per order issued.
Skirmishers are not usually effected by Slows Movement.

Impassable
This takes the form of  “Impassable to....”. For instance a
wood is Impassable to cavalry and artillery.

Rough Terrain
Troops other than skirmishers must adopt loose formation
to enter rough terrain.

Combined Terrain Types
You can combine most terrain types, for instance a wooded
or partially wooded hill, or marsh and scrub.
The effect of all terrain is combined. Where more than one
combined terrain type slows movement, reduce maximum
movement by one inch for each extra terrain type.

Bending Line 
The only circumstances where line formation does not have
to be completely straight, is when an infantry unit chooses
to form up along the edge of a terrain feature, such as a
wood, linear obstacle, river, settlement, or the edge of a
raised road, in order to count as in cover.  To do so the
infantry must first adopt loose formation.
Any unit move to within one inch of any linear obstacle or
rough terrain automatically adopts loose formation.

LOOSE FORMATION
Units other than skirmishers, Generals and artillery, must
adopt loose formation to enter ROUGH TERRAIN, line up
along a terrain feature, to pass through a NARROW GAP at
least two inches wide, between either terrain or friendly
units, or to move through friendly or unmanned artillery.

Units in loose formation suffer disordering of all their
stands if  they test Resolve.

Entering loose formation occurs automatically, and does
not require an order to be issued, it occurs immediately a
unit moves to within one inch of a linear obstacle, rough
terrain, a narrow gap or artillery, or Withdrawing troops
take refuge behind a friendly unit .

When entering loose formation, position the units stands so
that none of them are quite touching, and none are lined up
with their neighbours.
The unit now Moves by following its Colour Stand. Move
the Colour Stand in any direction, without needing an order
to wheel or turn, and then reposition the rest of the stands
roughly around it.
While Moving within rough terrain, the unit must remain in
loose formation.

(Diagram)

Units in loose formation that do not Move are automatically
reformed back into column or line at the end of the next
turn in which the player Issues Orders, even if they are
within rough terrain,  they adopt the appropriate new
formation around their Colour Stand.

Infantry or cavalry within rough terrain, or leaving  its
perimeter, must automatically adopt loose formation once
more.

Broken troops and Evaders do not adopt loose formation
to avoid  colliding with another unit: they just plough into
the obstructing unit, causing disorder to all stands of both
units if colliding with friends, and suffering complete
destruction if colliding with the enemy. Skirmishers that
would otherwise be collided with are automatically moved
aside.
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TYPES OF TERRAIN

HILLS

Gentle Hills
Have no effect on movement, but do block line of sight.

Normal Hills
Slow Movement.

Steep Hills
Slow Movement and disorders one stand per move.

Very Steep Hills
Slow Movement and disorders two stands per move.
Impassable to artillery, cavalry and skirmishing cavalry.

Sheer Slopes
Usually, just one portion of a hill will be designated as
sheer.
Impassable.

You may design hills with slopes of different gradients;
such as a normal hill with one steep slope and one sheer
slope.

Ridge Lines
The ridge line of a hill is the line behind which troops on a
lower level will be unable to see a unit positioned on the
hill.
Domed hills have radial ridge lines. Imagine a ridge line
that runs perpendicular to the line of sight of the observing
unit, and runs through the centre point of the dome.

(Diagram)

Flat topped hills have a ridge line running round the edge of
their plateau.

WOODS
We represent woods by tree models (the K&M ones are
very good) mounted on circular bases cut from lead sheet
(from a plumbers merchant), you could use cardboard
weighted with plasticine or similar, the important thing is
that they should be fairly heavy, otherwise you knock them
over all the time when you are moving troops around them.

Orchards, Open Woodland or Scrub
These are represented by a line of trees or bushes marking
the perimeter only.
Rough Terrain, but do not slow movement.
Impassable to artillery and cavalry.
Artillery may move only into the perimeter.

Woodland

These are represented by an area filled with trees with their
bases positioned randomly, some touching and the rest
between one and two inches apart. Infantry and skirmishing
infantry moving in the wood cannot be placed on the tree
bases, but must wind their way around them.
Although artillery may not move through normal woods,
they can be manhandled into the edge of the wood, and
once Reformed, count as in cover within the perimeter of
the wood.
Rough Terrain.
Slow Movement.
Impassable to cavalry and skirmishing cavalry, except
Cossacks.
Artillery may move only into the perimeter.

Forest
These are represented by a densely packed area of trees
with bases either touching or one inch apart. Skirmishing
infantry must wind their way around them as above.
Artillery may be manhandled into the perimeter of dense
woods as above. Infantry may not move through a dense
wood, but can move directly into the perimeter, and when
Reformed, count as in cover within the perimeter.
Rough Terrain.
Slow Movement.
Impassable to cavalry and skirmishing cavalry.
Artillery and infantry may move only into the perimeter.

 SETTLEMENTS
These are represented by model buildings.

Towns and Villages
These are represented by a group of three or more model
buildings, spread over the area that you wish the town or
village to occupy.
The area occupied by the town or village is defined by a
line drawn from the outermost point of each perimeter
building.

(Diagram)

If a building is burnt down by shell fire, this represents a
portion of the built up area being destroyed, and the
perimeter of the settlement is no longer drawn around that
building.

Troops entering the town or village break ranks, just as they
would when entering any other rough terrain, but the area
occupied by the actual model buildings is impassable to
them. 
Alternatively, you can mark out an area representing the
settlement, perhaps using card, cloth or a textured board,
and move the buildings around when they get in the way of
your units.
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Once inside the perimeter they are considered to be in cover
of the type represented by the majority of the buildings.
Troops from the defending army in cover in settlements at
the beginning of the battle are considered to have built
barricades and loopholes, and are in fortified positions.

Towns and villages are Rough Terrain and Slow
Movement.

Optional Rule - cavalry Reformed inside the perimeter of a
built up area can be considered to be dismounted, and fight
as infantry, except that they are not able to fire at range.  It
takes a Reform order to remount them.

Hamlets and Farms
These are represented by a small single model building, and
are considered too small for occupation by units other than
skirmishing infantry.
They will hold the number of stands that can be lined up
along the longest and the shortest wall of the building.
The skirmishing infantry are placed with their backs to the
building, and count as being in cover of the appropriate
type.
The building may no longer be occupied if it is burnt by
shell fire.

Though infantry are not allowed to occupy a hamlet or
farm, they are allowed to Attack skirmishing infantry in
occupation. If the skirmishing infantry fall back, their
Attackers do not follow up.

Hamlets and farms are Impassable, but may be occupied by
skirmishing infantry .

STREAMS and RIVERS

Minor Stream or Ford
Slows Movement.
Disorders one stand of infantry.

Torrential Stream
Rocky, fast-flowing and deeply cut.
Slows Movement.
Impassable to artillery, cuirassier and heavy cavalry.
Disorders two stands.

SHALLOW RIVER
(Up to waist height)
Slows movement.
Disorders two infantry stands.

RIVER
(Up to chest height)
Slows movement.
Impassable to artillery
Three infantry stands disordered.  
One cavalry stand disordered

FAST FLOWING RIVER
Slows movement.
Impassable to artillery

All infantry stands disordered. Throw dice for each stand
unless accompanied by cavalry crossing upstream: six
means it is destroyed.
Two cavalry stands disordered.

DEEP, LAZY RIVER
Light cavalry and skirmishing cavalry may attempt to swim
their horses across.
Slows Movement.
Impassable to artillery, cuirassier, heavy cavalry, infantry
and skirmishing infantry
All light cavalry stands disordered.  Throw dice for each
stand: a five or six means it is destroyed.
Throw dice for each skirmishing cavalry stand: a six means
it is destroyed.

RAGING TORRENT
Impassable

LINEAR OBSTACLES
Walls, Hedges, Fences and  Unoccupied Field
Fortifications all have the same effect on movement:
Rough Terrain.
Slows Movement.
Impassable to artillery. 

Infantry must break formation when they come up to a
linear obstacle, either if they intend clambering over or
lining up behind to take advantage of the cover it offers.
They may then take cover behind the linear obstacle or
reform on the other side. If they intend doing neither, they
may not move closer than an inch from it.

Cavalry may jump the obstacle, and must enter loose
formation to do so.  In addition, cuirassiers will suffer two
disordered stands and heavy cavalry will suffer one.
Cavalry may not take cover behind a linear obstacle.

Walls, hedges and fences represent an area of intensive
agriculture, with enclosures and crops that will both slow
up your troops and provide them with cover.  We suggest
that you confine them to fairly small areas adjacent to
settlements and farms.

Crops
The areas you enclose with linear obstacles may be filled
with crops tall enough to impede progress and hide a
skirmisher.
Slows Movement.

Rocky Ground
Often occurs on the slopes and round the base of hills.
Rough Terrain.
Slows Movement.
Impassable to artillery and cavalry.

MARSHES
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Usually found in proximity to rivers and streams.

Bog
Rough Terrain.
Slows Movement.
Impassable to artillery and cavalry.

Morass
Rough Terrain
Slows Movement
Impassable to artillery, cavalry, skirmishing cavalry and
infantry.

Quagmire
Rough Terrain
Slows Movement Including Skirmishing infantry.
Impassable to artillery, cavalry, skirmishing cavalry and
infantry.

ROADS
If there are settlements on the battlefield, then there should
also be roads.

Where they cross a river, there must be either a ford or a
bridge.  Bridges may be either stone, counting as walls, or
wood, counting as fences.  Only skirmishing infantry may
use bridges as cover; between one and three stands
depending on its size.  Fords may also occur where there is
no road.

Where roads cross a marsh, they will be raised, providing
the same cover as a wall for infantry or skirmishing infantry
who are off the road and facing it.  The raised  section will

continue six inches or so beyond the marsh, and may
extend to join up with other nearby raised sections.

Troops moving in column on roads must Move between
three and nine inches each turn that orders are issued.

A simple and satisfactory way to lay out roads, is to:
First connect the two biggest towns or villages to each other
with a straight road that runs through them both and on to
the edges of the table.
Then connect any other towns or villages to their nearest
neighbour on one side and the nearest table edge on the
other.

Narrow Gaps (Defiles)
Their will sometimes be a gap between two terrain features
which is too narrow for a unit to pass through.
This defile is, in effect, a separate terrain feature in its own
right.
A unit that is too wide to pass through a narrow gap must
first break formation in order to pass through it, and as
above, will reassume their formation on the next turn that
the player Issues Orders and the unit does not Move.
Evading and running troops will break formation to pass
through narrow gaps between terrain, but not between
units.
When you lay out terrain, its worth paying particular
attention to any defiles that you create. You should either
make sure that gaps are plenty wide enough for an infantry
unit to pass through them, or create defiles about three
stands wide that normal units can pass through it they
break formation, or narrow defiles that only skirmishers
and units in column can get through.
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WEATHER

Weather is controlled by cards in the event card deck. Cards will cause either rain or snow, or mist and fog.

The card will cause it to start to rain or snow, or a mist to form.
Throw each time the Joker is played.

1,2,3 Rain or snow stops, heavy rain or snow
              becomes rain or snow.

Mist clears, fog becomes mist.

4,5,6 Rain or snow becomes heavy rain or snow.
Mist becomes fog.

Weather reduces movement, visibility and has a detrimental effect on Resolve, combat dice, and the distance within which
units in cover can be seen.

Weather Visibility Movement Detrimental Effect

Rain 30 “ 4 “ -1
Or Snow

Heavy Rain 18 “ 3 “ -2
Or Snow

Mist 15“(*) 6” none

Fog  9 “ 3 “ -1

(*)In mist, units on normal hills are higher than the mist, and can see each other normally.

In fog, mounted troops Attack range and threat zones are reduced to 9”

After two jokers worth of heavy rain has fallen infantry and skirmishing infantry cannot fire, after three jokers worth artillery
cannot fire, and the benefit for moving in column or on road is removed.  Marshes become impassable and all rivers become
fast flowing. Powder will not dry out during the battle.

Reinforcements and flank marchers will not arrive at all if fog occurs.
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 SETTING UP THE BATTLEFIELD
There are very many ways of setting up terrain and armies
on your wargame table, and as long as you end up with
your battle set up in a manner that you are happy with, it
really doesn’t matter which one you use.  So if you are
happy with the method you are currently using; just keep
doing what you are doing.

We present three alternative methods for your
consideration.
In all three methods, a defender rolls to determine the exact
type of woods, marshes, streams and rivers after the terrain
has been laid. These rolls are made openly for terrain on an
attackers side of the table, but noted down secretly for a
defenders side, and only revealed when one of the attackers
units comes within one inch.

FAST AND CONVENIENT METHOD
The player whose home table is to be used, or the first one
to arrive at your club venue, goes ahead and lays out the
terrain according to his whim of the moment.  The terrain
should either be balanced and neutral, so that a fair and
reasonably fast game can be had; the sort of game where
the armies and the generals can get on and do their stuff
without the terrain being too intrusive, or it should be
deliberately laid out to give an interesting tactical slant to
the proceedings without slowing things down too much.
When the opponent arrives he is permitted to either add or
take away up to three items of terrain if he wishes.  He may
have a army with a preponderance of skirmishers and
Assaulting infantry, and want a close landscape, or have
vast number of heavy guns, and want a clear shot and high
hills to place his batteries on. This represents his army
manoeuvring as best it  can to find battle on appropriate
terrain.
If terrain is removed, it is chosen randomly by a mutually
agreed method (probably assigning a number to each piece
and rolling dice).  
If terrain is added, it is chosen by the second player, but is
positioned randomly, again by a mutually agreed method.
It cannot be placed in the CENTRAL AREA.

THE CENTRAL AREA is the rectangle bounded by the
two lines running lengthways one foot from the tables
centre line, and the two lines running crossways two feet in
from the short edges of the table.

(Diagram)

SLIGHTLY MORE TIME CONSUMING
METHOD

Each player (assuming two players) throws a dice, if your
table is over six foot by four foot, add two to the score.
He may now add or subtract up to three from this total,
providing that the final result is not less than two.
This is the number of items of terrain he will lay on the
table.
The first player now places all his terrain, then the second
player places all of his.  It may be necessary to move
positioned terrain about a little so that additional items fit
properly.
Finally, roads are added as described  in the terrain section.
However, if either player decides to place any terrain in the
central area, he must roll a dice:
one, two or three - he does not lay the piece, but instead
hands it over to his opponent for him to place elsewhere.
Four, five or six - he places the piece in the central area.

Roads can be a problem, most players do not have enough
road sections to complete a battlefield.  Strips of heavy felt
work quite well.  Alternatively, as long as your roads run in
straight lines between settlements and the edge of the table,
you can simply mark where they begin and end, and not
physically represent them.

RANDOM GENERATION METHOD
This will be a swipe of Jason Monaghan’s system from
“Rebel Yell”, modified to suit Europe.
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 DEPLOYING YOUR TROOPS
1. Both sides pick their armies, including flanking forces
and reinforcements.

2. Determine SCOUTING. If either side has 50% less
skirmishers in its main body than the other, it is
OUTSCOUTED, and must reveal on which flanks is has
flanking forces. Pre-Napoleonic French armies in Europe
never outscout their opponent.

3. Determined which side has the INITIATIVE.
Both throw a dice, with the following modifiers:

Austrians + 3
Turks -  2
Prussians -  1
Outscouted -  1

Throw again in the case of a draw.
The winner chooses whether he is defending or attacking,
and dices randomly to see which side he sets up on.
The loser must attack.
An attacker loses any field defences or chevaux de frise
that he may have purchased.

The players now roll to determine the type of woods,
marshes, streams and rivers. These rolls are made openly
for terrain on an attackers side of the table, but if one
player is defending, they are made secretly for his side of
the table, and only revealed when an attackers unit comes
within one inch.

WOODS:
Orchards 1
Woods 2,3,4
Forest 5,6

STREAMS:
Minor stream 1,2,3,4
Torrential stream  5,6

MARSHES:
Marsh 1,2,3
Morass 4,5
Quagmire 6

RIVERS:
Shallow river 1
Fast flowing river 2
River 3,4
Raging torrent 5
Lazy river 6

There is a bridge or a ford at each point that a road
crosses a river or stream. Each section of river at least 18
inches long that has no crossing may have a ford; a
defender throws secretly for all sections, needing a 5 or 6,
only discovered by the attacker if one of his units comes
within one inch. If neither player is defending, throw for
each section when a unit comes within one inch. Fords are
always situated in the middle of the section.

A defender is permitted temporary fieldworks, any
settlements that he occupies are considered to be fortified.

4. COMPULSORY DEPLOYMENT. The player with
initiative must now deploy a proportion of his main body
on the table. This is a percentage of his units, rounded
down to the nearest whole unit, each artillery stand counts
as a separate unit:
A defender deployed 30% of his units, an attacker 10%
plus 10% if outscouted. 
plus (Attacking Commander-in-chief’s Ability minus
defending Commander-in-chief’s Ability) x 10%

However, the player must always deploy at least one unit.

(Diagram & example)
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A defender must deploy all his first line of troops troops
within eighteen inches of the centre line.
Only cavalry, skirmishing cavalry and skirmishing
infantry may be deployed within eighteen inches of the
side edges of the table.

Then, both players either:

5 A. Draw a plan of the battlefield, showing where their
units are to be deployed. A defender must deploy all  his
first line of troops within eighteen inches of the centre
line.
An attacker may not deploy closer than twelve inches
from the centre line.
Both sides may deploy only cavalry, skirmishing cavalry
and skirmishing infantry within eighteen inches of the
side edges of the table.
 Or......

5 B. Take turns, starting with the player with initiative, to
place a group of either one, two or three units on the
table. The two or three units must all be of the same type;
foot, artillery or mounted, and must be positioned directly
behind each other, up to nine inches apart, or, in the case
of the artillery, may be placed side by side.

An attacker may deploy anywhere on his side of the table,
but no closer than eighteen inches from deployed
defenders.

A defender may deploy anywhere on his side of the table,
but no closer than twelve inches from deployed attackers,
and the front unit of each group deployed must be within
18 inches of the centre line.

Both sides may deploy only cavalry, skirmishing cavalry
and skirmishing infantry within eighteen inches of the
side edges of the table.

No unit, other than Generals, may be placed on the
right of any friendly unit already on the table. 

If either player finds that he either cannot legally place all
his units, or does not wish to place any more, the balance
of his main force can arrive later as reinforcements
instead. 

Generals are placed after all other units, and the units in
their Commands are designated.
Any unit not deployed within Leadership range of its
Command General is reduced in status by one for the
duration of the battle.
Reinforcements must be accompanied by their Command
Generals.

Regardless of what system is used, units may be deployed
either in line or column. If in doubt, its best to deploy in
column, especially if you intend manoeuvring
aggressively!

It is surprisingly easy to mess up your deployment using
this method, be prepared to postpone the arrival of a
portion of your force if things go wrong; its preferable to
compounding the problem by pouring more units into an
awful deployment.
This method of deployment can be either very interesting
or intensely frustrating! It gives you a chance to simulate
pre-battle manoeuvre in a slightly abstract manner.
You may find it helps it you make a rough sketch of your
intended deployment, though you may have to abandon
your plans once you see what your enemies forces are up
to.

If you are using hidden movement rules, you should
deploy using counters where appropriate.

Those of you with the luxury of a permanently set up table
might like to consider meeting to deploy your troops on a
day before the actual battle. This has several advantages:
You don’t waste any time or energy on the evening of the
battle sorting out terrain and deployment. Whatever
method you use, it can seem to take so long when you are
itching to come to grips! If you live close together, then
setting an hour or so aside one evening to get it done
makes it quite a pleasant experience, and interesting for
its own sake, rather than something to just get out of the
way, then you can wander off to the pub to hold forth on
the proficiency of your troops and the brilliance of your
intended tactics.
Having deployed your troops in advance, you then have a
proper opportunity to brood over your plans, most
players seem to come up with more interesting and
coherent schemes this way, and you can often have more
rewarding and memorable battles.

STARTING THE BATTLE
If you are using national and/or event cards, now is the
time to remember to draw a dice worth of national cards
and one event card at the beginning of your first turn, as
well as your skirmisher and artillery cards, and an infantry
advance card for attacking players.
The player with initiative takes the first turn.

FLANKING FORCES & REINFORCEMENTS
When you pick your army, flanking forces have to be
designated as coming on either the left or right flank, and
on either the near or far half of that flank, but the precise
entry point is decided when they successfully throw for
arrival.
Reinforcements come on anywhere along the players table
edge.
The intended arrival time of both flanking forces and
reinforcements must be noted at the beginning of the
battle. Each player makes a note of how many Jokers
must be played before they arrive. Near flanking forces
cannot arrive before the second Joker, far flanking forces
cannot arrive before the third Joker.
When the appropriate Joker has been played, and any
resulting orders issued, the player immediately rolls a dice
in full view, it is considered that either scouts have
located his force, or his dust cloud is visible.
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1, 2, 3 no sign, throw again next Joker.

4  arrives Joker after next.

5 arrives next Joker.

6 arrives immediately.

If the force is either all  mounted, or reinforcements, the
player can add or subtract one from his dice score.

On a throw of three or more, the player must announce to
his opponent on which flank and which side of the table
he can see reinforcements approaching.

The players should throw their dice openly, making a
private note, where relevant, whether they chose to add or
subtract one. At this point he must also secretly note

exactly where on the edge of the table the flanking force
or reinforcements will arrive. 

The flanking force or reinforcements enter the table in a
column of units, one behind another, in the order that was
determined when the player chose the force. 
Units may enter the table in line or column.
Up to four units may enter the table per turn, all from the
same point on the table edge, this is a free Move,  but no
other orders may be given  to them on their first turn. The
player should have collected a full set of unit cards for
them by this stage, and so he should be able to move them
all again the next time he Issues Orders.

(Diagram)

ENDING THE BATTLE
Unless it is a campaign game, the battle ends when 
over  50% of either sides infantry units have either
left the battlefield, are completely destroyed,
permanently shaken or broken.
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CHOOSING AN ARMY

We are not presenting a rigid, formal army list, as we don’t
feel that the armies of our period are sufficiently
complicated to require one. What follows is a list of troop
types available for each army, and notes on the maximum
number of units that were available historically.
The purpose of more structured army lists is often to ensure
that players field a “balanced “ force. Our feelings are that
most players will tend to collect an army that is more or less
balanced as a matter of course, and if their personal
preferences are such as to unbalance their collection
somewhat, then so be it, so don’t take these lists too
seriously, go ahead and field the armies that you own. The
forces we are fielding are not usually the size of an army
involved in a truly great battle, and too often army list
systems force players to field their small forces as if they
were tied to the proportions that would of necessity restrict
the composition of a major army.

We also include a full points system. When two players are
independently gathering armies together for an afternoons
or evenings battle, there really isn’t any other way of
arriving at roughly equal forces. If one player is setting out
a battle, then there is no reason why he shouldn’t make his
best guess as to what force, combined with what terrain,
will provide an even struggle; there’s no reason to resort to
a points systems. It is usual for him to allow his opponent to
choose sides.

Real Generals didn’t get to put their feet up with a beer in
front of the gas fire and pick what army they were going to
fight with next day. Sovereigns could adopt policies that
would ultimately determine what units would eventually be
available, but come the day, they fielded the troops they
had at hand.
So, we also provide a system for rolling up a randomly
generated army using percentage dice. You should modify
the charts to match the models you have available, once you
have rolled up all the models of a given type that you can
manage to represent, just re-roll if they come up again.

COMBINED GRENADIER BATTALIONS
Combined grenadier battalions were commonly used,
consisting of four companies of grenadiers, each drawn
from a different battalion. Often the four battalions would
be two battalions from each of two regiments.
They were not necessarily fielded alongside their parent
units, so there is no need to restrict your grenadier to
companies drawn from the units of musketeers or fusileers
that you happen to own.

I’m gathering notes for the “army lists “, however I don’t
have an enormous amount of information on the
composition of Marlburian or  American or French
Revolutionary War armies (other than other peoples army
lists). Does anyone have any recommendations for
sources?

 I’ve come up with a points system to be going on with, but
I want to generate the final published version by
achieving some sort of consensus amongst the playtesters.

So, when you’ve played a few games, let me know how
many you have played (and don’t be embarrassed to
change your mind later when you’ve played a few more),
and let me know what you think the points values should
be:

We’re going to start by pricing a standard Trained
infantry unit of 5 stands at 10 points.

 UNIT TYPE NUMBER
OF

STANDS

 POINTS
FOR UNIT

 POINTS
FOR EXTRA

STAND
INFANTRY  5  10  3
GRENADIERS  4  10 -
GRENADIERS 6  16 -
SKIRMISH INF. 5 12 4
FREIKORPS RANDOM 4 -
FREIHUSSARS RANDOM 6 -
LIGHT CAV.  3 5 -
LIGHT CAV. 5  10 -
LIGHT CAV. 7  15 3
SKIRMISH CAV. 3 6 -
SKIRMISH CAV. 5 12 -
SKIRMISH CAV. 7 18 4
HEAVY CAV. 3 8 -
HEAVY CAV. 5 16 -
HEAVY CAV. 7 24 4
CUIRASSIER 3  10 -
CUIRASSIER 5  20 -
CUIRASSIER 7 30 5
CANNON 1 15 -
HOWITZER 1 20 -
HORSE ART. 1 20 -
MEDIOCRE
GENERAL

1 4 -

COMPETENT
GENERAL

1 12 -

COMMANDER-
IN-CHIEF

1 25 -

EXCEPTIONAL
C IN C

1 40 -

6 “ FIELD
FORTIFICATNS

1 4 -

Status:
Unreliable units subtract 4 points.
Poorly trained units subtract 2 points.
Well trained units add 2 points.
Elite units add 4 points.
Status is sometimes determined randomly, in which case,
the fixed points cost indicated in the army list is paid
regardless of the status rolled.
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Flanking forces:  foot cost 1 extra point per stand,
mounted 2 extra points per stand and artillery 10 extra
points each. Generals cost no extra points.

Reinforcements: minus 2 points per unit, but only if
designated as reinforcements before deployment
commences.

Russian armies receive normal points.
Austrian armies receive 20% extra points.

Prussian armies vary:
Austrian Succession; 5% less points.
Absolute Supremacy; 15% less points.
Later Seven Years War; 10% less points.
Twilight Years; normal points.

PICKING AN ARMY
Unless previously agreed, at least one third of the stands in
each army must be infantry, and at least one third must be
cavalry (remember that infantry stands represent twice as
many men as skirmisher and cavalry stands).

Choose an entire army, 160 points will give you a two hour
battle if you are reasonably familiar with the rules.
When you have all your units and Generals paid for, dice
for your Generals statistics.
If your Generals combined ability is not enough to
command all your units, you must either purchase Mediocre
Generals to make up the difference, using points gained by
assigning some of your units as reinforcements, or make up
the numbers with free Poor Generals (see page?).
Remember that Poor Generals must be given a number of
units to command equal to their Influence before the
remains of the army can be divided into other Commands.
Once your army is fully commanded, you can do any
random dicing for troop status.

ROLLING UP POOR GENERALS

Roll a dice:

1 Terrible
2,3 Inadequate
4, 5, 6 Unreliable
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ARMY LISTS
These are just to be going on with:

AUSTRIANS. Austrian armies receive 15% extra points.

TROOP TYPE
 

STATUS
 

NUMBER
OF

STANDS

POINTS
PER

UNIT

POINTS
PER

EXTRA
STAND

RECOMMENDED
MIN/MAX UNITS

LINE
INFANTRY

TRAINED  5 10 3  -

 GARRISON
TROOPS

 POORLY
TRAINED

5 8 - -

 COMBINED
GRENADIERS

  ELITE 4 10 - MAX. 3

 CROAT
GRENZER

RANDOM 5 14 4 MAX. ONE THIRD
of FOOT

 FREICORPS  RANDOM  RANDOM 4 - MAX. 3

FREIHUSSAR
S

 RANDOM  RANDOM 6 - MAX. 1

 HUSSARS
 (skirmishing

cavalry)

WELL
TRAINED

 3
5
7

8
14
20

4
MAX. ONE THIRD

of MOUNTED

 DRAGOONS
( heavy cavalry)

 TRAINED 3
5
7

8
16
24

4
 MAX. HALF  of

MOUNTED

 COMBINED
HORSE

GRENADIERS
(heavy cavalry)

 
WELL

TRAINED
5 18 - MAX. 1

 CUIRASSIER WELL
TRAINED

3
5
7

12
22
32

5
MAX. HALF of

MOUNTED

 CANNON  WELL
TRAINED

 -- 17 - MAX ONE PER
TWO INF.

  HOWITZER  WELL
TRAINED

 -- 22 - SUBSTITUTE FOR
CANNON

 IMPERIAL
INFANTRY

RANDOM  5 8 - -

 IMPERIAL
HEAVY

CAVALRY

RANDOM 3
5

6
14

- -

 MEDIOCRE
GENERAL

 --  1 4 - -

 COMPETENT
GENERAL

 -- 1 12 - -

COMMANDER
-IN-CHIEF

 --  1 25 - -

 6” FIELD
FORTFICATN

 --  -- 4 - ONE PER THREE
INF.

Throwing For Random Troop Status

DICE THROW  FREICORPS/HUSSARS  IMPERIAL TROOPS  CROAT GRENZER
1  UNRELIABLE  WELL TRAINED
2  SEE  UNRELIABLE WELL TRAINED
3  PAGE  POORLY TRAINED WELL TRAINED
4 ?  POORLY TRAINED WELL TRAINED
5  POORLY TRAINED WELL TRAINED
6  TRAINED  ELITE GRENZER

GRENADIERS

SPECIAL RULES FOR AUSTRIANS
1. Austrians subtract one when throwing to pursue.
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2. Austrian infantry, skirmishing infantry and artillery in cover or on steep or very steep hills can add or subtract an additional one to their
Resolve throws.
3. If Austrians purchased field fortifications when they choose their army, then rather than the point simply being lost if they discover that
they are not the defending player, the points can instead be spent on flank marches.

RUSSIANS. Russian armies receive no extra points

TROOP TYPE
 

STATUS
 

NUMBER
OF

STANDS

POINTS
PER

UNIT

POINTS
PER

EXTRA
STAND

RECOMMENDED
MIN/MAX UNITS

MUSKETEERS TRAINED  5 10 3  MIN. ONE THIRD
 GUARD

INFANTRY
 ELITE  6 16 - MAX. 3

 COMBINED
GRENADIERS

  ELITE 4 10 - MAX. 3

 GRENADIERS  ELITE  6 16 - MAX. 3
MUSKETEERS

Corps of
Observation

 POORLY
TRAINED

 
6 11 -  MAX. 4

GRENADIERS
Corps of

Observation
 TRAINED

 
6 13 - MAX. 4

SKIRMISHING
INFANTRY

 POORLY
TRAINED

 5  10  4  MAX. 2*

 HUSSARS
 (  light cavalry) TRAINED

 3
5
7

8
14
20

4
MAX. HALF of

CAV.

 DRAGOONS
 ( heavy
cavalry)

  POORLY
TRAINED

3
5
7

6
14
22

4
 MAX. ONE

QUARTER  of
CAV.

 HORSE
GRENADIERS
(heavy cavalry)

 
TRAINED

 3
5
7

8
16
24

4
 

MAX. 3

 
CUIRASSIER

WELL
TRAINED

3
5
7

12
22
32

5
MAX. HALF of

CAV.

GUARD
CUIRASSIER

 
ELITE

 3
5
7

14
24
34

6 MAX. 1

 COSSACKS
(skirmishing

cavalry)

 
RANDOM

3
5
7

4
10
16

4
 MAX. HALF of

MOUNTED

 CANNON  TRAINED  -- 15 - MAX ONE PER
TWO INF.

  HOWITZER TRAINED  -- 20 - SUBSTITUTE FOR
CANNON

 IMPERIAL
INFANTRY

RANDOM  5 8 - -

 IMPERIAL
DRAGOONS

RANDOM 3
5

6
14

- -

 MEDIOCRE
GENERAL

 --  1 4 - -

 COMPETENT
GENERAL

 -- 1 12 - -

COMMANDER
-IN-CHIEF

 --  1 25 - -

CHEVAUX DE
FRISE

- - 2 - -

* these are either the two regiments of Pandours that were formed at some point as border troops, the two regiments of Jaegers that were formed for the
operations around Colberg in 1761 from local huntsman etc. Or possibly horseless Cossacks forced to fight on foot (as under Suvorof). Russian armies did
not usually contain skirmishing infantry.

Throwing For Random Troop Status
DICE THROW COSSACKS

1  UNRELIABLE
2  POORLY TRAINED
3  POORLY TRAINED
4 POORLY TRAINED
5  TRAINED
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6  TRAINED

SPECIAL RULES FOR RUSSIANS
1. Russian infantry ignores Withdraw Resolve results, and instead stands without firing, they cannot be given Withdraw orders.
2. Russian cavalry cannot voluntarily Retire.
3. Each Russian General may only play one General card  per turn.
4. Other than Suvorof, Russian Commander-in-chiefs are at best Talented, count a “Great ” result as  Talented.

PRUSSIANS

The War Of Austrian Succession. Prussian armies receive 5% less points

TROOP TYPE
 

STATUS
 

NUMBER
OF

STANDS

POINTS
PER

UNIT

POINTS
PER

EXTRA
STAND

RECOMMENDED
MIN/MAX UNITS

MUSKETEERS
or FUSILIERS

WELL
TRAINED

 5 12 3  -

 COMBINED
GRENADIERS

  ELITE 4 10 - MAX. 3

 GUARD
INFANTRY

 ELITE  6 20 - MAX. 2

 JAEGERS  TRAINED 3 6 -  MAX. 1
 FREICORPS  RANDOM  RANDOM 4 - MAX. 3

FREIHUSSAR
S

 RANDOM  RANDOM 6 - MAX. 1

 HUSSARS
 (skirmishing

cavalry)

UNRELI-
ABLE

 3
5
7

 4
10
16

3
MAX. ONE THIRD

of MOUNTED

 DRAGOONS
( heavy cavalry) TRAINED

3
5
7

 8
16
24

4
 MAX. HALF  of

MOUNTED

 
CUIRASSIER TRAINED

3
5
7

 10
20
30

5
MAX. HALF of

MOUNTED

 CANNON  TRAINED  -- 15 - MAX ONE PER 3
INF.

  HOWITZER  TRAINED  -- 20 - SUBSTITUTE FOR
CANNON

 MEDIOCRE
GENERAL

 --  1 4 - -

 COMPETENT
GENERAL

 -- 1 12 - -

COMMANDER
-IN-CHIEF

 --  1 25 - -

 FREDERICK
THE GREAT

- 1 35 - -

Throwing For Random Troop Status: See page? For Freicorps and Freihussars random generation.

SPECIAL RULES FOR PRUSSIANS
1. Prussian armies deploy as normal, but the first time that each unit is Issued Orders the player can decide whether it is in line or column.
2. Prussian Hussars subtract one from their dice throw when attempting to Evade.
3. Prussian infantry may Move Obliquely.
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PRUSSIANS

 Absolute Supremacy (1756-58). Prussian armies receive 15% less points

TROOP TYPE
 

STATUS
 

NUMBER
OF

STANDS

POINTS
PER

UNIT

POINTS
PER

EXTRA
STAND

RECOMMENDED
MIN/MAX UNITS

MUSKETEERS
FUSILIERS

RANDOM  5  13 3  -

 COMBINED
GRENADIERS

  ELITE 4 10 - MAX. 3

 GUARD
INFANTRY

 ELITE  6 20 - MAX. 2

 JAEGERS  TRAINED  5 12 4  MAX. 1
 FREICORPS  RANDOM  RANDOM 4 -  MAX. 4

FREIHUSSAR
S

 RANDOM  RANDOM 6 - MAX. 1

 BOSNIAKS
(light cavalry)

 POORLY
TRAINED

 3
5
7

3
8

13
3

 
MAX. 1

 HUSSARS
 ( light cavalry)

 
 RANDOM

 3
5
7

7
12
17

3
MAX. ONE THIRD

of MOUNTED

 DRAGOONS
( heavy cavalry)  RANDOM

3
5
7

10
18
26

4
 MAX. HALF  of

MOUNTED

 
CUIRASSIER

 WELL
TRAINED

3
5
7

12
22
32

5
MAX. HALF of

MOUNTED

 CANNON  TRAINED  -- 15 - MAX ONE PER 3
INF.

  HOWITZER  TRAINED  -- 20 - SUBSTITUTE FOR
CANNON

 HORSE
ARTILLERY

 TRAINED - 25 - MAX. 2. substitute
for Cannon

 MEDIOCRE
GENERAL

 --  1 4 - -

 COMPETENT
GENERAL

 -- 1 12 - -

COMMANDER
-IN-CHIEF

 --  1 25 - -

 FREDERICK
THE GREAT

- 1 35 - -

Throwing For Random Troop Status

DICE THROW INFANTRY  DRAGOONS  HUSSARS  FREICORPS
/HUSSARS

1  WELL TRAINED TRAINED  WELL TRAINED
2  WELL TRAINED TRAINED  WELL TRAINED  SEE
3   WELL TRAINED   WELL TRAINED   WELL TRAINED  PAGE
4  WELL TRAINED  WELL TRAINED  WELL TRAINED ?
5   ELITE   ELITE   WELL TRAINED
6   ELITE*   ELITE*   ELITE*

*throw again:4, 5, 6 = Exceptional!

SPECIAL RULES FOR PRUSSIANS
1. Prussian armies of the Seven Years War draw an additional order card each turn.
2. Prussian armies deploy as normal, but the first time that each unit is Issued Orders the player can decide whether it is in line or column.
3. If you want to simulate the Prussian cavalry attacking in “column”, we provide an optional rule for Prussian cavalry column
breakthrough on page?
4. Prussian Hussars subtract one from their dice throw when attempting to Evade.
5. Prussian infantry may Move Obliquely.
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PRUSSIANS

Later Seven Years War (1759-63) & The Twilight Years ( Frederick after 1763).
 Prussian armies receive 10% less points until 1763, and normal points thereafter.

TROOP TYPE
 

STATUS
 

NUMBER
OF

STANDS

POINTS
PER

UNIT

POINTS
PER

EXTRA
STAND

RECOMMENDED
MIN/MAX UNITS

MUSKETEER,
FUSILIERS,
GARRISON
TROOPS &

MILITIA

RANDOM  5 12 3  -

 COMBINED
GRENADIERS

  ELITE 4 10 - MAX. 3

 GUARD
INFANTRY

 ELITE  6 20 - MAX. 2

 JAEGERS   POORLY
TRAINED

 5 10 4  MAX. 1

 FREICORPS  RANDOM  RANDOM 4 -  MAX. 5

FREIHUSSAR
S

 RANDOM  RANDOM 6 -  MAX. 1

 BOSNIAKS
(light cavalry)

 POORLY
TRAINED

 3
5
7

3
8

13
3

 
 MAX. 1

 HUSSARS
 ( light cavalry)

 
 TRAINED

 3
5
7

 5
10
15

3
MAX. ONE THIRD

of MOUNTED

 DRAGOONS
( heavy cavalry)  TRAINED

3
5
7

8
16
24

4
 MAX. HALF  of

MOUNTED

 
CUIRASSIER TRAINED

3
5
7

10
20
30

5
MAX. HALF of

MOUNTED

 CANNON  TRAINED  -- 15 - MAX ONE PER 2
INF.

  HOWITZER  TRAINED  -- 20 - SUBSTITUTE FOR
CANNON

 HORSE
ARTILLERY

 WELL
TRAINED

- 25 - MAX. 2 substitute
for cannon

 MEDIOCRE
GENERAL

 --  1 4 - -

 COMPETENT
GENERAL

 -- 1 12 - -

COMMANDER
-IN-CHIEF

 --  1 25 - -

 FREDERICK
THE GREAT

- 1 35 - -

Throwing For Random Troop Status

DICE THROW INFANTRY  FREICORPS/HUSSARS
1  UNRELIABLE
2   POORLY TRAINED  SEE
3    POORLY TRAINED  PAGE
4   TRAINED ?
5   TRAINED
6   ELITE

SPECIAL RULES FOR PRUSSIANS
1. Prussian armies of the Seven Years War draw an additional order card each turn.
2. Prussian armies deploy as normal, but the first time that each unit is Issued Orders the player can decide whether it is in line or column.
3. If you want to simulate the Prussian cavalry attacking in “column”, we provide an optional rule for Prussian cavalry column
breakthrough on page?
4. Prussian Hussars subtract one from their dice throw when attempting to Evade.
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5. Prussian infantry may Move Obliquely.
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RANDOM ARMY GENERATION
I  won’t be doing this section until the above lists are
sorted out properly.
There will be a percentage chart for each nation in each
period with all the troop types listed. You roll on that, and
get a unit, if it’s infantry, you are allowed to also take the
other battalion of the same regiment if you like without
rolling again. At this point you pay the points for your
roll, depending on the unit type.
Then, if you like, you roll on the optional sub-chart for
unit size, otherwise you get a standard 5 stands for
infantry,4 for combined grenadiers and a varying number
depending on nationality and type for cavalry.
You roll for unit status next, but it does not effect the
points value, this introduces an element of luck and minor
excitement.

There is a limit to the number of some types of units
availability, if you exceed it you get a Freikorps instead.

Generals are purchased separately at any point.
Also at any point, units can be designated as flanking
forces or reinforcements, a good time to do this would be
just as you were running out of points.
You keep rolling until you exceed the allotted points
value, but you do get to keep the last unit that takes you
over the limit.

If you finish rolling and find that you don’t have enough
generals, you either relegate some of your units to
reinforcements and use the points to purchase Mediocre
Generals, or recruit free Poor Generals.

Artillery is then allotted as a percentage of your stands,
according to the nation and the period, as it does seem to
have been a fairly fixed proportion, there will be a
random throw however; perhaps a plus dice and a minus
dice. I’ll probably put the horse artillery in the Prussian
list .
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NARRATIVE CAMPAIGN SYSTEM

Campaigns are a great way to maintain interest and
enthusiasm amongst a group of wargamers; knowing that a
new regiment is going to have an important role to play on
the battlefield in a few days time makes painting it much
more enjoyable than just painting another unit to go on the
shelf, and knowing that whatever happens your army must
survive this battle, but that conclusive victory today will be
the final blow for one of your opponents, adds a level of
tension, involvement and excitement that you will never
find fighting just another one-off battle for control of a 4 by
6 piece of plywood and a couple of polystyrene hills.

The trouble with conventional campaigns, with maps and
logistics and suchlike, is that they require a lot of
commitment; if one player fails to complete his paperwork,
or doesn’t turn up for a battle, everything grinds to a halt.
The more people involved, the worse it must inevitably get,
people go on holiday, have work or college or family or
social or sport commitments, fall ill, or just don’t feel like

wargaming this week. Soon people get fed up, and the
campaign disintegrates.

In a narrative campaign, we don’t concern ourselves with
representing any of the activity that occurs off the
battlefield in any detail, the only records that are kept
concern the performance and evolution of our armies. It is
up to the players to provide a storyline that connects the
battles together and  paints in a developing historical
background. It really doesn’t matter if individual players
drop out or new players join, as everything proceeds on an
informal, battle by battle basis.

Any number of players can participate, each one needs to
be given an army.  What follows are outlines for two
different approaches, once you have the general idea, I’m
sure that you will be able to come up with your own
variants.

Option 1.  IF YOU ARE ALREADY INVOLVED IN HORSE AND MUSKET PERIOD WARGAMING,
and have fairly substantial forces that you want to use in their entirety.

Base the armies on the models you have available, and
apportion  NATIONAL ARMIES, to each player, of about
twice the size that you could actually field. Armies actually
fielded will be chosen from the National Armies, and
restricted by the models you actually have available.
Be sure to name all the regiments and Generals, make up
their unit and General cards.

Battles will be two sizes. Minor battles using armies a
quarter the size of the National Armies, and Major battles
using armies half the size of the National Armies. Of
course, players can arrange to fight larger battles.

Where players ally against each other, Minor battles are
fought using fifteen percent of each players National Army
in a force combining two allies, ten percent with three
allies, and so on. Double the percentages for Major battles.
A player facing allied opponents will be outnumbered; but
not decisively so, especially considering the problems of
co-ordinating armies with multiple Commanders-in-chief.

As units are lost, the National Armies will shrink in size,
and unless new regiments are formed, so will the forces
actually fielded. So, each time a battle is fought, the winner
is allowed to recruit new units.
 Add together the points values of all troops lost by both
sides, the winner is entitled to raise new units to half that

value, he should bear in mind that he is limited in what he
can actually field by the models available.
If you are using the Battle Honour system described below,
new units should not be higher than trained status,
otherwise, choose freely from the points available.

Battles are arranged on an ad hoc basis, using any rule sets,
as the mood takes you and your opponents.
You can choose to just fight minor or major battles, or
come up with specific scenario, perhaps based on historical
battles of the period. Players may make and break alliances
at will.
If one player wins consistently, he’ll soon have the biggest
army; and the other players will inevitably gang up on him.

If you like, you can look on the purpose of all these battles
as trying to become the nation with the biggest army, but
really the objective is to give you a greater a level of
involvement with your National Army. Soon, the individual
units and Generals will each have their own personality,
and you will run a wide gamut of emotions  as they succeed
triumphantly or fail heroically on  your behalf. You will
never achieve the same level of involvement and
satisfaction fighting another one-off battle with an army
you chose the night before.
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Option 2. IF YOU ARE JUST STARTING TO BUILD YOUR ARMIES, and you would like to use a system
which leads you through the process of  collecting them, starting small and gradually acquiring units through your skill and
daring on the field of battle, then each player starts with a small, identical National Army:

Each National Army could start with:

Five six stand battalions of trained musketeers or fusileers,
each of which includes one stand of grenadiers, from which
you can form an Elite combined grenadier battalion.

One six stand battalion of Elite Guard.

Twelve stands of trained heavy cavalry to form into units as
you desire.

Four stands of Elite heavy cavalry.

One three stand unit of trained skirmishing infantry.

One four stand unit of unreliable skirmishing cavalry.

Three artillery.

A randomly generated Commander-in-chief.

A randomly generated Competent General.

A randomly generated Poor General.

As many Mediocre Generals as are required to provide
command for the rest of your National Army.

You can start with a completely fictional background,
designing your uniforms, and inventing a name and history
for your state. Or take a real country, large or small, as the
basis for the background and appearance of your armies.

Either way, the first thing to do is to prepare your unit cards
and General cards.

If you choose to base your army on an historical nation, you
can use the appropriate optional national characteristic
cards.

Only Prussians are allowed horse artillery, and may raise no
new skirmishing infantry (they have to use Freicorps).
Austrians may raise Croat skirmishing infantry.
Russians may raise only Cossack skirmishing cavalry.
Only British may raise Highlanders.

You must now go out and fight with your army to gain
Honour & Glory. It isn’t necessary to fight each battle with
your complete army, in fact, once it starts to grow it will
rarely all be fielded as one force; your National Army is the
total resource that you have to call on, you can continue to
select tabletop armies using points, random selection or
whatever system you are comfortable with, using your total
National Army as a sort of army list. However do not

consider points values for the status of  your units, units of
the same troop type should all be the same value
irrespective of their status.
If you want to campaign more competitively, use the
system for fielding a percentage of the players National
Armies just like in Option 1: you can mix and match
between the two systems to suit yourselves
If you are starting with a small collection of models, you
can put a limit on the proportion of National Armies that
are fielded.

When you first start out on the road to world domination,
the only new units you can recruit are randomly generated
Freikorps or Freihussars, or four stand battalions of  Poorly
Trained garrison troops and garrison cannon. You can raise
as many of these as you like. If any of your other units are
completely destroyed, they cannot be replaced until you
have accumulated enough Glory to allow you to raise units
in that category.

GLORY
In order to be entitled to raise new regiments of categories
of troops types other than garrison troops, you must gain
Glory by defeating your enemies.

Every time you win a  normal battle you gain fifteen points
of Glory, five points for a draw. With a plus one bonus for
each standard or General captured, and for each enemy unit
destroyed or surrendered. Particularly large or small battles
create more or less Glory, and particularly dramatic, heroic
or tense struggles can create considerably more, up to
double; you can call on bystanders viewpoints for
confirmation when you think that Great Deeds Have Been
Done, and you are deserving of additional Glory.
Particularly heroic efforts by individual units deserve either
one or two additional points of Glory.

When you start out you are only allowed to recruit
Freicorps, Freihussars, poorly trained Garrison infantry and
cannon, and Poor Generals. You can recruit as many of
these as you like.
You need to spend twenty Glory points to be allowed to
raise units of a new category, you can then use Glory points
to purchase as many of that category of unit as you like,
their status is limited by whatever army list you are using;
either one of the historical lists provided, or as agreed with
your opponents.

Categories Of Troops
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Musketeers
Guard infantry
Highlanders
Skirmishing infantry
Skirmishing cavalry
Light cavalry
Heavy cavalry
Cuirassier
Guard cuirassier
Cannon
Howitzers
Horse Artillery
Mediocre Generals
Competent Generals
Field fortifications

 
You may not raise howitzers until you ha cannon, and you
may not raise horse artillery until you have raised
howitzers.
Infantry must be raised before Guard infantry.
Heavy cavalry must be raised before cuirassier, which must
be raised before Guard cuirassier.
Mediocre Generals must be raised before Competent
Generals.

Grenadier stands may be left with their parent battalion or
detached permanently to form separate combined grenadier
battalions of either four or six stands

When you raise your first cavalry unit of a given category,
you must decide what size of unit that category is going to
field from then on.
The unit size can only be changed later by
REORGANISING, this involves you rearranging the stands
in your existing units, to form new regiments of the new
size. As the numbers probably won’t divide exactly, you
can field partial regiments as if they had taken casualties.
If you form units of mixed status, all their stands revert
permanently to the lowest status level.

Heavy cavalry regiments of at least six stands include a
horse grenadier stand, these can be combined to form elite
horse grenadier units.

If you should die on the battlefield, your heir takes your
place as a randomly generated Capable General.

BATTLE HONOURS

Each time one of your units becomes jubilant it wins a
Battle Honour.
If a unit runs for it, it loses a Battle Honour.
The unit gains one status for each two Battle Honours that
it accumulates.

PROMOTING GENERALS
When the units in a Generals Command have increased in
status a total of five times, he increases his Ability by two,
and either his Leadership by one, or his Leadership range
by ten inches. Once he has reached the maximum of
5/30/16, the next five status increases cause him to become
Exceptional.
The Commander-in-chief experiences the same gains for
each two consecutive battles that he wins.

Be sure to give a name to all your battles, so that you can
paint Battle Honours on to their standards. You might like
to allow units that capture enemy standards to parade them
on future battlefields.

WITHDRAWING FROM THE FIELD
If all the Generals on both sides involved agree, the battle
can end at any point. In which case they must first negotiate
which side (if either) counts as being the winner, both sides
cannot be winners.
Either side can unilaterally choose to end the battle if at any
point none of their units are within the Attack range of the
enemy. In which case  their opponent is the winner.

Otherwise the battle just continues, the losing side may
wish to voluntarily surrender all its units within Attack
range of the enemy, in order to end the battle without
suffering even higher casualties. Captured units may be
impressed into the enemy army as unreliable troops.
Overrun and captured artillery are fielded at the average
status of the artillery in the winners existing army.

This period did not feature much in the way of the
exploitation of victory by pursuit and massacre, with the
notable exception of the Great Northern War and the
various conflicts against the Turk.

REPLACING CASUALTIES
The destroyed stands that your units suffer during a battle
represent not only dead and wounded, but also a larger
number of troops whose morale and efficiency has been
greatly reduced, some of these may desert, but the majority
will be back in action in time for the next engagement.
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If the unit was completely destroyed, it cannot be rebuilt
using the survivors. You have two options:

1. Disbanded the unit completely and permanently.
2. Reform the unit using raw recruits, it will have
unreliable status.

If the unit was not completely destroyed, dice for each
lost stand, with the following modifiers:

Elite + 1
Exceptional + 2
Winners of battle + 1
Withdrew from field + 1
Unreliable  - 1
Ran from field  - 1
Freicorps  - 2
Skirmishers + 1

5 or 6  -  stand returns immediately to unit.

Each time a below strength unit is fielded,  replace one
additional lost stand at the beginning of the battle.
If a unit is fielded at below half strength, it permanently
drops one in status.
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FICTIONAL ARMIES

There is a tradition of  wargaming with fictional eighteenth century armies going back to the first books on modern
wargaming back in the 1960’s, there’s something about this period that invites people to invent their own little countries and
design its uniforms.
You can invent everything about a fictional army, from its historically background, through its uniforms and organisation to
special rules for troop types, or you might like to take a real historical army as a starting point, or develop an alternative
history where different nations rose to the fore.

For example, perhaps Ireland defeated Cromwell or William, and allied by marriage to an independent Scotland, creating a
Gaelic-speaking, kilted empire with English auxiliaries.
Or perhaps the French succeeded in establishing dominance in the New World in the early 17th century, but lost their
European homeland after Protestant uprising and severe military setbacks in the Thirty Years War. Their royalty and
nobility decamping to New France with their wealth, founding a new golden age, with a vast trading empire based in their
twin capitals of New Orleans and Pondicherry, ready to take on the world in the 1760’s with their armies of Indian, Native
New French and white colonial troops.
You can extrapolate as much as you like, and there’s no reason why your final scenario should be particularly likely.
You will need to draw up army lists for your new nation, and a set of national characteristic cards if you use them,  of
course, you will have to agree your points values with your opponents.

It would be interesting to base a set of national characteristic cards on the actual performance of your army. After a few
battles you could look back over the episodes that had characterised the performance of your troops. If your cavalry have a
history of devastating success, your infantry of mediocrity and your generals of always being in the wrong place at the
wrong time; then obviously, this is what characterises your army!
Draw up national characteristic cards that reflect this, so that your cavalry will have a tendency to charge in regardless and
so on.
Let us know how you get on if you do give this a try.

Most players will be attracted to the formality and splendour of the mainland European armies, and would probably choose
to found an empire based on a fictional or actual European state. Either creating a 18th century super power complete with
a charismatic military genius for a sovereign, or content with using the Narrative Campaign System to develop a small but
fierce kingdom or federation into an empire.
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OPTIONAL RULES SECTION
Don’t worry about any of this until you’re very comfortable with the main rules, most players will find that they provide all
that they really need for a fast, satisfying game, but once you’ve reached the point where you can happily play through a
game referring only to the condensed rules, then go ahead and add any of the optional rules that you think might increase
your enjoyment of the game. We’d be happy to hear about your own additions and modifications to the system.

We often play using none of the optional rules, especially if we only have a short evening, or we’re particularly keen to leave
time to get to the pub afterwards.
Otherwise, we often use the injury to Generals, Idiosyncratic Generals, visibility, Reform Dice  and pursuit rules.
For big battles we might use a selection from: Poor Generals, delayed Commands, shared Command Resolve and exhausted
Commands, and perhaps either the fast play rules or Command movement(possibly using three stand units in each case).
In campaign games we feel you should consider: injury to Generals, visibility, hidden movement (it seems to accentuate the
increased tension you get in campaign games anyway), Poor Generals, Idiosyncratic Generals, capturing units, capturing
standards and messengers (if one side is an alliance).
Prussian armies are more interesting if you use horse artillery and Prussian cavalry column Attack.
Its best to make a note of the optional rules you have agreed to use before you pick your armies.

This section really needs its own mini index, or perhaps arranging alphabetically.

OPTIONAL RULES FOR
IDIOSYNCRATIC GENERALS

Some Generals’ personality is such as to significantly
effect their effectiveness on the battlefield, these
Idiosyncratic Generals may be included in your armies,
they are best suited to small battles and campaigns unless
you are very familiar with the main rules.
Throw a dice for each of your Generals: if you throw a six
for a Poor or Mediocre General, or a five or six for a
Capable General, then he is Idiosyncratic.
Throw again, on a five or six he has two aspects to his
idiosyncracy.

Throw a dice for each:

Generals’ Idiosyncracies
1. Fighting General
2. Stupid General
3. Careful General
4. Firebrand
5. Lucky General
6. Unlucky General

A FIGHTING GENERAL leads from the front, his
troops are accustomed to confidently taking the initiative
and dominating the battlefield. He adds two to the
Resolve of any unit he accompanies, the unit may make a
free Attack during any turn that the player Issues Orders,
and cannot be shaken; irrespective of the number of
disordered or destroyed stands it suffers. All the units in
his Command add one to their Resolve when Attacking,
and subtract one when defending.

A STUPID GENERAL may know how to fight, but is
erratic and undependable in action; it’s hard to rely on
him. He wouldn’t have risen to this position without
influence at court, so if he is Mediocre or Capable, throw
for his Influence as if he were a Poor General (see page ?)

he must be given a number of units to command equal to
his Influence or Ability, whichever is higher.
Each turn, irrespective of whether the player intends to
Issue Orders, throw to see what the Stupid General does:

1, 2. Cannot play any cards.
3, 4. Players choice.
5, 6. Must play all cards.

When the Stupid General plays a General or unit card to
issue a Wheel order, the unit must Wheel through a full
forty five degrees, when he issues a Move order it must
Move the full six inches, unless this would result in
collision with any troops or terrain, or the unit becomes
subject to the automatic halt rule. In which case, the unit
Wheels or Moves as far as it can.
All this can become extremely chaotic.

A CAREFUL GENERAL proceeds cautiously, you
can’t expect miracles from him; he’s dependable and
stolid. He may only play one General card per turn, but
his Leadership is increased by two. When you throw a
dice for him, the units in his Command or any unit he
accompanies, count a throw of one as two, and a throw of
six as five.
He also adds one to the Reform Dice if the optional rule is
being used.

A FIREBRAND is a reckless individualist, hungry for
action and glory, often he will be a cavalry General. His
units all receive a free optional Move order each time
orders are issued, his General cards can only be used to
issue Attack or Assault orders, and must be used if he has
a unit or units with an eligible target on a turn where the
player Issues Orders.
He adds two to the Resolve of any unit he accompanies.
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The people of the eighteenth century believed in luck as a
very real, tangible commodity, Lucky Generals were
much valued and respected by their troops and their peers.

A LUCKY GENERAL may add one to each dice thrown
for himself, the units in his Command and any unit he
accompanies, providing the player has at least one of his
General cards in his hand. He always wins when testing
Resolve would otherwise result in a draw.

AN UNLUCKY GENERAL must deduct one from each
dice thrown for himself, the units in his Command and
any unit he accompanies, unless the player has all of his
General cards in his hand. He always loses when testing
Resolve would otherwise result in a draw.
Such a pariah must have influence at court, so like the
Stupid General, if he is Mediocre or Capable, throw for
his Influence as if he were a Poor General (see page ?) he
must be given a number of units to command equal to his
Influence or Ability, whichever is higher.

 OPTIONAL POOR GENERALS
As they stand, the rules assume that armies include a full
complement of senior officers of at least acceptable
proficiency.
In fact, the typical eighteenth century General was not
enormously skilled, and many were inept or worse. If you
would like to recreate their inadequacies on the tabletop,
either in specific scenarios, historical or otherwise, in
campaigns, or as a routine aspect of your battles, we
provide the following system:

If a player opts to risk fielding Poor Generals, he receives
all his Generals at no points cost. He keeps throwing on
the Random General Chart until he has all the Generals
he needs to command his units.

RANDOM GENERAL CHART

   DICE ROLL             GENERAL TYPE

1 TERRIBLE
2 INADEQUATE
3 UNRELIABLE

          4, 5, 6 MEDIOCRE
           7 - 12                     CAPABLE

There are three Poor General types: none of them have a
Leadership level or range, ability or General cards.
Because they have no General cards of their own, like
Mediocre Generals, they can only move when
accompanying a unit that they are in base to base contact
with, or when their Commander-in-chief uses one of his
General cards or the Joker to issue them a Movement
order.
However, there are a number of Leadership cards in the
event deck that Poor and Mediocre Generals can use, and
Poor  Generals do eventually acquire Leadership skills as
they gain Glory in campaigns.

Unreliable Generals do not receive any beneficial effects
for units in their Command from event cards, other than
Leadership cards.
Inadequate Generals do not receive any beneficial effects
for units in their Command from event cards, other than
Leadership cards, or from national cards for units in their
Command, and their units cannot be Issued Orders by the
Commander-in-chief’s General cards.
Terrible Generals do not receive any beneficial effects
for units in their Command from event cards, other than
Leadership cards, or from national cards for units in their
Command, and their units cannot be Issued Orders by the
Commander-in-chief’s General cards, all their also units
suffer a permanent minus one Resolve modifier and each
time that the Joker is played or the deck reshuffled all
their unit cardsmust be discarded.
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While Capable, Skilled and Great Generals will often
have earned their position through their commitment and
skill, Poor Generals have gained their rank through
prestige, rank, time-serving, double-dealing, back-
stabbing and toadying. So while other Generals have
Commands of a size commensurate with their Ability,
Poor Generals have Commands varying in size according
to their  Influence.

Throw two dice and subtract four to determine the
INFLUENCE of, and minimum number of units you must
place under the command of, each Poor General.
When you divide your army into Commands, you must
first give your Poor Generals the full number of units
equal to their Influence. Then you must divide the rest of
your units amongst your Mediocre and Capable Generals,
each General must have at least one unit in his Command.

Stupid and Unlucky Generals also throw for their
Influence, and must be given a number of units to
Command equal to their Influence or Ability, whichever
is higher.

OPTIONAL RULES FOR INJURY
TO GENERALS & THE C-in-C

When a General is disordered or destroyed, throw on the
chart below:

1 - Killed
2 - Seriously wounded
3, 4 - Wounded
5, 6 - Lightly wounded

If the General is within three inches of the enemy, throw
again:
I, 2, 3 - The General is captured.
4, 5, 6 -  The General is moved three inches directly away

from the enemy.

Seriously Wounded
The General may only be Moved when the Joker is
played, and then only three inches.
He may only issue orders with General cards when his
player first plays the Joker after he is wounded, and then
he may use any General cards he has (representing him
heroically mustering enough of his failing strength to give
his last orders). After this last heroic effort, he must
immediately discard his General cards without playing
them.
He may be EVACUATED, and be carried from the field,
moving exactly as if he were a Withdrawing infantry unit.
This will have a detrimental effect on his troops morale.

Wounded
The General must use two General cards for each order he
issues, and his Leadership Range is halved.  He may
Move a maximum of 3 inches each time he Issues Orders.

Lightly Wounded
The  General may use only one General card per turn,  his
Leadership Range is reduced by six inches.

Recovery of Wounded Generals In Campaigns
At the beginning of each battle, throw a dice with the
following modifiers:
Light wounds + 2
Wound + 1

1 Dies
2 Enfeebled, permanent reduction of one
                           from his Leadership and halve his 
Leadership Range.
3 Still confined to his bed.
4 Recuperating, available for the next
  battle.
5,6 Recovered.
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OPTIONAL PURSUIT
Any unshaken unit, except skirmishing infantry, artillery
and Generals, with broken enemy that they are able to
Attack must immediately test on the pursuit table: 
 

PURSUIT  MODIFIERS   
 throw two dice and modify as follows: 

Cavalry                                                         +1
Behind cover - 3
Infantry throwing to pursue cavalry - 1
Jubilant               +3  
Unshaken enemy closer than runners           - 3
General in base to base contact  + 3 or -3 (players
                                                                         choice)
 
 
Units must score more than the number given for their
status on the pursuit chart, or they are immediately
wheeled and moved towards the broken unit.
Foot are moved two dice worth of inches. Mounted are
moved four dice worth.

No order is required, and Resolve is not tested , instead, if
they make contact, Confrontation and Combat Dice are
thrown with the pursuers automatically counting as the
resolute unit.
 

PURSUIT CHART

Well trained 10
Trained               9
Poorly trained 8
Untrained 7

Pursuers are quite likely to suffer disordered stands, this
is not necessarily intended to represent the runners
fighting back, but rather the diminution of the cohesion
and fighting power of the pursuing unit.

OPTIONAL REFORM DICE
As they stand, the main rules only differentiate between
the status of different units through the event cards
(nearly half of them differentiate between status levels)
and by giving a modifier to Resolve.
We did originally have rules which allowed better status
units to Reform more readily than inferior units, we took
this out of the main rule section in the interests of speed
and simplicity, and instead allowed the Reform order to
automatically Reform any number of disordered stands in
units of any status.
So, if you would like a higher level of differentiation
between units of different status, or if you are
uncomfortable with the way that all units bounce back
however many stands are disordered, you might like to
adopt our original rule:

When a Reform order is issued, throw a dice to
determine how many stands are reformed:
Modifying the throw as follows:

Exceptional  all stands reformed
Elite  + 2
Well Trained  + 1 
Trained  no modifier
Poorly Trained   - 1
Unreliable  - 2
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OPTIONAL VISIBILITY & LINE OF
SIGHT RULES

Units cannot Attack enemy that they cannot see.
General cards can only be used to Issue Orders to units
that the General can see.
Artillery may only fire on units that they can see, or, if
they are howitzers, on units that they or a General can see.
Draw a line from the Colour Stand of the unit, the artillery
stand, or the General  to any part of the target unit.
If both are on the same level, then to be able to target the
enemy unit, or Issue Orders, the line of sight must not
pass over any hill, wood or built up area.

DEAD GROUND
If the observer is on higher ground, then the line of sight
may pass over lower obstacles, but if the unit is in DEAD
GROUND, it will still not be visible.

(Diagram)

The best way to deal with dead ground is for the players
to agree which ground is to be considered dead from
which vantage points before sides are chosen.
As a rule of thumb, when a hill is viewed from a higher
hill, the dead ground starts one inch behind the crest, and
continues to a line ten inches from the far lower edge. A
wood or built up area has a dead zone behind it two
inches deep (though this could vary with the height of the
trees or buildings).

Units just inside the edge of the dead ground can see out
without being seen.

COVER
Troops, other than skirmishing infantry, inside woods and
settlements can only be seen by enemy within nine inches.
Skirmishing infantry on any terrain feature, other than
gentle hills, or behind linear obstacles, can only be seen
by enemy within three inches.
Skirmishing infantry within a settlement cannot be seen
unless they fire.
Units that fire are visible over any distance, subject to line
of sight.

Visibility inside dense woods is 2 inches, inside normal
woods is 4 inches and inside other rough terrain is 6
inches.

Artillery can always fire at any buildings they can see,
and thereby reduce the area of cover provided by a
settlement, or destroy skirmishing infantry lurking in
farms or hamlets. But they may not fire at the troops
within the settlement unless they, or a general, can see
them.

OPTIONAL HIDDEN MOVEMENT
RULES

If you use the optional hidden movement rules, then when
a unit is not in line of sight and visible to any enemy, then
it is represented on the table by a numbered counter.
These hidden movement counters come into play in two
circumstances.

UNITS HIDDEN AT THE BEGINNING OF THE
BATTLE
Units that cannot be seen by any enemy at the beginning
of the battle are not placed on the table. Instead TWO
hidden movement counters are placed, the player notes
which one represents the real unit and places it in the
position of its command stand, the other counter is only
there to confuse and alarm the enemy, and can be
positioned and moved as the player desires.
When a counter comes within the line of sight and
visibility range of an enemy unit, it’s true identity is
revealed. A false counter does not have to be revealed
until the enemy gets close enough to spot skirmishing
infantry.

UNITS WHICH MOVE OUT OF SIGHT DURING
THE BATTLE
When a unit passes out of sight of the enemy, it is
replaced by two counters as above, these two counters are
first placed in the position of the disappearing units
Colour Stand, and can then separate and go their other
different ways.

Extra false hidden movement counters can be purchased
by the player for two points when he selects his army, but
are lost if he is outscouted.

When the player draws order cards, he will see many of
those belonging to his opponent, and will gain clues as to
what units are missing from the table, but he will not
know if they are hidden, reinforcements or on a flank
march.
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OPTIONAL RULES FOR SQUARES
Squares can be formed by single infantry units, two
infantry units or multiple infantry units.
These are battalion squares, regimental squares and
divisional squares.
Skirmishing infantry may form squares by Reforming as
poorly trained infantry, this is an exception to the normal
rule, which does not allow them to change back and forth
during a battle. They automatically change back to
skirmishing infantry if the square breaks formation.

Battalion squares
To form a infantry unit into a battalion square, the player
must issue them an order to Form Square.
If in line, it immediately enters loose formation and forms
square.
They will remain in loose formation until the end of the
next turn where the player Issues Orders, but the unit does
not move

If in column, they may form square without breaking
formation.

(Diagram)

Regimental squares
To form two infantry units into a regimental square, the
two units must be positions so that one Colour Stand is
immediately behind or alongside the other, and within
three inches. The player must then issue each of  them
with an order to Form Square.
If both units are in column, or both are in line but
immediately behind each other, they may form square
without entering loose formation.
Otherwise they must enter loose formation, as above.

(diagram)

Divisional squares
This sort of formation was used by the Austrians and
Russians against the Turks.
Large divisional squares are difficult to form in the face
of the enemy, you are permitted to line your infantry up in
a square formation during initial deployment, and declare
that they are a divisional square.
Reinforcements may also enter in divisional square.

The front and back of the square must be formed by units
in line, the sides by units in column. If the side or rear
units are  Attacked they automatically face their Attacker
without  penalty.
Artillery can be incorporated into the square, they move
with the square, and fire as normal when the artillery card
is played.

Each unit’s end stands must be within one inch of the end
stands of the adjacent units. Stands can be moved onto a
second rank to even up the sides of the square.

(diagram)

If the square is large enough, units may be positioned in
its centre.
If the player has wagons with chevaux de frise within the
square, he may issue an order to deploy them, but then
must issue a further order to load them back into the
wagons before he can move again.

Moving Squares
Squares only Move three inches. However the player
must be able to issue Move orders simultaneously to all
the units in the square, using unit cards and General cards.
This can be very difficult.

Changing Formation Out Of Square
Battalion and regimental squares simply reverse  the
process of forming square to return to column or line.
Divisional squares break formation automatically if any of
their units break and run, or voluntarily at any time. All
the constituent units are then in broken formation .

Squares In Combat
If you are using the optional squares rules, you should add
the following additional modifier to your Resolve results.

Cavalry Attacking square  - 3
Infantry in square testing Resolve against cavalry + 3
Infantry in square testing Resolve against infantry  - 3

The square has no flanks or rear.
Test Resolve as usual.
All units in square count as having one flank and one rear
support.
Irrespective of the Resolve scores, the square always
counts as the victor if it is Attacked only by cavalry.
Otherwise, use the combat rules as normal, but use the
infantry in square Resolve chart below if Attacked by
cavalry, the infantry in the square subtract one from their
Combat Dice.

INFANTRY In SQUARE 
DEFENDING AGAINST CAVALRY

Stand and Fire                                             7 +
 
Break & Run, Shaken                             6  or Less
the entire square enters
Loose formation  

Squares cannot Attack or Assault, and do not pursue.
Artillery firing on squares add one to all their dice.
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OPTIONAL HORSE ARTILLERY
Add a horse artillery order card to the deck for each
player that is using them.
The horse artillery order card may be used to issue
Manhandle, Move, Unlimber or Limber up orders to any
or all horse artillery, but not to issue Fire orders.

Horse artillery are Issued Orders both when the artillery
and the horse artillery cards are played, and when the
Commander-in-chief Issues Orders to them with a general
card but may only Fire with the artillery card.

Horse artillery can be included in a Command if the
player wishes, in which case its General may issue extra
orders using his General card, however they may still only
Fire when the artillery card is played.

OPTIONAL CAPTURING UNITS
In campaign games where you would like to be able to
capture enemy regiments, you can use the following rule:

A unit that must break or be thrown back, when this
would cause it to be destroyed, is captured instead. 
Captured units take no further active part in the battle, but
move six inches towards the clearest exit from the
battlefield each time their captor Issue Orders, counting as
a broken unit for the purpose of friends Resolve. If their
exit is blocked by friends or units in combat, they disperse
instead.

In campaigns, captured units may be impressed into their
captors army as unreliable troops, and may be fielded in
the next battle.

OPTIONAL CAPTURING
STANDARDS

If a unit is in contact with an opponent who is completely
destroyed or surrenders, or if a victor is in contact with its
opponent and either side has rolled a double six for
Resolve, it captures its opponents standards. 
They become Jubilant +2.

OPTIONAL DELAYED
COMMANDS

Delivering a complete army to the right place at the right
time was a tremendous problem for the Commander-in-
chief and his quartermasters. The limited road networks
available to them forced armies to split into separate
columns, each arriving by a different route, or caused
tremendous delays as long caterpillars of men and wagons
moved at the slowest possible pace, with continual,
unpredictable delays.
You can simulate this by throwing a dice for each
General before deployment starts, a one means that the
General, and a number of units equal to his Ability or
Influence, must arrive as reinforcements, with a minus
one modifier to their arrival throw.

OPTIONAL RULES FOR
BATTALION GUNS

It was common for infantry battalions to be accompanied
into battle by a couple of  light or very light artillery
pieces.  The effect of these was to boost morale by
providing support fire during the advance, and to
supplement the battalions muskets with grapeshot during
the close exchange.

We have a problem fitting these  battalion guns into the
rule system.  Firstly it's not clear that their effect was such
to have a significant influence on the outcome of  an
exchange where each stand represents 120 men, and
secondly, its difficult to actually find a way of
representing them on the battlefield which isn't
cumbersome either visually or in terms of paperwork.

If you are using 5 mm models, then a couple of guns look
fine alongside a hundred or more models in your
battalions.  But otherwise the representation of a battalion
might range from thirty models in 10 mm scale, to just
five models in 25 mm.  Using a model gun alongside
these units places inappropriate emphasis on them, and
makes the battlefield look messy.

We offer three possible solutions:

(1) Ignore them altogether.  Consider that they are already
assumed by the rule system, and that the reason some of
your infantry units are perhaps not doing as well as
others, is partly because some of them don't have their
complement of regimental guns.
This is what we generally do.
(2) Give units 'notional'  battalion guns.  Record which
units have them, and when they are lost.  This does
require paperwork, which in general is best avoided.
(3) Go ahead and provide a model or models, and have
them move, fight and manoeuvre as if they were an
infantry stand.  We think that this only really works with
the smaller scales.

OPTIONAL RULES FOR BATTALION GUNS

 Battalion guns may fire at enemy within twelve inches,
whenever the Artillery card is played, needing a 6 to
disorder a stand.
There is no bouncing ball effect.
In Attack, the guns fire grapeshot, counting as an extra
infantry stand.
Battalion guns are the last stand to be disordered, and
when disordered are automatically destroyed.
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OPTIONAL MESSENGERS
It is pleasant to see messenger models scurrying about the
battlefield, but does involve paperwork, however you may
enjoy the extra detail, and they are very useful in games
with allied Generals.

All  Generals are entitled to a messenger,  Great Generals
can have two.
Each messenger serving a General reduces his General
cards by one.
When the player Issue Orders, and a  General is in base to
base contact with a messenger, he can write down a new
order. This can be any order: Move, Reform, Attack or
whatever.
Any unit subsequently in contact with that messenger
when the player Issue Orders, is issued with that order.
This same order can be given once to any number of units
by the messenger, however, the player must throw a dice
each time the messenger attempts to pass the order on, if
he throws a one, then orders are misunderstood as per the
event card.

Messengers can simultaneously carry scribbled notes
intended for allied players.

Messengers move up to twelve inches every time orders
are issued.

OPTIONAL INITIAL CARD
DISTRIBUTION & MANIPULATION
Normally, each player starts with his artillery, and
skirmishers cards, an infantry advance card if he has an
attacking army, plus a dice worth of his national cards and
an event card.
If you want to get off to a faster (and rather less subtle)
start, or just make a change for varieties sake, you could
try:

1. Deal the entire order card deck out between the
players, they each keep their own cards and discard the
rest.
2. Each player receives a full set of all his order, General
and unit cards at the beginning of the game.

Scenario manipulation
You can use the card system to manipulate scenarios;
adjusting the distribution of the order card deck and
adding or subtracting event or national cards.
You can devise your own cards specific to the scenario
(historical or otherwise) and introduce a scenario order
card which causes those cards to be drawn.

Individual Generals can be characterised by having their
own deck of specific “personality “cards, which reflect
their specific quirks and abilities. These can either be
combined with the national cards, or  produced when a
“personality” order card is drawn.

OPTIONAL DEVASTATING FIRST
VOLLEY 

Infantry would begin the battle with loaded muskets, a
full complement of officers and NCO’s and the essentials
of drill still fairly clear in their minds. All this would
change as the battle progressed, and so that first volley
would usually be the most effective of the day.
We already have a rule that fresh troops, who have
suffered no disordered or destroyed stands, receive a plus
one modifier to their Resolve throw, and this can be
considered to incorporate some of the advantage gained
from the first volley. We did consider also giving a
Combat Dice bonus of plus one for the first volley, but in
the end we decided that there are enough things to
remember in the game already. 
It was a close thing though, so might be worth
considering adding to your game; especially in the
Marlburian period, where, because weapons were even
more prone to misfire in the heat of battle and the infantry
relatively inefficient, the first volley was more vitally
important, and should receive a bonus of plus two if
delivered at three inches or less.
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OPTIONAL EXHAUSTED
COMMANDS

As the rules stand, the battle ends rather suddenly when
over  50% of one sides infantry are destroyed, shaken or
have left the field.
You may like to introduce a rule where individual
Commands become Exhausted.
A Command becomes Exhausted when 50% of its units
are destroyed, shaken or have left the field. It remains
exhausted even if shaken units are Reformed.
Units in an Exhausted Command cannot be ordered to
Attack, Assault or Move closer to any enemy unit, other
than when Wheeling to face an Attacker or the nearest
enemy, except by using event or national cards, or unless
they have a General or the Commander-in-chief in base to
base contact.
Exceptional and Jubilant units are exempt from this rule.

OPTIONAL SHARED COMMAND
RESOLVE

In writing and playtesting these rules, we were torn
between the system that is presented now: where each
unit makes its own Resolve throw, and instead having
each Command only make one Resolve throw per turn,
with each unit applying its own relevant modifiers to that
score, as in our American Civil War Rules.
Having each unit make its own throw evens out the luck
element. Using one throw per Command magnifies the
effect of a particularly high or low score by applying it to
all units, this is not necessarily unrealistic; the
randomising effect of throwing the dice is intended to
simulate all the intangible forces that determine an armies
success on the battlefield, but which it is either impossible
or impractical to cover by devising game rules, the
influences producing these intangible forces would be
quite likely to be similar within the units of the same
Command, given that they have endured the same
campaign rigours, general officers and battlefield
experience.
If you feel you would enjoy the occasional really dramatic
result  (like when you have four units in the same
Command within Attack range of the enemy, and their
Command Resolve roll comes up either two or twelve!),
give Shared Command Resolve throws a try, especially
with really big battles, where exceptional results are often
more  welcome, in that they move things along in an
exciting and invigorating manner.
The Command Resolve Roll is made for the first unit in
the Command to either receive orders to Attack or be
Attacked. During the rest of the turn, all units from the
Command automatically receive that dice throw and do
not roll again!

 OPTIONAL PRUSSIAN CAVALRY
COLUMN ATTACK

Prussian cavalry were quite capable of attacking the main
body of enemy infantry, without the benefit of support
from their own infantry and artillery.
This was accomplished by attacking in a column of heavy
cavalry and cuirassier units, deployed one behind the
other. Often the column would be supported and protected
by hussars on its flanks.

The Prussian objective was to punch a hole through the
enemy line with the lead unit, which would then permit
the other units following behind to exploit the advantage
and fall upon subsequent lines or roll up the enemies
flanks.

We can simulate this by ruling that when a Prussian
cavalry unit achieves a breakthrough, any Prussian
cavalry unit within three inches of its rear is also allowed
an extra order; just as if it too had achieved a
breakthrough.
This passes back through a column of units, with each one
counting as achieving a breakthrough, as long as it is
within three inches of the unit to its front.

(Diagrams)

OPTIONAL DOUBLING LINES
Infantry would double their lines; thereby halving their
frontage, in order to increase the space between units to
allow reserves to pass through.
Trained or better infantry in line, who have both a
Capable Commander and a Capable Commander-in-chief
may be ordered to double their lines.
Half (round down) their stands are moved to form a rear
rank.
While lines are doubled, the unit may not Move or
Attack, in defence it only rolls Confrontation Dice for the
front rank of stands..
An order is required to Reform the unit back into line.

(Diagram)
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OPTIONAL CONVENTIONALISED
& FAST PLAY MOVEMENT RULES
Some of you veteran wargamers might conceivably feel
uncomfortable with our card-driven movement system;
either you’re used to, and have a strong preference for,
conventional movement mechanisms, you don’t like the
idea of our cards at all, or you can’t be bothered to mess
with a deck of cards until you’ve found out whether you
like the rest of our rules enough to commit yourself.
Or you might just enjoy the occasional change of pace,
and a less demanding, faster game.
In either case, we suggest the following approach:

Simply take it in turns with your opponent to issue one
order to each of your units, this process continues until
both players have issued one order to every unit they wish
to. 
Then throw a dice for each of your Generals that have a
Leadership greater than zero, if you score equal or less
than his Leadership, then your score is the number of
extra orders he can issue that turn, as usual, these orders
must be to units in his Command and within his
Leadership Range.

Skirmishers Movement distance is increased to twelve
inches.

If you use event and national cards, then, at the beginning
of each turn, draw the appropriate number of each as
listed on page??.

This should give you a very fast, conventional-feeling
game, where your troops do just what you want them to
do exactly when you want it done! It should also provide
an ideal introduction for new or inexperienced
wargamers, or allow big, relaxed, ‘ beer & pretzel ‘ style
games.You could try combining it with the small unit size
rule below

It would also be simple to adopt all this to simultaneous
movement if that is your preference.

OPTIONAL SMALL UNIT SIZE
FOR VERY

FAST PLAY & BIG BATTLES
Reduce the size of a typical unit to just three stands, each
representing about two hundred infantry or ninety
skirmishers or cavalry.
Artillery only throw two dice for grapeshot fire, and
disorder one dice minus four stands when firing ball or
shell.

AN ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT SYSTEM:

COMMAND MOVEMENT
In the standard Horse & Musket rules, each unit has its
own order card, and the order cards do not have to be
played immediately, but are accumulated, until the player
wishes to use them.
You may prefer to abandon the use of unit cards
altogether, and instead just have one card for each
Command, which, when drawn, must be used
immediately or discarded.
You can decide that General cards and artillery and
skirmisher order cards can either retained in the players
hands, or also played immediately or discarded.
Infantry Advance cards are not used.

When a player plays a Command card, he may issue the
same Order simultaneously to any or all of the units in
that Command.
Only that Order can be issued to any or all of the units:
any number of them can simultaneously issued with the
Order.

So, any or all units in a Command may be ordered to
Move, or any or all may be Reformed, but some units may
not be Moved while others are Reformed.

This means that it is a simple and straightforward matter
to move entire Commands forward towards the enemy,
and simple manoeuvres can be accomplished efficiently
as long as they are carefully planned. But once your
Commands are actually engaged with the enemy, or if you
attempt complex manoeuvre or rearrangement of your
forces, they will tend to become bogged down. Then you
will be relying on using your General cards to issue
additional orders to specific units and to retain full
control of your army. The quality of your general staff
will then really begin to tell.

This results in a game with a quite different character,
presenting rather different command control problems.
The game runs slightly faster, mostly because the players
don’t have the opportunity to agonise over what cards to
play when, and has a rather more “conventional” feel. Its
worth trying if you feel like a change of pace, it works
best for fairly large games.
Using Command order cards works best if each player
only draws about half the usual number of cards each
turn.
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THE AGE OF  MARLBOROUGH 
Preliminary notes 

As compared to the period of Frederick, Marlborough’s time was
characterised by:

Infantry was ponderous and less manoeuvrable, but as this applies
equally to all armies we are not going to slow up the game by
changing their movement or manoeuvre speeds, these things being
relative. However, we will adjust the command control, to make
armies rather unwieldy.
We can accomplish this by reducing all generals  Leadership by
one, and making it compulsory that all Commands as far as
possible contain the maximum number of units, so that you are not
permitted to purchase another general once you have enough to
command all your units. This will have the effect of making
general cards much scarcer.
Only Swedes and Marlborough and Eugene will be allowed to use
general cards to order Attacks and Assaults, making co-ordinated
attacks harder to administrate and making it much more difficult
to take full advantage of an unexpected opportunity.
Only Swedes will be allowed to modify cavalry generals.

Grenadiers will be allowed to use grenades if Attacking or
Assaulting or defending cover, giving a plus one to Resolve, and
adding one to a Combat Dice for each grenadier stand within three
inches of the enemy.
Grenadiers stands can be included with their regiment if desired,
in which case they will be the first stand to be disordered, but the
last disordered stand to be destroyed.

Pikes are still in use. The Swedes and Russians still fielding a
third of their infantry with them.
Units with pikes will reduce Attacking cavalries Resolve by one,
but subtract one from their own units Combat Dice throws to
destroy.

Infantry provide static firepower, with a lower rate of fire and
higher rate of misfire. There was a tendency for firefights to be
long and attritional, not usually culminating in a rush from one
side precipitating panic in the other, unless one side demonstrated
an immediate willingness to close, or held their fire to point blank
range.
We will change the Resolve charts for infantry engagements so
that the firefight is more prolonged, and the encounter is most
often decided by the musket rather than by the threat of a final
charge.
French, Bavarian and Swedish doctrine did place emphasis on
closing with the bayonet, though only the Swedes, famous for
their aggression and willingness to close, could necessarily be
relied to do so.
French, Bavarian, Scottish and Swedish infantry must be ordered
to Assault initially (though if they don’t close immediately,
subsequent orders can be to Attack), and Swedes will continue to
use the Attacking Infantry Resolve chart from the main rules.

Weapons, techniques, discipline and proficiency at drill were all
inferior to the later period. This meant that musketry was
ineffective at longer ranges, and that the only volley likely to have
devastating effect was the first one, later volleys suffering greatly
from misfires and the loss of control over musketry drill, resulting
in the dissipation of its effect through broken fire. Infantry would
often bog down into lengthy exchanges of fire beyond effective
range.

While in the later period doctrines emphasised the importance of a
massive volume of firepower from highly trained bodies of
infantry, during the Marlburian period the stress was on the sheer
stopping power of the first volley.
To simulate this, we will change the Combat Dice roll to destroy
at six inch range to six, halving the number of destroyed stands
and making fire at three inch range three times as effective, and
recommend that the optional devastating first volley rule is used,
but with a plus two if the first volley occurs at three inch range.
This would ensure that infantry which did succeed in holding their
first volley until the last moment would almost inevitably
annihilate their opponent.
We can give varying numbers of Hold Fire cards in the various
national decks, with the English, Dutch and Prussians receiving a
good number, particularly the English who could usually be relied
on for a steady, determined advance, pausing to fire.

The French were only beginning to be fully armed with flintlocks
by about half way through the Marlburian period, and the
Austrians never did manage it. It seems that it was usually a case
of many regiments having a mixture of weapons, rather than
individual regiments being rearmed in their entirety. Rather than
adding a rule, it will probably be best to include outdated
weaponry cards in the French and Austrian decks.

Heavy artillery was extremely cumbersome, so we won’t allow it
to move a great deal from its starting position. Other artillery is
not very manoeuvrable, so will be only allowed to Fire or Move
when the artillery card is played.

Cavalry was used less aggressively, and more likely to attempt to
use pistols, carbines and musketoons and to receive attacks at the
halt.
We will probably reduce cavalry attack range and threat zones,
and  create a new Firearm Cavalry Chart, in which they are less
likely to charge in, but may halt to fire, they will also fire when
they falter. We will add Fire Then Charge, Halt & Fire and Falter
& Fire results, reduce the chance of faltering, remove the Veer Off
result and increase the score needed to Charge to contact. 

The Unprepared Cavalry chart will be changed to a less
disadvantageous Cavalry At The Halt chart, where all the results
no longer involve the cavalry being shaken, and they are quite
likely to fire at their Attackers.

Cavalry will not be allowed to Attack again after breakthrough.

The exception to all this will be Swedes, English and Dutch, who
will be called Cold Steel Cavalry, and use the Resolve charts and
breakthrough rules from the main rules, in fact, they only attacked
at a fastish trot, and wouldn’t have had the same impact as cavalry
from the later period, but the infantry they were facing was also
less proficient than their successors.

Some French generals and unit commanders also advocated the
aggressive Attack without firing, which apparently they might or
might not use, according to circumstances, so we’ll provide Cold
Steel Cavalry cards in the French national deck.
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Dragoons will function as mounted infantry or less efficient
cavalry, they will not breakthrough at all, but throw back defeated
enemy as if they were infantry, even when mounted.

All this should have the effect that, given that dashing and
decisive attacks will be much less easy to achieve, it will be even
more important to maintain linear formations to gain maximum
advantage from those all-important modifiers for support.

Many of the national cards from the later period will still be
applicable.

All this will be explained in the Marlburian rules section in a
discursive manner, the new charts will be printed in the text, but
players will be referred to the Marlburian playsheets, which will
bring it all together in a clear and straightforward manner.

Comments and suggestions are very welcome.

Once we have the Marlburian Resolve charts done, we can give
War of Austrian Succession Austrians the option of using the
cavalry charts from the earlier period.
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FIGHTING BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS
A personal view on matters pertaining to scale

You can use these rules with any scale of model soldier; in fact that’s true of any rules set, providing you adapt the
groundscale where necessary, but in the case of Horse & Musket, you don’t need to mess much with the groundscale, just
adjust the Wheel distance if you are using stands bigger than an inch wide.

We have playtested with five, ten, fifteen and twenty-five millimetre models, and though they all work perfectly well, we
greatly prefer ten and twenty-five.

Big armies of fives look great, and can give the feel of a helicopter view of a real battle. Using fives really is a case of trying
to simulate a real battlefield, and to make it work you probably should put as much effort into the terrain as into the tiny
models. You certainly feel that you are fighting on a truly grand scale.
The real problem with fives is that they’re not really proper model soldiers, they have no life or charm.
Our involvement with wargaming starts with a love of model soldiers, and at least half the pleasure involved in the
wargaming process comes from choosing the models, researching the uniforms, painting the units, and best of all, seeing the
results of your work paraded on the battlefield.
You can have a great battlefield with fives, but somehow I can’t get properly involved with the models.

There’s nothing actually wrong with fifteens, they can look good on the tabletop, and they seem to have become the standard
scale for most wargamers.
The problem is that they are just so much work. All fifteens carry a great deal of surface detail; as much as twenty fives, and
they take as long to paint as twenty fives too! Except that there’s a great deal less pleasure in painting the fifteens, its all too
fiddly, it makes you tired and tense, and when you have finished, they will never provide the joy you can experience seeing a
25 mm battalion that you’ve just painted lined up on the table for the first time. Painting twenty fives can be a real pleasure,
painting fifteens is often just a chore.
Fifteens do have two advantages over twenty fives; firstly, they are cheaper. If you are just looking for models that can look
good on the table, and the financial saving is more important than the additional satisfaction you might gain from painting,
owning and fielding twenty fives, then fifteens are a viable alternative, but I don’t think that they have any advantage over
tens.
Secondly, they take up less space. You can field units that contain enough models to look “right” and have enough room on
the table to fight much larger battles, that have a much greater feel of sweeping manoeuvre and epic conflict. I’d take tens in
preference though.
I’m not suggesting that those of you with fifteens should rush out to the nearest bring and buy stall and dispose of the lot,
you’ve put a lot of effort into your collection, and now you deserve a lifetime’s use and pleasure out of them. But newcomers
and those starting new periods might pause to think before committing themselves.

The bad thing about tens is that they’re never going to give the intense pleasure of ownership that twenty fives can.
The good things are that; they allow suitably vast battles to be fought, you can fight any of the battles of the Seven Years
War satisfactorily on a table tennis table, with regiments that do look “right”. And, if sensibly designed (no lace, buttons and
with simplified strapwork), they are very easy to paint neatly and quickly, we paint a thirty figure battalion in about an hour
and a half.
 In action, I think they look just as good as fifteens with all that fiddly detail that you can’t actually see on the tabletop;
better, in that you are using more troops in the same space and you get a better “feel”.
So, when it comes to forcing myself to abandon twenty fives to fight a style of battle that they’re sheer size will not permit, I
definitely go for tens. In fact my proselytising zeal is such that if you send me an SAE, I’ll send you a few samples so you
can have a go at painting them.

Of course, twenty fives are the royalty of the tabletop battlefield; and their splendour is well known to you all.
Playing Horse & Musket with twenty fives mounted one per stand looks a little spartan; I suppose that five models in a row
will never be an entirely convincing representation of a battalion of six hundred men. But still, I would game that way in
preference to the smaller scales if my budget or collection were small, but I had a determined preference for the wonders of
painting and collecting twenty fives, I could always bulk the units up later.
Twenty fives look best fielded in reasonable size battalions. I favour four models on a one and a half inch square stand, but
I’m sure that whatever base sizes you currently use for your existing armies will work fine too.
Inevitably, you sacrifice scope for manoeuvre and size of battle when you choose twenty fives, but there’s something very
special about fielding an army in the larger scale that makes it a worthwhile trade off.

Mark Copplestone might be doing an article on painting tens for inclusion.
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SOLO GAMING

Though I’m not a solo gamer by preference, when you are
writing a set of rules and testing it on your own, before
running supervised, then putting it out for blind, testing,
you find yourself doing quite a lot of solo gaming.

I have found that I have been having enjoyable games by
having my hypothetical opponent methodically collect
enough cards to allow “him” to move all his units if “he”
possibly can. However, “he” does respond sensibly to an
obvious threat, or an opportunity to gain great advantage.

So my opponent will react if I manoeuvre my troops in
such a way that either army is in a position to Attack with
significant advantage (with a three or more better Resolve
before rolling the dice), I’m about to move units round his
flank or rear, or common sense dictates that disaster is in
the offing. He also plays his artillery card as soon as he

draws it, and uses his skirmishing infantry, skirmishing
cavalry, light cavalry unit and general cards to Evade
whenever possible and sensible. Otherwise he waits until
he has a more or less full hand. Meanwhile I’m doing my
utmost to destroy him!

When the time comes for the enemy to move, I go across
to the other side of the table, mentally and emotionally
switch allegiance, and using my knowledge of my own
plans, do my best to demolish them while using all my
new hand of unit and general cards as fast as I can. When
they’re all gone, I switch back to my own army.

I have been surprised at how much fun this can be,
perhaps there’s more satisfaction to be had from this solo
gaming thing than I had imagined.

 

 

MIXING DIFFERENT BASE SIZES

Its not a problem to fight battles with units that are based
differently to each other. The only periods where bases
are fairly standardised are ancient and fantasy, and the
size of base still almost universally in use for ancient is to
small to fit most modern models anyway, so this is a
problem that comes up quite frequently, where opponents
have built their armies independently and now want to
fight each other.

Where the larger stands are not more than half as big
again, there is really no problem; the smaller based units

might have a small advantage in manoeuvrability, and the
larger a smaller advantage in their ability to span gaps.

Where the larger stands are getting on for twice the size
of the smaller, you must combine the smaller stands
together so that two of them are used as one bigger stand.

None of this is in the least bit complicated in action,
whatever you do, don’t even consider passing up a battle
or a new opponent just because of a minor detail like
stand size!
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COLONIAL NOTES
CHARGING IRREGULARS

These are just notes; jotted down now so that I remember later.

It does seem that the warrior class of the various African and Asian nations
was perfectly willing to do their damnedest to charge into combat, though
they might not necessarily be willing to perform drawn out manoeuvres,
and might be stalled by sheer volume of fire.  So I’d like to come up with a
system which doesn’t rely on comparing the resolve of a pair of opponents,
but simply takes note of the remaining momentum and aggression of the
irregular unit (though  their momentum and aggression is likely to increase
dramatically if they see Europeans suffering defeat).  I’m going to work on
the basis that if irregular warrior units are simply brought up to face the
enemy, and charged in a straightforward manner, then in all likelihood,
they will close, unless beaten back by sheer volume of fire.
Levy or mob type units are another thing again.  I doubt they would be any
use at all in an encounter battle.
Skirmishing infantry and skirmishing cavalry would operate just like their
European equivalents, except for shorter ranges for thrown weapons.
Jannisaries could behave as Europeans until they were given attack orders,
and then switch to the irregular warrior system.

The front rank (s) of irregular warrior units will consist of singly mounted
(or possibly whole special stands with banners or something, or half
stands) models representing the level of remaining aggression and
momentum in the unit (we need a good word for this; I’ll use Vigour for
the time being, though I know it’s no use).

We can start by using 10 Vigour markers, and see how it goes.

The command deck has just one each warrior and vigour card for each
irregular general.  When the warrior card comes up he moves all his units,
and the Vigour card tops up their Vigour supply.  (Alternatively there
could be a warrior card for each race/troop type in his army.

The warriors are moved to attack range (18 inches?)And stop, just like
Europeans in column, except that instead of letting them move every time
their general Issue Orders, we could give them a long move distance.  (Or,
if there are multiple warrior card types, it could work just like Europeans,
which would be less potentially confusing).  They may move in a straight
line, or wheel up to one inch and move, at no cost in Vigour.  If a more
radical change in direction is required, they must be halted at a cost of two
Vigour, and may be turned to face any direction that the player desires.

   Once within attack range it takes a warrior card or general card to get
them moving again, but they MUST move when the card comes up.  If they
don’t actually move towards the enemy it costs two Vigour.
Moving towards the enemy costs one Vigour for two dice worth of inches,
Or three Vigour for five dice ( you have to make the choice between
continuing to roll steadily forward or starting the frenzied attack).
You pay either one or three Vigour by removing the models, then roll all
two or five dice at once, and immediately move the unit forward the
indicated distance.  No Resolve test is involved.  The chance of making
contact with the five dice attack is (this is a guess) a bit higher than 45%.

If the unit goes in, it takes fire from the infantry, the infantry do test
Resolve to see if they stand and fire. The warriors receive a big bonus for
being FRENZIED.

If the unit falls short, it will take fire, which as well as causing casualties
will remove Vigour.  The number of Vigour lost depends on the level of
casualties and the coolness and rate of fire of the defenders; noise and
volume of fire being as important as the number of warriors that fall.
 But before casualties are taken the irregular player decides if he is still
going to try to get his warriors through the wall of fire that has stalled
them, he can roll again for additional movement by expending as many
Vigour as he likes at the rate of two Vigour per dice.
 He expends his Vigour and then takes fire.  If he does not have enough
Vigour left to cover the loss required by the fire damage, his warriors break
and run.
If he has enough Vigour and rolls enough inches, the warriors charge in,
but do not count as frenzied.

Normal combat rules apply, but the warriors do not have to test Resolve.
They always count as victors in close combat.  Europeans always count as
victors otherwise. However more Vigour is removed as a result of
casualties, though not for coolness and rate of fire once they are in contact,
and the warriors can be victorious in combat, but still break and run if they
expend all their Vigour.

Vigour is increased (don’t know by how much) by the Vigour card, the
presence of the general, and by destroying enemy stands, causing them to
fall back or seeing enemy run), but will generally be in very short supply
once the initial allotment is used.

Running warriors lose one stand destroyed each move.  The entire unit
disperses if it is still running and falls below half original strength.
They can only be rallied by a general card, and can be turned to face any
direction.

Native generals are all competent.

Throw each move for units without Vigour.

(1) move towards nearest friendly unit that is closer to the enemy.
(2) move towards nearest friendly unit.
(3) stay where they are.
(4) move as player desires.
(5) disperse.
(6) surge towards enemy!  The warriors have rediscovered their enthusiasm
and must move as rapidly as possible to attack range of the nearest enemy.
They receive four dice worth of Vigour.

We could do national characteristic cards that cause demagogues to appear
in units and increase Vigour, or inspirational war leaders who cause units
to ignore the effect of fire against their Vigour.

Fanatic units could gain one dice of Vigour at the point where they make
contact.

Or, we could ignore all this, and just make warrior cavalry and infantry
behave rather like European cavalry; throwing to see if they balk and fall
short in their charges.
Or, we could do that, but run the above as an optional system.
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GLORY SEEKING
GENERAL!

A randomly determined
General decides that he will

bring about a glorious victory
single handedly! All his units
must Move or Wheel towards
or Attack the enemy using  up
all available unit cards and his

General cards each turn.

FAITH AND FORTITUDE
WILL CARRY US

THROUGH!

When played, cancels the effect
of any national or event card.

THIS IS THE MOMENT!

When played, take an extra
turn

SOUND THE  ATTACK!

When played, all units within
range of an eligible target are

issued with Attack orders

SO, THE MAN IS NOT
QUITE THE ASS WE WERE

ALL LED TO BELIEVE
your Mediocre General nearest

to an enemy stand
demonstrates that he has
qualities that you never

imagined. Roll for his statistics
as a Capable General

immediately. Shuffle his
General cards into the deck on

the next Joker

  A PRESSING
ENGAGEMENT

The Commander-in-chief or
General whose General card is

drawn next has a pressing
social or amorous engagement,

his substitute is a randomly
rolled General from the chart
in the optional rules on page?

The new General cards are
shuffled in on the next Joker

The General whose unit card is
next drawn is 

STUPID
see optional rules

MISTAKEN IDENTITY

When played, an enemy unit,
mistakes one of your units for
friends. It may not now fire at
or Attack them until they come

within
6 “or  make an Attack

AN INSPIRATIONAL
FIGURE!

Your General or Commander-
in-chief with the highest

Ability has earned the worship
and devotion of his men.  For
the rest of the battle, any unit

that he is in base to base
contact with cannot be shaken

HEROIC PREACHER

 
when played, a cleric attached
to the army Rallies any broken
unit, and sends them back into

battle Jubilant in their faith
and fervour.

He will continue to lead the
unit as a 1/1/1 General!

  WE NEED A FEW
MOMENTS TO PREPARE

OURSELVES!

When played, an enemy unit in
cover that is Issued Orders to
leave it stays right where it is

instead

OUR ENEMIES ARE
MONSTERS!

Rumours spread of the
bayoneting of prisoners, all

units in the next Command to
have an order issued are filled
with righteous wrath, and add

one to Resolve and pursuit
throws for the rest of the battle

SAD, TIRED, WORN-OUT
NAGS

the next enemy mounted unit
issued an order has mounts

that are good for nothing but
feeding Frenchmen

each order only provides them
with four inches of movement,

reduce Combat Dice by one
does not apply to cuirassiers,

Elite or Exceptional units

 DOWNHEARTED &
UNWILLING

when played, an enemy
Trained or worse infantry or

cavalry unit that is defeated in
testing Resolve or within nine

inches of a broken unit
discards its unit card if

infantry (or one of its unit
cards if cavalry) for the rest of

the battle

SUBSTANDARD RECRUITS

your next poorly trained or
unreliable unit card drawn is

immediately discarded

UNTRIED TROOPS

when played, one trained or
worse shaken enemy unit

immediately breaks and runs,
it does not have to be involved

in an Attack or test Resolve

UNFORTUNATE
BOMBARDMENT

 if one of your artillery is over
15 inches from  friends within

their arc of fire, they
immediately turn & fire at

them. They will continue to fire
at the same unit each time that

the enemy artillery card is
played, until a General rides
over to explain their mistake

LEADERLESS
your next unit to have a stand

destroyed has lost all its
officers. Discard its unit card,

and instead dice each time that
the Joker is played:

1  - break & run
2  - Withdraw or Retire

3, 4  - nothing
5, 6  -Issue Order

They may be led by any
general & then have their card

t d

FURIOUS CAVALRY
GENERAL

one of your cavalry  Generals
(the one with the largest

Command) blood is up. Every
time you Issue Orders all the
units in his Command Move

towards the nearest enemy, or
Attack  with plus one Resolve

if within eighteen inches

NOT A MAN , BUT A
MOUSE!

Your General(s) whose
Command(s)  have the most

units within nine inches of the
enemy decides that his position

is untenable. All is units
receive immediate Withdraw

or Retire orders!

UNEXPECTED INITIATIVE!

Each of the units in the
Command of one of your

Mediocre or Poor Generals
may immediately be issued

with one order.

VETERAN COMMANDER!

Each of the units in the
Command of your General

with the highest Ability may
immediately be issued with one

order.

CLIMBING ALL OVER
EACH OTHER

when played,  an enemy unit
under artillery or infantry fire

clumps tightly together in
alarm,  with all its stands

disordered. Poorly trained
troops also Retreat and

unreliable troops or troops
already shaken break and run

 THOSE SONS OF DOGS
SHOT ERNST!

The next infantry unit (of
either side) fired on by

skirmishers will become
enraged and immediately
wheel (Any distance), and
automatically charge to

contact (subject to any attempt
to a Evade) without testing

Resolve. All stands are
di d d
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LOOTING

when played, one of your
opponents units inside a

settlement forgets its duties
and investigates the wine

cellars. They may not be Issued
Orders until the Joker is next

played, and if Attacked all
their stands are disordered

LOOTING
when played, one of your
opponents units inside a

settlement forgets its duties
and investigates the wine

cellars. They may not be Issued
Orders until  a General or

Commander-in-chief goes over
and has a firm word with
them, if Attacked all their

stands are disordered

LOOTING

when played, one of your
opponents units inside a

settlement forgets its duties
and investigates the wine

cellars. They may not be Issued
Orders until your troops move

with 9 inches of them ,if
Attacked all their stands are

disordered

LOOTING
when played, one of your

opponents Poorly Trained or
Unreliable units inside a

settlement forgets its duties
and investigates the wine

cellars. They may not be Issued
Orders until your troops move

with 9 inches of them ,if
Attacked all their stands are

disordered

HIDDEN
TERRAIN

(SEE SUBCHART)

HIDDEN
TERRAIN

(SEE SUBCHART)

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on a unit , other than
Unreliable, in contact with a

General or the C in C

Add one to Resolve 
after dice are thrown

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on a unit , other than
Unreliable, in contact with a

General or the C in C

Add three to Resolve
after dice are thrown

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on a unit , other than
Unreliable, in contact with a

General or the C in C

Add one dice to Resolve
after dice are thrown

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on a Trained or better
unit, in contact with a General

or the C in C

Add one to Resolve
after dice are thrown

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on a Well Trained or
better unit, in contact with a

General or the C in C

Add  two to Resolve
after dice are thrown

(Exceptional units are also
issued a free order)

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on one Elite or better unit
in contact with a General or

the C in C

 issue  one free order to Elites
issue two free orders to

Exceptionals

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on a Elite or better unit,
in contact with a General or

the C in C

Add one to Resolve
after dice are thrown

(Exceptional units are also
issued a free order)

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on a Well Trained or
better unit, in contact with a

General or the C in C

Add one to Resolve
after dice are thrown

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on a Trained or better
unit, in contact with a General

or the C in C

Add one to Resolve
after dice are thrown

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on a Elite or better unit,
in contact with a General or

the C in C

Add one dice to Resolve
after dice are thrown

(Exceptional units are also
issued a free order)

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on a Elite or better unit,
in contact with a General or

the C in C

Add Three to Resolve
after dice are thrown

(Exceptional units are also
issued a free order)

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on one Trained or better
unit  in contact with a General

or the C in C

 issue  one free order
&

Add one to Resolve

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on one Well Trained or
better unit  in contact with a

General or the C in C

 issue  one free order
&

Add one to Resolve
after dice are thrown

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on one Elite or better unit
in contact with a General or

the C in C

 issue  one free order
&

Add one to Resolve
after dice are thrown

(Exceptionals add one dice)

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on one Well Trained or
better unit  in contact with a

General or the C in C
issue  one free order

&
Add  two to Resolve

after dice are thrown
(Exceptionals are issued two

free orders)

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on one Elite or better unit
in contact with a General or

the C in C

 issue  two free orders
&

Add  two to Resolve
after dice are thrown

(Exceptionals add three)

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on ANY unit, in contact
with  the

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF

Add one dice to Resolve
after dice are thrown

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on ANY unit, in contact
with  the

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF

Add one dice to Resolve
after dice are thrown
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LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on a Well Trained or
better unit, in contact with a

General or the C in C

Add one to Resolve
after dice are thrown

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on a Well Trained or
better unit, in contact with  the

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF

Issue up to three free orders
 &

Add one dice to Resolve
after dice are thrown

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on one Elite or better unit
in contact with a General or

the C in C

 issue  one free  ASSAULT
order, irrespective of whether
the unit is normally allowed to

Assault (Exceptionals also
receive an additional free order)

PREPARE YOURSELVES
MEN!

Issue up to four Reform orders
immediately to Poorly Trained

or better units

PREPARE YOURSELVES
MEN!

 When played, issues one
Reform order to  a Trained or

better unit

 OUR FINEST WARRIORS
PREPARE THEMSELVES

FOR THE FRAY!

When played, all Elite and
Exceptional units receive a free

Reform order.

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on one poorly Trained or
better unit  in contact with a

General or the C in C

 issue  one free Reform order

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on one Trained or better
unit  in contact with a General

or the C in C

 issue  one free Reform order

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on one Well Trained or
better unit  in contact with a

General or the C in C

 issue  one free Reform order

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on one Elite or better unit
in contact with a General or

the C in C

 issue  one free Reform order
 (Exceptionals also receive an

additional free order)

PREPARE YOURSELVES
MEN!

 When played, issues one
Reform order to  a  Well

Trained or better unit

PREPARE YOURSELVES
MEN!

 When played, issues one
Reform order to  an Elite or

better unit
(Exceptionals also receive an

additional free order)

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on a unit , other than
Unreliable, in contact with a

General or the C in C

 issue one free order

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on one unit , other than
Unreliable, in contact with a

General or the C in C

 issue  two free orders

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on one Trained or better
unit  in contact with a General

or the C in C

 issue  one free order

LEADERSHIP
CARD

play on one Well Trained or
better unit  in contact with a

General or the C in C

 issue  one free order

HIDDEN
TERRAIN

(SEE SUBCHART)

HIDDEN
TERRAIN

(SEE SUBCHART)

CONGRATULATIONS
GENTLEMAN: EXCELLENT

STAFF WORK!

The player may immediately
inspect the next ten cards in
the order deck and rearrange

them in whatever order he likes!

 DOWNHEARTED &
UNWILLING

when played, an enemy  Poorly
Trained or worse infantry or

cavalry unit that is defeated in
testing Resolve or within nine

inches of a broken unit
discards its unit card if

infantry (or one of its unit
cards if cavalry) for the rest of

the battle

 DOWNHEARTED &
UNWILLING

when played, an enemy  Poorly
Trained or worse infantry or

cavalry unit that is defeated in
testing Resolve or within nine

inches of a broken unit
discards its unit card if

infantry (or one of its unit
cards if cavalry) for the rest of

the battle

 DOWNHEARTED &
UNWILLING

when played, an  Unreliable
infantry or cavalry unit that is
defeated in testing Resolve or
within nine inches of a broken

unit discards its unit card if
infantry (or one of its unit

cards if cavalry) for the rest of
the battle

  
OUR REVERED LEADER IS

WITH US!

When played, all Trained or
better units in one Generals

Command receive a free order

  
OUR REVERED LEADER IS

WITH US!

When played, all Well Trained
or better units in one Generals
Command receive a free order
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 THESE DOUGHTY
FELLOWS WILL CARRY

ON REGARDLESS!

When played, cancels the effect
of an event or national card on

one of your Well Trained or
better units

 THESE DOUGHTY
FELLOWS WILL CARRY

ON REGARDLESS!

When played, cancels the effect
of an event or national card on

one of your Well Trained or
better units

 THESE DOUGHTY
FELLOWS WILL CARRY

ON REGARDLESS!

When played, cancels the effect
of an event or national card on

one of your Elite or better
units

 DOWNHEARTED &
UNWILLING

when played, an enemy
Trained or worse infantry or

cavalry unit that is defeated in
testing Resolve or within nine

inches of a broken unit
discards its unit card if

infantry (or one of its unit
cards if cavalry) for the rest of

the battle

DISORGANISED
INCOMPETENTS!

When played, a Reform order
is cancelled on a Poorly

Trained or Unreliable enemy
unit, and is changed to all

stands become disordered on
an Unreliable enemy unit

  
OUR REVERED LEADER IS

WITH US!

When played, all Elite or
better units in one Generals

Command receive a free order

 THESE DOUGHTY
FELLOWS WILL CARRY

ON REGARDLESS!

When played, cancels the effect
of an event or national card on

all of your Well Trained or
better units

 THESE DOUGHTY
FELLOWS WILL CARRY

ON REGARDLESS!

When played, cancels the effect
of an event or national card on
All of your Elite or better units

 THESE DOUGHTY
FELLOWS WILL CARRY

ON REGARDLESS!

When played, cancels the effect
of an event or national card on
All of your Elite or better units

STAND TO MEN, THE
DEVILS ARE COMING FOR

US!

When played, instantly
reforms a  poorly Trained or
better unit from loose order

back into line or column

DISORGANISED
INCOMPETENTS!

When played, a Reform order
is cancelled on a Poorly

Trained or Unreliable enemy
unit, and is changed to all

stands become disordered on
an Unreliable enemy unit

DISORGANISED
INCOMPETENTS!

When played, a Reform order
is cancelled on a Poorly

Trained or Unreliable enemy
unit, and is changed to all

stands become disordered on
an Unreliable enemy unit

STAND TO MEN, THE
DEVILS ARE COMING FOR

US!

When played, instantly
reforms  an Elite or better unit
from loose order back into line

or column
(Exceptionals also receive an

additional free order)

STAND TO MEN, THE
DEVILS ARE COMING FOR

US!

When played, instantly
reforms a Trained or better

unit from loose order back into
line or column

STAND TO MEN, THE
DEVILS ARE COMING FOR

US!

When played, instantly
reforms a Well Trained or

better unit from loose order
back into line or column

THAT SORRY MOB JUST
AREN’T UP TO IT!

When played, cancels the effect
of a national or event art on a
Trained or worse enemy unit

THAT SORRY MOB JUST
AREN’T UP TO IT!

When played, cancels the effect
of a national or event art on a

Poorly Trained or worse
enemy unit

INTELLIGENCE
GATHERING MISSION!

When played, you may view
the contents of the un-drawn
order card deck, to see what

sequence the cards will appear
in

WINDS OF CHANGE

when played, all national and
event cards held by the players

are discarded

YOU MAY OBSERVE, SIR,
THAT I DO NOT LAUGH !

When played, prevents the
Joker causing the deck to be

reshuffled, it is reshuffled only
when the last card has been

drawn.

THE MOMENT OF
DECISION IS UPON US!

When played, draw the entire
remains of the order card deck
at the beginning of your turn

The General whose unit card is
next drawn is a 

FIGHTING
GENERAL

see optional rules

WE’RE OFF!

When played, prevents the
Rallying of an enemy Trained

or worse unit

Unreliable troops may not now
be Rallied

The General whose unit card is
next drawn is  

 CAREFUL
see optional rules
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WE’RE OFF!

When played, permanently
prevents the Rallying of an
enemy Poorly Trained or

worse unit

WE’RE OFF!

When played, permanently
prevents the Rallying of an

enemy Unreliable unit

SET THE PACE

When played, you determine
how many order cards

(maximum four more than
currently)will be drawn each
turn for the rest of the battle

The General whose unit card is
next drawn is  

 UNLUCKY
see optional rules

The General whose unit card is
next drawn is

 LUCKY
see optional rules

The General whose unit card is
next drawn is a 

 FIREBRAND
see optional rules

YOUR CAREFULLY LAID
PLANS COME TO

FRUITION!
At the prearranged moment,
your loyal lieutenants now
swing into action. All your
Generals may immediately

issue additional orders, as if
they had a number of  extra
General cards equal to their

Leadership

MISTAKEN IDENTITY

When played, an enemy
infantry unit, that is not fresh
and is  within nine inches of a
unit from its own army, that is
able to Attack it either in flank
or frontally does so. Combat
Dice are thrown to disorder,

and to destroy through fire but
not through contact.

 STAND, YOU COWARDS!

when played, cancel Rally
orders on one Unreliable or
poorly trained infantry unit,

and change Reform to disorder
whole unit

 STAND, YOU COWARDS!

when played, cancel Rally
orders issued earlier this turn

on any or all Unreliable
infantry units, and change

Reform to disorder whole unit

DRIVE THOSE SCUM
AWAY!

The next infantry unit (of
either side) fired on by

skirmishers will immediately
wheel (Any distance) to face

the skirmishers Colour Stand
and fire, causing one dice

minus  three skirmisher stands
to be destroyed

LEADERLESS
your next unit to have a stand

destroyed has lost all its
officers. Discard its unit card,

and instead dice each time that
the Joker is played:

1  - break & run
2  - Withdraw or Retire

3, 4  - nothing
5, 6  -Issue Order

They may be led by any
general & then have their card

t d

SCOUTED TERRAIN

your scouts report tracks
through one piece of terrain, it
is no longer impassable to your

troops other than artillery,
except for steep hills, which are

still impassable to mounted

SCOUTED TERRAIN

your scouts report tracks
through one piece of terrain, it
is no longer impassable to your

troops other than artillery,
except for steep hills, which are

still impassable to mounted

MY PERSONAL SAFETY IS
PARAMOUNT!

When played, if the enemy
have lost more stands

destroyed, disordered or left
the field than you have, their
Commander-in-chief flees the
field. He may return with any

group of reinforcements.

PRECIPITOUS CAVALRY
GENERAL

one of your  Cavalry Generals
(if any) rashly orders a

ferocious attack for all units in
his Command. He must use all
his general cards and unit  or

Command cards to Attack
where possible, or otherwise

move as many units as possible
as close as possible to the

enemy each turn from now on

 COME BACK YOU FOOLS!

the unit  whose card is next
drawn immediately Moves or
Wheels towards the nearest
enemy, or Attacks if within
range. Every friendly unit
with a stand within three
inches must do the same

PIGHEADED
SUBORDINATE  GENERAL

the  General whose General
card is the next drawn is

determined to fight this battle
his own way, his units can no

longer be Issued Orders by the
Commander-in-chief’s general

cards

SCOUTED TERRAIN

your scouts report tracks
through one piece of terrain, it
is no longer impassable to your

troops other than artillery,
except for steep hills, which are

still impassable to mounted

SCOUTED TERRAIN

your scouts report tracks
through one piece of terrain, it
is no longer impassable to your

troops other than artillery,
except for steep hills, which are

still impassable to  mounted

 OPPORTUNITY FOR
COLUMN ATTACK

when played, one of your  well
trained or better units in

column is permitted to  Attack,
remaining in column but not
suffering the adverse Resolve
modifier. The unit may not

fire, irrespective of the results
on the Resolve chart.

Infantry may choose to Assault
i t d

 OPPORTUNITY FOR
COLUMN ATTACK

when played, one of your
trained or better units in

column is permitted to  Attack,
remaining in column but not
suffering the adverse Resolve
modifier. The unit may not

fire, irrespective of the results
on the Resolve chart.

Infantry may choose to Assault
i t d

 OPPORTUNITY FOR
COLUMN ATTACK

when played, one of your units
in column is permitted to

Attack, remaining in column
but not suffering the adverse

Resolve modifier. The unit may
not fire, irrespective of the

results on the Resolve chart.
Infantry may choose to Assault

instead.

 OPPORTUNITY FOR
COLUMN ATTACK

when played, one of your units
in column is permitted to

Attack, remaining in column
but not suffering the adverse

Resolve modifier. The unit may
not fire, irrespective of the

results on the Resolve chart.
Infantry may choose to Assault

instead.
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REMOUNTS SKITTISH
UNDER FIRE

the next time that a trained or
worse enemy cavalry unit

comes under fire, and every
time subsequently, it suffers an

extra disordered stand

 
REMOUNTS SKITTISH

UNDER FIRE

the next time that an enemy
cavalry unit comes under fire,
and every time subsequently, it

suffers an extra disordered
stand

 
REMOUNTS SKITTISH

UNDER FIRE

the next time that an unreliable
or poorly trained enemy

cavalry unit comes under fire,
and every time subsequently, it

suffers an extra disordered
stand

TIRED, DESPONDENT &
WAR-WEARY

The next time that an enemy
unit of less than well trained

status tests Resolve, it suffers a
one dice reduction of its score,

and a reduction of one in status
for the rest of the battle.

DOUBLE LOADED!

When played, your infantry
unit has double loaded their

muskets (or loaded with
buckshot), add one to combat

dice at three inch range.

 ROUSING CHORUS!

An infantry unit immediately
breaks into a powerful

patriotic anthem, becoming
jubilant + 2. Throw for each

infantry within six inches, with
a 50% chance that they break
into song too, keep throwing
for each additional infantry

that comes within six inches of
a singing unit

HURRAH!
HURRAH!

All or any of your jubilant
units may be issued with an

extra order immediately

HURRAH!
HURRAH!
HURRAH!

 When played, all or any of
your jubilant units may be
issued with an extra order

GENERAL UNHORSED

 your  General nearest to an
enemy stand is immediately

unhorsed, he must discard all
General cards and  cards for
units in his Command, and

cannot move until the Joker is
played

HORSE BOLTS!

The next enemy  General or
Commander-in-chief within six

inches of fighting or firing
troops suffers the ignominy of

having his horse bolt under
him. It moves as a running unit

in a random direction,
changing direction randomly if
it meets an obstacle, until you

play the Joker

HEROIC NCO CAPTURES
STANDARD!

A bold sergeant in your next
unit to be victorious in combat
captures the enemies colours

UNLOADED MUSKETS

one infantry unit , or all the
infantry units in one

Command, are ordered to
leave its muskets unloaded. It

can now only be given Assault,
not Attack, orders, play

immediately

 
THE CHARISMATIC

COLONEL 

of your next drawn unit may
use this card, when played, to
Issue Orders to his own unit,
and any supporting his flanks
and rear. For the rest of the
battle, he Issues Orders each

time you play the Joker 

COLONEL KILLED

the next time the enemy rolls to
destroy one of your stands, the
Colonel of that friendly unit is

killed
  the unit will test Resolve at

minus three for the rest of the
battle

LOST IN WOODS

the next time that an enemy
unit, or hidden movement

counter, in Woods attempts to
move, it remains stationary
instead. If in dense woods it
cannot be issued with orders

until the Joker has been played

LOST IN WOODS

the next time that an enemy
unit, or hidden movement

counter, in Woods attempts to
move, it remains stationary
instead. If in dense woods it
cannot be issued with orders

until the Joker has been played

RUMOURS OF
REINFORCEMENTS

the player may place between
three and six dummy hidden

movement counters anywhere
on his baseline  on any turn

from now on

SAD, TIRED, WORN-OUT
NAGS

the next unreliable or poorly
trained enemy mounted unit
drawn has mounts that are

good for nothing but feeding
Frenchmen

each order only provides them
with four inches of movement,
reduce combat throws by one

REINFORCEMENTS
 

SEE SUBCHART

REINFORCEMENTS
 

SEE SUBCHART

REINFORCEMENTS
 

SEE SUBCHART

SUGGESTIONS FOR
ADDITIONAL

EVENT CARDS
GRATEFULLY

RECEIVED!

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

SEE SUBCHART

SPLENDID MOUNTS

the next friendly cuirassier,
Elite or Exceptional cavalry

unit drawn has splendid
mounts; prime examples of

powerful horseflesh
each order gives eight inches

movement, and they add one to
their combat dice
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YOUR PRAYERS ARE

ANSWERED!

 By the kind courtesy of Lady
Providence, the side who have

the largest number of
destroyed, shaken and left-the-

table units receives

REINFORCEMENTS
 SEE SUBCHART

YOUR PRAYERS ARE
ANSWERED!

 By the kind courtesy of Lady
Providence, the side who have

the largest number of
destroyed, shaken and left-the-

table units receives

REINFORCEMENTS
 SEE SUBCHART

YOUR PRAYERS ARE
ANSWERED!

 By the kind courtesy of Lady
Providence, the side who have

the largest number of
destroyed, shaken and left-the-

table units receives

REINFORCEMENTS
 SEE SUBCHART

 SCOUTS REPORT AN
UNIDENTIFIED FORCE

APPROACHING
a dust cloud indicates the
imminent arrival of fresh

forces, but of which army?
Throw for

REINFORCEMENTS
 to arrive on the flank only, but

dice to see which side they
belong to only on the turn that

they arrive

REINFORCEMENTS
 

SEE SUBCHART

REINFORCEMENTS
 

SEE SUBCHART

SAD, TIRED, WORN-OUT
NAGS

the next enemy cavalry unit
drawn has mounts that are

good for nothing but feeding
Frenchmen

each order only provides them
with four inches of movement,

reduce Combat Dice by one
does not apply to cuirassiers,

Elite or Exceptional units

SAD, TIRED, WORN-OUT
NAGS

the next  trained or worse
enemy cavalry unit drawn has

mounts that are good for
nothing but feeding

Frenchmen
each order only provides them
with four inches of movement,

reduce Combat Dice by one

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

SEE SUBCHART

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

SEE SUBCHART

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

SEE SUBCHART

FEARLESS ELITES

all your Elite and Exceptional
units ignore any Resolve

results you don’t like this turn,
and instead stand & Fire

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

Apply to unreliable or poorly
trained units only

SEE SUBCHART

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

Apply to unreliable or poorly
trained units only

SEE SUBCHART

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

Apply to  trained or worse
units only

SEE SUBCHART

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

Apply to  trained or worse
units only

SEE SUBCHART

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

Apply to unreliable or poorly
trained units only

SEE SUBCHART

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

Apply to  trained or worse
units only

SEE SUBCHART

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

Apply to units outside the
Leadership Range of their

General only

SEE SUBCHART

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

Apply to units outside the
Leadership Range of their

General only

SEE SUBCHART

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

Apply to units outside the
Leadership Range of their

General only

SEE SUBCHART

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

Apply to Well Trained or
worse units outside the

Leadership Range of their
General only

SEE SUBCHART

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

Apply to Trained or worse
units outside the Leadership
Range of their General only

SEE SUBCHART

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

Apply to Poorly Trained or
Unreliable units outside the
Leadership Range of their

General only

SEE SUBCHART
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FEARLESS ELITES

all your Elite and Exceptional
units ignore any Resolve

results you don’t like this turn,
and instead stand & Fire

VIGOROUS ELITES

when played, all your Elite and
Exceptional units may be
issued with a free order

VIGOROUS ELITES

 all your Elite and Exceptional
units may be issued with a free

order immediately

DISENCHANTED

Your next trained or worse
unit drawn, if it has any

disordered stands, is  tired,
hungry and sick of the

Sergeant whacking them with
his stick

reduce their status by one

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

SEE SUBCHART

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

SEE SUBCHART

A MIGHTY ROAR RISES
FROM THE RANKS

and all your troops within
twelve inches of shaken enemy
become jubilant immediately

COMICAL MUSKETEERS

the next  unreliable or poorly
trained  enemy unit to  Attack

proves extravagantly
incompetent. 

Reduce all their dice rolls for
Resolve and combat by one for

the rest of the battle

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

SEE SUBCHART

ELAN

Your next unit drawn, if it has
no disordered stands, is filled

with martial and patriotic
enthusiasm and increases in

status by one

HEROIC PATRON

seeing his old unit in trouble a
field officer rides over and

takes the standard, reforming
and rallying them and giving

them a free order
apply immediately to any

infantry unit

DASHING CAVALRY
GENERAL

one cavalry General may issue
two orders to each of his units

play this card immediately, or
discard

COMPANY WAGONS

the next enemy infantry unit
that  Withdraws becomes

tangled with its wagons and all
stands are disordered

AN OFF DAY

nothing seems to be right for
your  Commander-in-chief

today, a dark mood descends
upon him

 decrease his Leadership by
two (remove two General

cards) and halve his
Leadership radius

 A DISCOURAGED
MURMUR RISES FROM

THE RANKS

all troops within twelve inches
of shaken friends suffer two

disorganised  stands

INSPIRATIONAL
COMPANY COMMANDER

 your next unit to suffer any
disordered result has all its

stands immediately reformed
after the stirring example of a
junior officer leading from the

front

DASHING CAVALRY
GENERAL

one cavalry General may issue
two orders to each of his units

play this card immediately, or
discard

DASHING CAVALRY
GENERAL

one cavalry General may issue
two orders to each of his units

play this card immediately, or
discard

A DISCOURAGED
MURMUR RISES FROM

THE RANKS
troops within twelve inches of

shaken friends suffer
disorganised  stands:

Unreliable suffer all stands
disordered.

Poorly trained suffer three
Trained suffer two

Well trained suffer one
Elite & Exceptional none

CONFUSION

the next  unreliable or poorly
trained unit your enemy

attempt to Issue Orders to
responds by milling about in a

confused manner, as the
company officers misinterpret
their colonels instructions: a

dice worth of stands are
disordered

CONFUSION

the next  trained or  worse unit
your enemy attempt to Issue

Orders to responds by milling
about in a confused manner, as

the company officers
misinterpret their colonels

instructions: a dice worth of
stands are disordered

 RAIN
OR

SNOW

 RAIN
OR

SNOW

 RAIN
OR

SNOW
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COMPANY WAGONS

the next enemy infantry unit
that retreats or Withdraws

becomes tangled with its
wagons and all stands are

disordered

MUCH LOVED GENERAL

throughout the battle, if  the
nominated general spends a

stationary turn  with any unit
it becomes jubilant

choose the much loved general
immediately

CONFUSION

the next unit your enemy
attempt to Issue Orders to

responds by milling about in a
confused manner, as the

company officers misinterpret
their commanders instructions

a dice worth of stands are
disordered

 RAIN
OR

SNOW

 RAIN
OR

SNOW

 RAIN
OR

SNOW
 

MIST
 

MIST
 SNEAKY DRIVERS SLIP

AWAY

when played on any enemy
artillery, it can only be

manhandled for the rest of the
battle

 ENEMY ARTILLERY
EXPLODES

 play on any artillery stand as
your opponent attempts to fire

it is destroyed

ENEMY ARTILLERY
EXPLODES

when your enemy next plays
his artillery card the last piece

that he attempts to fire
explodes and is destroyed

ENEMY ARTILLERY
EXPLODES

when your enemy next plays
his artillery card the first piece

that he attempts to fire
explodes and is destroyed

 

MIST FREIKORPS
MISBEHAVE 
 unreliable or poorly trained

units only

see subchart

FREIKORPS
MISBEHAVE 
Trained or worse units only

see subchart

 UNRELIABLE TROOPS

when played on opponents
unreliable unit, you may
prevent it either Firing,

Moving or Attacking. Your
opponent still uses an order

SUBSTANDARD RECRUITS

your next poorly trained unit
card drawn is immediately

discarded

 RAIN
OR

SNOW
 

DRIVERS SCARPER

your artillery stand that is
currently closest to the enemy
may only be manhandled for

the rest of the battle

THOSE DAMNED DRIVERS!

 
When played, the drivers of all
your opponents artillery within

nine inches of your troops
desert. Their pieces may only
be manhandled for the rest of

the battle

FREIKORPS
MISBEHAVE 

see subchart

FREIKORPS
MISBEHAVE 

see subchart

FREIKORPS
MISBEHAVE 

see subchart

 
 BATTLE RAGE!

 your next unit drawn will
substitute ASSAULT orders
for the next Attack order it is

given
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STRAY SHOT HITS
GENERAL

when played, an enemy
General within nine inches of

one of your stands is a casualty

 
STRAY SHOT HITS

GENERAL

your Commander-in-chief is a
casualty if he is within twelve

inches of the enemy

 UNRELIABLE TROOPS

when played on opponents
Unreliable unit, you may
prevent it either Firing,

Moving all Attacking. Your
opponent still uses an order

SNIPER!

When played, an enemy
General within nine inches of
one of your skirmisher stands

is a casualty

 UNRELIABLE TROOPS

when played on opponents
Unreliable unit, you may
prevent it either Firing,

Moving or Attacking. Your
opponent still uses an order

FREIKORPS
MISBEHAVE 

see subchart

SUBSTANDARD RECRUITS

your next  Poorly Trained or
Unreliable unit card drawn is

immediately discarded

UNRELIABLE TROOPS

when played as your opponent
issues orders, he may move no
Unreliable or Poorly Trained

units

SUBSTANDARD RECRUITS

your next  Poorly Trained or
Unreliable unit card drawn is

immediately discarded

PANIC!

Your opponents next
Unreliable or  Poorly Trained

unit that breaks & runs cannot
be  Rallied and will keep

running until it leaves the field

PANIC!

Your opponents next
Unreliable unit that breaks
and runs cannot be Rallied,

and will keep running until it
leaves the field

SUBSTANDARD RECRUITS

when played on opponents
Poorly Trained unit, you may

prevent it either Firing,
Moving or Attacking. Your
opponent still uses an order

 DISORDER CARD
when played, an enemy unit
Wheeling, Turning, Forming

Line, Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting

suffers disordered stands:
Exceptional & Elite: none

Well trained:1
Trained:2

Poorly Trained:3
Unreliable:4

 DISORDER CARD
when played, an enemy unit
Wheeling, Turning, Forming

Line, Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting

suffers disordered stands:
Exceptional & Elite: none

Well trained:1
Trained:2

Poorly Trained:3
Unreliable:4

 DISORDER CARD
when played, an enemy unit
Wheeling, Turning, Forming

Line, Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting

suffers disordered stands:
Exceptional & Elite: none

Well trained:1
Trained:2

Poorly Trained:3
Unreliable:4

 DISORDER CARD
THE NEXT enemy unit

Wheeling, Turning, Forming
Line, Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting

suffers disordered stands:
Exceptional & Elite: none

Well trained:1
Trained:2

Poorly Trained:3
Unreliable:4

 DISORDER CARD
THE NEXT enemy unit

Wheeling, Turning, Forming
Line, Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting

suffers disordered stands:
Exceptional & Elite: none

Well trained:1
Trained:2

Poorly Trained:3
Unreliable:4

 DISORDER CARD
THE NEXT enemy unit

Wheeling, Turning, Forming
Line, Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting

suffers disordered stands:
Exceptional & Elite: none

Well trained:1
Trained:2

Poorly Trained:3
Unreliable:4

 DISORDER CARD
when played, an Elite or  worse
enemy unit Wheeling, Turning,

Forming Line, Moving
Obliquely, Withdrawing or

Halting suffers one disordered
stand

Poorly Trained & Unreliable
troops suffer one dice worth of

disordered stands

 DISORDER CARD
when played, a Well Trained

or  worse enemy unit
Wheeling, Turning, Forming

Line, Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting

suffers one disordered stand

Poorly Trained & Unreliable
troops suffer one dice worth of

disordered stands

 DISORDER CARD
when played, a Trained or

worse enemy unit Wheeling,
Turning, Forming Line,

Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting

suffers one disordered stand

Poorly Trained & Unreliable
troops suffer one dice worth of

disordered stands

 DISORDER CARD
when played,  a Poorly

Trained enemy unit Wheeling,
Turning, Forming Line,

Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting

suffers one disordered stand

Unreliable troops suffer one
dice worth of disordered stands

 DISORDER CARD
when played, an Elite or  worse
enemy unit Wheeling, Turning,

Forming Line, Moving
Obliquely, Withdrawing or

Halting suffers  a dice worth of
disordered stands

Poorly Trained & Unreliable
troops suffer one dice worth of

disordered stands

 DISORDER CARD
when played, a Well Trained

or  worse enemy unit
Wheeling, Turning, Forming

Line, Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting
suffers  a dice worth of

disordered stands
Unreliable troops suffer one

dice worth of disordered stands
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 DISORDER CARD

 the next enemy unit Wheeling,
Turning, Forming Line,

Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting

suffers  one disordered stand

 DISORDER CARD

 the next enemy unit Wheeling,
Turning, Forming Line,

Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting

suffers  one disordered stand

 DISORDER CARD

  when played, an enemy unit
Wheeling, Turning, Forming

Line, Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting

suffers  one disordered stand

 DISORDER CARD

  when played, an enemy unit
Wheeling, Turning, Forming

Line, Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting

suffers  one disordered stand

 DISORDER CARD

when played, a  Poorly
Trained or Unreliable enemy

unit Wheeling, Turning,
Forming Line, Moving

Obliquely, Withdrawing or
Halting suffers  a dice worth of

disordered stands

 DISORDER CARD
when played,  a Trained or

worse enemy unit Wheeling,
Turning, Forming Line,

Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting
suffers  a dice worth of

disordered stands
Unreliable troops suffer one

dice worth of disordered stands

 DISORDER CARD

 the next enemy unit Wheeling,
Turning, Forming Line,

Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting
suffers a dice worth of

disordered stands

 DISORDER CARD

 the next enemy unit Wheeling,
Turning, Forming Line,

Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting
suffers a dice worth of

disordered stands

 DISORDER CARD

when played, an enemy unit
Wheeling, Turning, Forming

Line, Moving Obliquely,
Withdrawing or Halting
suffers a dice worth of

disordered stands

STAUNCHLY
UNDETERRED!.

When played at the beginning
of a turn, Rallies an Elite or

better unit

STAUNCHLY
UNDETERRED!.

When played at the beginning
of a turn, Rallies a Well
Trained or better unit

STAUNCHLY
UNDETERRED!.

When played at the beginning
of a turn, Rallies a Well
Trained or better unit

 BUT WE’RE QUITE HAPPY
HERE!

The next enemy unit in cover
that is Issued Orders to leave it
stays right where it is instead

  ITS DANGEROUS OUT
THERE!

When played, an unreliable or
poorly trained enemy unit in
cover that is Issued Orders to
leave it stays right where it is

instead

  WE’RE NOT MOVING!

The next trained or worse
enemy unit in cover that is

Issued Orders to leave it stays
right where it is instead

MISTAKEN IDENTITY

When played, an unreliable or
poorly trained enemy infantry

unit, that is not fresh & is
within nine inches of a unit

from its own army, that is able
to Attack it either in flank or

frontally does so. Dice are
thrown to disorder, and to

destroy through fire but not
through contact.

CLIMBING ALL OVER
EACH OTHER

when played,  an enemy unit
under artillery or infantry fire

clumps tightly together in
alarm,  with all its stands

disordered. Poorly trained
troops also Retreat and

unreliable troops or troops
already shaken break and run

PERSONALLY AIMING THE
GUNS!

When played, an artillery
stand in base to base contact

with a General or the
Commander-in-chief may Fire,

adding one to all dice

HONOUR OR DEATH!

Any or all Elite or Exceptional
units within one Generals

Command may be
simultaneously given Assault

orders
use this card immediately or

hand it over to your opponent

SCOUTS REPORT

scouts report identity of any
three hidden movement

counters

SCOUTS REPORT

scouts report identity of any
one hidden movement counter

SCOUTS REPORT

scouts report identity of any
one hidden movement counter

STEADY THERE MEN

when played, any one Elite
unit may ignore withdraw

results
or any one Exceptional unit

may ignore withdraw or break
& run results

STEADY THERE MEN

 when played, any one Elite or
Exceptional unit may ignore

withdraw or break & run
results
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SCOUTS REPORT

scouts report exact
composition of enemy

reinforcements

SCOUTS REPORT

scouts report exact
composition of enemy flanking

forces

SCOUTS REPORT

scouts report identity of all
hidden movement counters in
any twelve inch by twelve inch

area

SEND IN THE GUARD!

 
When played, can be used to
issue simultaneous orders to

any or all Elite units 
and TWO simultaneous orders

to each Exceptional unit 

TIRED AND FED UP

the next unit drawn has its
status reduced by one

SCOUTS REPORT

scouts report exact
composition of enemy

reinforcements and flanking
forces

AMMUNITION

the next enemy unit to fire has
then run out of ammunition
until the Joker is next played

LIKE A FATHER TO HIS
MEN

if one of your Generals is killed
or evacuated, instead of
suffering a minus three

Resolve modifier, his units
become jubilant, setting their

hearts on revenge

THIS IS AN EXTRA

JOKER!

IT MAY BE PLAYED
EXACTLY AS USUAL

THIS IS AN EXTRA

JOKER!

IT MUST BE PLAYED
IMMEDIATELY!

THE BIG PUSH FORWARD!

Issue at least three and up to
five free Attack or Assault

orders immediately, or hand
this card over to your

opponent!

AMMUNITION

the next enemy unit to fire has
then run out of ammunition for

the rest of the battle

PROVING THEIR METAL

your next unit to become
Jubilant also permanently

increases their status by one
category

UNEXPECTED
RESOURCEFULNESS

your sub-general with the
smallest force may issue an

extra free order to all his units
immediately

 permanently increase his
Leadership by two and his
Leadership Range by ten

inches immediately

COLD STEEL

issue  simultaneous free
Assault orders to at least two
and up to three infantry units
immediately or hand this card

over to your opponent!

DEPENDABLE  ELITES

one disordered  stand is
immediately reformed in each

of your Elite units

two in Exceptional units

DEPENDABLE ELITES

 when played, issues up to
three simultaneous Rally

orders to Elite or Exceptional
units

PROVING THEIR METAL

your next unit to become
Jubilant also permanently

increases their status by one
category

CONFUSED
ENEMY

GENERAL!
SEE SUBCHART

GENERAL
INCAPACITATED

randomly determine which of
your  Generals succumbs to

apoplexy, weak heart, insanity,
senility, social disease or is

bitten by his horse.
  He remains where he is an
takes no further part in the

battle, but may be evacuated

FAST MOVING ARTILLERY

when played, all your artillery
(foot and horse) may be given a

free Manhandle order

FAST MOVING ARTILLERY

when played, all your artillery
(foot and horse) may be given a

free Manhandle order

FAST MOVING ARTILLERY

when played, all your artillery
(foot and horse) may be given a

free Manhandle order

DEPENDABLE ELITES

 when played, issues up to
three simultaneous Rally

orders to Elite or Exceptional
units
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CONFUSED
ENEMY

GENERAL!
SEE SUBCHART

CONFUSED
ENEMY

GENERAL!
SEE SUBCHART

CONFUSED
ENEMY

GENERAL!
SEE SUBCHART

COLD STEEL

issue  simultaneous free
Assault orders to at least two

and up to five trained or better
infantry units immediately or
hand this card over to your

opponent!

FAST MOVING ARTILLERY

  one limbered artillery (foot
and horse) may immediately

move twelve inches, unlimber,
and fire ball, shell or

grapeshot, all in one turn 

FAST MOVING ARTILLERY

when played,  one well-trained
or better, limbered artillery
(foot and horse) may move

twelve inches, unlimber, and
fire ball, shell or grapeshot, all

in one turn 

ARTILLERY GIVE FIRE
SUPPORT

When played, any or all of
your well-trained or better

artillery(foot and horse) may
fire an extra round of ball,

shell or grape

ARTILLERY GIVE FIRE
SUPPORT

any or all of your artillery
(foot and horse) may

immediately fire an extra
round of ball, shell or grape 

ARTILLERY GIVE FIRE
SUPPORT

any or all of your artillery(foot
and horse) may immediately
fire an extra round of ball,

shell or grape 

ARTILLERY GIVE FIRE
SUPPORT

When played,  one of  your
artillery(foot and horse) may

fire an extra round of ball,
shell or grape

FAST MOVING ARTILLERY

when played, any or all  of
your well-trained or better,

artillery (foot and horse) may
be given a free Limber or

Unlimber order 

FAST MOVING ARTILLERY

when played, any or all  of
your artillery (foot and horse)
may be given a free Limber or

Unlimber order 

FAST MOVING ARTILLERY

when played, all your well-
trained or better, artillery (foot
and horse) may be given a free

Manhandle order

FAST MOVING ARTILLERY

when played, all your artillery
(foot and horse) may be given a

free Manhandle order

FAST MOVING ARTILLERY

when played, all your artillery
(foot and horse) may be given a

free Manhandle order

FAST MOVING ARTILLERY

when played, any or all  of
your limbered artillery (foot

and horse) may be given a free
Move order 

FAST MOVING ARTILLERY

when played, any or all  of
your well-trained or better,
limbered artillery (foot and
horse) may be given a free

Move order 

FAST MOVING ARTILLERY

when played,  one limbered
artillery (foot and horse) may
move twelve inches, unlimber,

and fire ball, shell or
grapeshot, all in one turn 

Exceptional Generals

YOUR ENEMIES PLANS
ARE THWARTED ONCE

AGAIN!
*************************
when you draw order cards,
any that belong to the enemy
are discarded until he next

plays the Joker

 Exceptional Generals

 YOU MEN THERE, PULL
YOURSELVES TOGETHER!

When played, all disordered
stands within six inches of the

Commander-in-chief are
Reformed, and one unit is

Halted and/or Rallied.

Exceptional Generals

ENEMY TRANSFIXED!

When played, your opponents
turn ends; if a unit is part way

through an Attack, it is first
completed.

Exceptional Generals

OPPONENT
MOMENTARILY

CONFUSED

 when played, your opponent
misses his next turn

Exceptional Generals

OPPONENT FLUMMOXED!
*************************

When played, your opponent
must immediately discard his

entire hand

Exceptional Generals

LIGHTNING FAST
MANOEUVRE!

**************************
 When played, every unit in the

army may be issued with an
additional order. Artillery may

not fire.
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Exceptional Generals

 I FEAR THAT YOU MAY
HAVE OVER-REACHED
YOURSELF THIS TIME
YOUR EXCELLENCY!

When played, the
“Exceptional” Commander-in-

chief must discard his hand
and miss the rest of this, and

all the next turn.

Exceptional Generals

FOLLOW ME, MY
CHILDREN!

The next unit that the
Commander-in-chief moves

into base to base contact with
counts as Exceptional and adds

one to all dice until he moves
away.

Exceptional Generals

LOOK LIVELY LADS; HE’S
WATCHING US!

add one to all dice thrown by
units with  Colour Stands

within six inches of the
Commander-in-chief this turn

Exceptional Generals

WE FIGHT FOR OUR
BELOVED LEADER!

When played, add one to all
dice thrown by units with
Colour Stands within nine

inches of the Commander-in-
chief for the rest of the turn

Exceptional Generals

A GOD-LIKE FIGURE
WALKS AMONGST US!

all units with their Colour
Stand within nine inches of the

Commander-in-chief
immediately become Jubilant

Exceptional Generals

URGE YOUR MEN ON!

Your Commander-in-chief
may  immediately issue up to
six additional orders as if by

General cards

 War Of Austrian Succession
Prussians

INEFFECTIVE CAVALRY

when played, Prussian cavalry
& skirmishing cavalry count as
DEFEATED regardless of the

result of testing Resolve

 War Of Austrian Succession
Prussians

INEFFECTIVE CAVALRY

when played, Prussian cavalry
& skirmishing cavalry count as
DEFEATED regardless of the

result of testing Resolve

 War Of Austrian Succession
Prussians

COMPULSORY ASSAULT
ORDERS

the next Prussian infantry unit
that moves within nine inches
of an eligible target must be
given Assault orders at the

first opportunity

 War Of Austrian Succession
Prussians

INEFFECTIVE CAVALRY

when played, Prussian cavalry
& skirmishing cavalry subtract

one from their combat dice

War Of Austrian Succession
Prussians

INEFFECTIVE CAVALRY

when played, Prussian cavalry
& skirmishing cavalry subtract

one from their combat dice

 War Of Austrian Succession
Prussians

COMPULSORY ASSAULT
ORDERS

the next Prussian infantry unit
that moves to must be given
Assault orders at the first

opportunity

War Of Austrian Succession
Prussians

CHAAAAAAARGE!!!!!

When played, one Trained or
better Attacking or Assaulting

infantry unit charges to
contact, irrespective of its

Resolve score

 War Of Austrian Succession
Prussians

UNSUITED TO
SKIRMISHING

when played, Prussian hussars
fail to Evade

War Of Austrian Succession
Prussians

UNSUITED TO
SKIRMISHING

when played, Prussian hussars
fail to Evade

War Of Austrian Succession
Prussians

CHAAAAAAARGE!!!!!

When played, all Trained or
better Attacking or Assaulting

infantry units in the same
Command charge to contact,
irrespective of  their Resolve

score

War Of Austrian Succession
Prussians

THOSE DAMNED CANNON!

When played, the Prussians
subtract one from every dice
thrown for all their cannon

this turn

War Of Austrian Succession
Prussians

THOSE DAMNED CANNON!

When played, the Prussians
subtract one from every dice

thrown for  one of their
cannon this turn

Post 1758 Seven Years War
Prussians

UNTRIED TROOPS

when played, one trained or
worse Prussian unit

automatically counts as the
defeated party after testing

Resolve, irrespective of their
score

Post 1758 Seven Years War
Prussians

UNTRIED TROOPS

when played, one trained or
worse Prussian infantry

receiving a cavalry charge
breaks and runs

Post 1758 Seven Years War
Prussians

UNTRIED TROOPS

when played, one trained or
worse Prussian infantry testing

Resolve withdraws, or one
trained or worse cavalry
falters, shaken after three

inches, irrespective of their
score

War Of Austrian Succession
Prussians

THOSE DAMNED CANNON!

the Prussians subtract one
from every dice thrown  for
one cannon, chosen by the

enemy, the next time that they
play their artillery card

War Of Austrian Succession
Prussians

THOSE DAMNED CANNON!

the Prussians subtract one
from every dice thrown for all
their cannon the next time that
they play their artillery card

Post 1758 Seven Years War
Prussians

PANIC!

The next unreliable or  poorly
trained  Prussian unit that

runs for it cannot be rallied,
and will keep running until it

leaves the field
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Post 1758 Seven Years War

Prussians

BRITTLE PRUSSIAN
INFANTRY

when played, cancel Rally
orders on one Prussian

infantry unit, and change
Reform to disorder whole unit

Post 1758 Seven Years War
Prussians

BRITTLE PRUSSIAN
INFANTRY

when played, cancel Rally
orders on one Prussian

infantry unit, and change
Reform to disorder whole unit

Post 1758 Seven Years War
Prussians

BRITTLE PRUSSIAN
INFANTRY

when played, cancel Rally
orders on one Prussian

infantry unit, and change
Reform to disorder whole unit

Post 1758 Seven Years War
Prussians

ARTILLERY IN CLOSE
SUPPORT

when played, all Prussian
artillery may be Issued Move,

Manhandle, Limber Or
Unlimber Orders

Post 1758 Seven Years War
Prussians

ARTILLERY IN CLOSE
SUPPORT

when played, all Prussian
artillery may be Issued Move,

Manhandle, Limber Or
Unlimber Orders

Post 1758 Seven Years War
Prussians

ARTILLERY IN CLOSE
SUPPORT

when played, all Prussian
artillery may be Issued Move,

Manhandle, Limber Or
Unlimber Orders

Post 1758 Seven Years War
Prussians

UNTRIED TROOPS

when played, one Trained or
worse Prussian unit

automatically counts as the
defeated party after testing

Resolve, irrespective of their
score

Post 1758 Seven Years War
Prussians

UNTRIED TROOPS

when played, one Trained or
worse shaken Prussian unit

immediately breaks and runs,
it does not have to be involved

in an Attack or test Resolve

 Early Seven Years War
Prussians

AGGRESSIVE PRUSSIAN
CAVALRY

when played, any or all
Prussian cavalry units may be

issued Attack orders

 Early Seven Years War
Prussians

AGGRESSIVE PRUSSIAN
CAVALRY

when played, one Attacking
Prussian cavalry unit adds one

to Resolve

 Early Seven Years War
Prussians

AGGRESSIVE PRUSSIAN
CAVALRY

when played, all Attacking
Prussian cavalry add one to

Resolve

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

AGGRESSIVE PRUSSIAN
CAVALRY

when played, all Attacking
Prussian cavalry add one to

Resolve

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

AGGRESSIVE PRUSSIAN
CAVALRY

when played, one Prussian
cavalry unit may add one to all

combat dice

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

AGGRESSIVE PRUSSIAN
CAVALRY

when played, one Prussian
cavalry unit may be issued

Attack orders

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

AGGRESSIVE PRUSSIAN
CAVALRY

when played, all Prussian
cavalry units may add one to

Confrontation & Combat Dice

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

DASHING CAVALRY
GENERAL

one Prussian cavalry general
may issue two orders to each of

his units
play immediately or discard

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

DASHING CAVALRY
GENERAL

one Prussian cavalry general
may issue two orders to each of

his units
play immediately or discard

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

MASTERS OF INFANTRY
MANOEUVRE

all Prussian infantry Moving
this turn are issued with a

second free order

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

AGGRESSIVE PRUSSIAN
CAVALRY

when played, one Attacking
Prussian cavalry unit adds one

to Resolve

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

MASTERS OF INFANTRY
MANOEUVRE

all Prussian infantry moving
this turn are issued with a

second free order
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Early Seven Years War

Prussians

OVERWHELMING
VOLUME OF FIRE

when played, an opponent
testing Resolve against

unshaken Prussian infantry
within three inches Retreats
Shaken, irrespective of their

score

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

OVERWHELMING
VOLUME OF FIRE

when played, an opponent
testing Resolve against

unshaken Prussian infantry
within six inches Stands &
Fires Early, irrespective of

their score

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

OVERWHELMING
VOLUME OF FIRE

when played, an opponent
testing Resolve against

unshaken Prussian infantry
within three inches subtracts

one dice from Resolve.

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

OVERWHELMING
VOLUME OF FIRE

when played, an opponent
testing Resolve against

unshaken Prussian infantry
within three inches subtracts

one dice from Resolve

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

IRON DISCIPLINE

When played, unshaken
Prussian infantry under

Attack Stand & Fire
irrespective of their Resolve

score

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

 THOSE UNSTOPPABLE
AUTOMATONS

when played, unshaken
Prussian infantry Attacking
automatically score 12  on

their Resolve test, do not throw
dice or calculate modifiers

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

OVERWHELMING
VOLUME OF FIRE

When played, an opponent of
lower status testing Resolve
against unshaken Prussian
infantry within three inches

breaks and runs, irrespective
of their score

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

OVERWHELMING
VOLUME OF FIRE

When played,  cavalry of lower
status testing Resolve against
unshaken Prussian infantry

falters at 3 inches, irrespective
of their score

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

 SEIZE THE INITIATIVE!

When played the Prussian
player draws two dice worth of
cards from the order deck, and

discards any that he would
otherwise pass to his opponent

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

This is an extra

INFANTRY
ADVANCE!

Card

Play & discard

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

THIS IS AN EXTRA

JOKER!
 Play & discard

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

COLD STEEL

issue  simultaneous Assault
orders, to at least two and up

to three infantry units
immediately or  discard

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

FREIKORPS
MISBEHAVE 

see subchart

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

FREIKORPS
MISBEHAVE 

see subchart

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

FREIKORPS
MISBEHAVE 

see subchart

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

FREIKORPS
MISBEHAVE 

see subchart

 Early Seven Years War
Prussians

CAVALRY ATTACK IN
COLUMN

when played, any or all of your
cavalry units in column is

permitted to  Attack,
remaining in column but not
suffering the adverse Resolve

modifier.

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

YOUR CAREFUL PLANS
COME TO FRUITION!

**************************
At the prearranged moment,
your loyal lieutenants swing

into action. All your Generals
may immediately issue

additional orders, as if they
had a number of  extra

General cards equal to their
leadership

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

YOUR CAREFUL PLANS
COME TO FRUITION!

**************************
At the prearranged moment,
your loyal lieutenants swing

into action. All your Generals
may immediately issue

additional orders, as if they
had a number of  extra

General cards equal to their
leadership

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

PRUSSIAN CAVALRY
SWEEP ACROSS THE

FIELD

when played, any or all
Prussian cavalry units may be
issued with Attack orders, with

an Attack range of thirty
inches.

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

MASTERS OF INFANTRY
MANOEUVRE

all Prussian infantry Moving
this turn are issued with a

second free order

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

MASTERS OF INFANTRY
MANOEUVRE

all  Well Trained or better
Prussian infantry Moving this
turn are issued with a second

free order
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Early Seven Years War

Prussians

CAVALRY ATTACK IN
COLUMN

when played, any or all of your
cavalry units in column is

permitted to  Attack,
remaining in column but not
suffering the adverse Resolve

modifier.

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

 SEIZE THE INITIATIVE!
**************************

When played the Prussian
player draws two dice worth of
cards from the order deck, and

discards any that he would
otherwise pass to his opponent.

Early Seven Years War
Prussians 

SEIZE THE INITIATIVE!
*************************

the Prussian player
immediately draws a dice
worth of cards from  his

national deck

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

PRUSSIAN CAVALRY
SEIZE THE MOMENT!

 one Prussian cavalry unit may
be issued with Attack orders,
with an Attack range of thirty

inches. Play immediately or
discard

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

ENEMY TRANSFIXED!

When played, your opponents
turn ends; if a unit is part way

through an Attack, it is first
completed.

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

ENEMY BEMUSED BY
YOUR BRILLIANCE!

When played, your opponent
misses his next turn

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

CAVALRY ATTACK IN
COLUMN

when played, any or all of your
cavalry units in column is

permitted to  Attack,
remaining in column but not
suffering the adverse Resolve

modifier.

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

MY PERSONAL SAFETY IS
PARAMOUNT!

When played, if you have lost
more stands destroyed,

disordered or left the field than
your enemy have,  your

Commander-in-chief flees the
field. He may return with any

group of reinforcements.

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

LET THEM THROUGH!

When played, any or all
Trained or better unshaken

infantry can double their line.
Retain this card, when you

play it again, all infantry with
double lines are reformed into

line

Early Seven Years War
Prussians

LET THEM THROUGH!

When played, any or all
Trained or better unshaken

infantry can double their line.
Retain this card, when you

play it again, all infantry with
double lines are reformed into

line

 Russians

HAPLESS SUBORDINATE
GENERAL

**************************
play immediately on any
capable or worse Russian

General. For the rest of the
battle, throw a dice every time

he issues an order:
1,2,3   -  ignore order

Russians

DEFIANT RUSSIAN
INFANTRY

the next Russian infantry
scoring 7 or less in its Resolve
test against infantry ignores

the result and charges instead

Russians

 RETURNING
COSSACKS

Three dice worth of Cossack
reinforcements

 Russians

COSSACKS
MISBEHAVE

(SEE SUBCHART)

 Russians

COSSACKS
MISBEHAVE

(SEE SUBCHART)

Russians

COSSACKS
MISBEHAVE

(SEE SUBCHART)

Russians

COSSACKS EVERYWHERE!

The Russian player may
immediately issued up to

twelve orders to Cossack units,
with a maximum of three

orders to each unit.

Russians

COSSACKS EVERYWHERE!

The Russian player may
immediately issued up to  Nine
orders to Cossack units, with a

maximum of three orders to
each unit.

Russians

DISORGANISED RUSSIAN
DRAGOONS

when played, all Russian
dragoons unit trying to Wheel,
Turn, Form line or Attack, do

not manage it, and has two
stands disordered instead

Russians

DISORGANISED RUSSIAN
DRAGOONS

when played, a Russian
dragoon unit attempting to
Counter-attack, just mills
about on the spot instead

War Russians

DISORGANISED RUSSIAN
DRAGOONS

the next time a Russian
dragoon unit suffers a single
disordered stand, it receives

three disordered stands instead

Russians

DOUGHTY RUSSIAN
INFANTRY

up to three Rally orders may
be issued simultaneously and

immediately to Russian
infantry units
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Russians

 CLOUDS OF COSSACKS

when played, one Cossack unit
automatically Evades

Russians

 CLOUDS OF COSSACKS

when played, one Cossack unit
automatically Evades

Russians

  COWARDLY COSSACKS
 

when played, one Cossack unit
attempting to Evade runs from

the field, and is immediately
removed

Russians

DISORGANISED RUSSIAN
DRAGOONS

when played, Russian
dragoons foul up another basic

manoeuvre,
one Russian  dragoon unit has

all its stands disordered

Russians

DREADFUL  OFFICER
CLASS

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD 

SEE SUBCHART

Russians

COSSACKS EVERYWHERE!

The Russian player may
immediately issued up to six

orders to Cossack units, with a
maximum of three orders to

each unit.

Russians

COLD STEEL

issue  simultaneous Assault
orders to at least two and up to

three Russian infantry units
play immediately or discard

Russians

COLD STEEL

issue  simultaneous Assault
orders to at least two and up to

three Russian infantry units
play immediately or discard

Russians

DREADFUL  OFFICER
CLASS

when played, cancels any order
given to a Russian unit

Russians

DREADFUL  OFFICER
CLASS

when played, cancels any order
given to a Russian unit

Russians

DREADFUL  OFFICER
CLASS

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

SEE SUBCHART

Russians

COLD STEEL

 when played, issues
simultaneous Assault orders to

up to three Russian infantry
units

 Russians

DOUGHTY RUSSIAN
INFANTRY

 AND ARTILLERY

when played, one Russian
infantry or artillery unit
ignores a  withdraw or

abandon guns Resolve result
and stands, unshaken, instead

 Russians

DOUGHTY RUSSIAN
INFANTRY

when played, one Russian
infantry unit may be Rallied

Russians

DOUGHTY RUSSIAN
INFANTRY

one disordered  stand is
Reformed immediately in each

Russian infantry unit

Russians

DOUGHTY RUSSIAN
INFANTRY

up to three Reform orders may
be issued simultaneously and

immediately to Russian
infantry units

 Russians

DOUGHTY RUSSIAN
INFANTRY

 AND ARTILLERY

when played, one Russian
infantry or artillery unit
ignores a break & run or

abandon guns Resolve result
and stands & fires, instead

 Russians

DOUGHTY RUSSIAN
INFANTRY

AND ARTILLERY

when played, one Russian
infantry or artillery unit

ignores Resolve results the
player does not like and stands

& fires, instead

 Russians

DESPERATE  TENACITY
OF

RUSSIANS AT BAY

when played, any Russian
infantry unit that has suffered
at least two stands destroyed

adds six to its Resolve!

 Russians

WOODLAND TRAILS

when played, any one wooded
terrain feature is no longer

impassable to your Cossacks

 Russians

GENERAL STAFF IN
CONFUSION

**************************
for the rest of the battle, throw
a dice each time a unit card is

played:

1  -  ignore order
2  -  order

MISUNDERSTOOD
3 4 5 6 order issued

 Russians

GENERAL STAFF IN
CONFUSION

**************************
for the rest of the battle, throw
a dice each time a unit card is

played:

1  -  ignore order
2  -  order

MISUNDERSTOOD
3 4 5 6 order issued

 Russians

STOIC RUSSIAN INFANTRY

when played, a Russian
infantry unit which should
become shaken  because of
destroyed and disordered

stands, does not.

 Russians

STOIC RUSSIAN INFANTRY

when played, a Russian
infantry unit which should
become shaken  because of
destroyed and disordered

stands, does not.
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Russians

FEROCIOUS RUSSIANS

all Russian infantry within
nine inches of an eligible target

are immediately issued with
Assault orders

 Russians

COMPANY WAGONS

the next  Russian infantry unit
that Withdraws becomes

tangled with its wagons and all
stands are disordered

 Russians

FEARLESS RUSSIAN
GUNNERS

when played, the crew of one
Russian artillery do not have
to test Resolve for the rest of

the battle, but are
automatically considered to

have scored 18

 Russians

COSSACK
SCOUTS REPORT

scouts report  existence or
otherwise of  enemy

reinforcements

 Russians

COSSACK
SCOUTS REPORT

scouts report existence or
otherwise of  enemy flanking

forces

 Russians
DISORGANISED PLANS

immediately throw for every
cavalry and infantry unit in
army not in cover or shaken.

1,2,3 - moves forward 6 “
ignoring rules for Automatic
Halts. If  they would collide
with enemy, they are issued
with Attack orders. If they

would collide with friends, halt
at 2 “ with all stands

disordered Russians
FLUSTERED COMMAND
 each unshaken cavalry &

infantry in the Command of
the  General whose G. card is

next drawn. 1,2,3 means moves
forward 6 “, ignoring rules for

Automatic Halts. If  they
would hit enemy, they are

issued with Attack orders. If
they would collide with friends,

halt at 2 “ with all stands
disordered

 Russians
BEWILDERED 
SUB-GENERAL

for the rest of the battle the
Command of the next  Russian
General whose General card is

drawn do not  Move 6 “in
instead they throw 2 dice to see

how many inches they move.
Ignore automatic halts, stop 2

inches short of collisions.

 Russians

SPLENDID  RUSSIAN
GUNNERS

 when played, Russian artillery
may fire, 

but may not Limber,
Unlimber, Manhandle or Move

 Russians

SPLENDID  RUSSIAN
GUNNERS

 when played, Russian artillery
may fire, 

but may not Limber,
Unlimber, Manhandle or Move

 Russians

SPLENDID  RUSSIAN
GUNNERS

when played, all  Russian
artillery add one to their dice

rolls

 Russians

SPLENDID  RUSSIAN
GUNNERS

 all  Russian artillery add one
to their dice rolls until the

Joker is played

  Russians

**************************

CONFUSED
GENERAL!

SEE SUBCHART

  Russians

**************************

CONFUSED
GENERAL!

SEE SUBCHART

  Russians

**************************

CONFUSED
GENERAL!

SEE SUBCHART

 Austrians

COLUMN ATTACK!

when played, one of your
Cavalry units in column is

permitted to  Attack,
remaining in column but not
suffering the adverse Resolve

modifier.

 Austrians

WOODLAND TRAILS

when played, any one wooded
terrain feature is no longer

impassable to your Hussars.

 Austrians

DILATORY SUBORDINATE
GENERAL

the  General(s) with the largest
Command(s) is behaving in a

typically torpid Austrian
manner. Discard all his unit
cards, and continue to do so
until the next Joker is played

 Austrians

NOT ON SPEAKING TERMS

your Commander-in-chief is
having nothing to do with his
subordinate general with the

highest ability, he may not use
general cards to issue orders to

that Command.

Austrians

PASSIVE GENERALS

when played,  an Austrian
Attack or Assault order  is

cancelled

Austrians

PASSIVE GENERALS

 the Austrians may make no
Attack or Assault orders until

the joker is next played
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Austrians

SWARMS OF CROATS

immediately issue up to nine
free orders to Croat

skirmishing infantry,
no more than two orders per

unit

 Austrians

INDECISIVE GENERALS

the Austrians must discard all
General cards

 Austrians

**************************

CONFUSED
GENERAL!

SEE SUBCHART

 Austrians

SWARMS OF CROATS

immediately issue up to three
free orders to Croat

skirmishing infantry,
no more than two orders per

unit

Austrians

 CAUTIOUSNESS PREVAILS

Austrian Move distance is
reduced to 3 inches until  they

play the Joker

 Austrians

WILY HUSSARS

immediately issue up to six free
orders to Austrian hussars

no more than three orders per
unit

Austrians

SWARMS OF CROATS

when played, any or all Croat
skirmishing infantry add two
to Evade rolls for the rest of

the turn

Austrians

SWARMS OF CROATS

when played, any or all Croat
skirmishing infantry add two
to Evade rolls for the rest of

the turn

 Austrians

WILY HUSSARS

 when played, an Austrian
hussar unit may add two to it’s

Evade roll

  IT MAY TAKE US A
WHILE TO DECAMP SIR

The next Austrian unit in
cover that is Issued Orders to
leave it stays right where it  is

instead

  IT MAY TAKE US A
WHILE TO DECAMP SIR

 when played, an Austrian unit
in cover that is Issued Orders
to leave it stays right where it

is instead

 Austrians

WILY HUSSARS

immediately issue up to three
free orders to Austrian hussars
no more than three orders per

unit

 Austrians

SWARMS OF CROATS

when played, one Croat
skirmishing infantry may add

two to its Evade roll

 Austrians

WE CAN HOLD THEM IF
WE ALL PULL TOGETHER

LADS!

When played, an Austrian
infantry unit under Attack,

that is uphill from opponents
or in cover, is issued with a

Reform order

 Austrians

DON’T WORRY MEN,
WE’RE SAFE HERE!

When played, an Austrian
infantry unit under Attack,

that is uphill from opponents
or in cover Stands & Fires,

and also counts as victorious,
irrespective of their Resolve

score

 Austrians

LOST IN WOODS
the next time that  a 

non-Austrian unit, or hidden
movement counter, in Woods
attempts to move, it remains
stationary instead. If in dense
woods it cannot be issued with
orders until the Joker has been

played

Austrians

LOST IN WOODS
the next time that  a 

non-Austrian unit, or hidden
movement counter, in Woods
attempts to move, it remains
stationary instead. If in dense
woods it cannot be issued with
orders until the Joker has been

played

 Austrians

SWARMS OF  MALICIOUS
CROATS

when played, any non-
Austrian unit moving on a
steep hill, or within three

inches of a sheer slope suffers
one disordered stand from

rolled rocks
completely disordered units

lose one stand destroyedAustrians

SPLENDID AUSTRIAN
GUNNERS

all Austrian artillery may
immediately fire, 

but may not Limber,
Unlimber, Manhandle or Move

 Austrians

COLD STEEL

when played, up to three
Hungarian grenadier units

may be simultaneously issued
with Assault orders

Austrians

CURSE THOSE CROATS!

When played, an enemy
general within nine inches of

one of your  Croat skirmishing
infantry stands is a casualty

Austrians

 ENEMY ARTILLERY
EXPLODES

 play on a artillery stand as
your opponent attempts to

Fire,
it is destroyed

 Austrians
A BAD DAY FOR AUSTRIA
**************************

play if the Austrians are
simultaneously suffering any

three of: units running,
completely destroyed or

broken through the Austrian
Commander in chief is

completely discouraged, and
will discard all general cards

for the rest of the battle

 Austrians

AN OFF DAY
**************************
nothing seems to be right for

your commander in chief
today, a dark mood descends

upon him

 decrease his Leadership by 2
and Leadership range by 10 “
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Austrians

SPLENDID AUSTRIAN
GUNNERS

all Austrian artillery may
immediately Fire, 

but may not Limber,
Unlimber, Manhandle or Move

Austrians

SPLENDID AUSTRIAN
GUNNERS

 when played, Austrian
artillery may Fire, 

but may not Limber,
Unlimber, Manhandle or Move

Austrians

SPLENDID AUSTRIAN
GUNNERS

 when played, Austrian
artillery may Fire, 

but may not Limber,
Unlimber, Manhandle or Move

Austrians

SPLENDID AUSTRIAN
GUNNERS

when played, all Austrian
artillery add one to their dice
rolls for the rest of this turn

Austrians

SPLENDID AUSTRIAN
GUNNERS

when played, all Austrian
artillery add one to their dice
rolls for the rest of this turn

Austrians

SPLENDID AUSTRIAN
GUNNERS

when played,  one Austrian
artillery adds one to its dice

rolls

Austrians

 POOR COMMAND
STRUCTURE

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

SEE SUBCHART

Austrians

 POOR COMMAND
STRUCTURE

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

SEE SUBCHART

 Austrians

**************************

CONFUSED
GENERAL!

SEE SUBCHART

Austrians

DETERMINED IN DEFENCE

 when played, all Austrians
that are either uphill  of all
enemy, or in cover Reform

two disordered stands

 Austrians

DETERMINED IN DEFENCE

when played, all Austrians that
are either uphill  of all enemy,

or in cover Reform one
disordered stand

 Austrians

DETERMINED IN DEFENCE

when played, all Austrians that
are either uphill  of all enemy,

or in cover Reform one
disordered stand

 Austrians

CROAT
SCOUTS REPORT

scouts report exact
composition of enemy

reinforcements

 Austrians

 CROAT
SCOUTS REPORT

scouts report exact
composition of enemy flanking

forces

 Austrians

CROAT
SCOUTS REPORT

scouts report identity of all
hidden movement counters in
any twelve inch by twelve inch

area

Austrians

DETERMINED IN DEFENCE

when played, all Austrians that
are either uphill  of all enemy,
or in cover, count the result of

an Infantry Or Skirmishing
infantry Defending Resolve

Test As Stand & Fire,
irrespective of their actual

score.

Austrians

DETERMINED IN DEFENCE

when played, all Austrians that
are either uphill  of all enemy,
or in cover, count the result of

an Infantry Or Skirmishing
infantry Defending Resolve

Test As Stand & Fire,
irrespective of their actual

score.

 Austrians

  MY POSITION IS NOT
TENABLE!

Your General(s) whose
Command(s)  have the most

units within nine inches of the
enemy decides that his position

is untenable. All is units
receive immediate Withdraw

or Retire orders!

 Austrian

OUR EMPRESS DEPENDS
ON US!

Play this card to cancel the
effect of any national or event

card

 Austrian

HIDDEN
TERRAIN

(SEE SUBCHART)
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 War Of Austrian Succession

Austrians

INDECISIVE
COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF

**************************
the Austrians must discard all

the Commander-in-chief’s
General cards estate

War Of Austrian Succession
Austrians

POOR COMMAND
STRUCTURE

ORDERS
MISUNDERSTOOD

SEE SUBCHART

 War Of Austrian Succession
Austrians

INDECISIVE GENERALS
**************************
the Austrians must discard all
General cards ,and continue to

do so, until the Joker is next
played

War Of Austrian Succession
Austrians

POOR COMMAND
STRUCTURE

when played, cancels an order
given to an  Austrian foot or

mounted unit

 War Of Austrian Succession
Austrians

**************************

CONFUSED
GENERAL!

SEE SUBCHART

 War Of Austrian Succession
Austrians

CONFUSED
GENERAL!

SEE SUBCHART

War Of Austrian Succession
Austrians

CUMBERSOME INFANTRY
FORMATIONS

When played, all Austrian
units firing this turn subtract

one from all combat dice

War Of Austrian Succession
Austrians

CUMBERSOME INFANTRY
FORMATIONS

When played, one Austrian
unit firing this turn subtracts

one from all combat dice

War Of Austrian Succession
Austrians

 HUSSARS & CROATS

MISBEHAVE!

War Of Austrian Succession
Austrians

 HUSSARS & CROATS

MISBEHAVE!

 War Of Austrian Succession
Austrians

A BAD DAY FOR AUSTRIA
**************************
play if the Austrians suffer any

three of: units running,
completely destroyed or

broken through, the Austrian
Commander in chief is

discouraged, and will discard
all General cards

 War Of Austrian Succession
Austrians

AN OFF DAY
**************************
nothing seems to be right for

your Commander-in-chief
today, a dark mood descends

upon him
decrease his Leadership by 2
and Leadership range by 10

inches

War Of Austrian Succession
Austrians

INDECISIVE GENERALS
**************************

the Austrians must
immediately discard all

General cards

War Of Austrian Succession
Austrians

PASSIVE GENERALS

when played, an Austrian
Attack or Assault order  is

cancelled

War Of Austrian Succession
Austrians

PASSIVE GENERALS
**************************

 the Austrians may make no
Attack or Assault orders until

the joker is next played

 French

UNIT STIFFENED BY
PROUD FRENCH

GRENADIERS!

When played after Resolve is
calculated for a Trained or
better French infantry unit,

add one to  their  score

 French

LAMENTABLE HUSSARS

when played, all French
Hussar units deduct one from
every dice thrown this turn.

 French

UNIT STIFFENED BY
PROUD FRENCH

GRENADIERS!

When played after Resolve is
calculated for a Trained or
better French infantry unit,

add one to  their  score

 French

UNIT STIFFENED BY
PROUD FRENCH

GRENADIERS!

When played after Resolve is
calculated for a Trained or
better French infantry unit,

add one to  their  score

 French

HUSSARS

MISBEHAVE!

 French

LAMENTABLE HUSSARS

all French Hussar units deduct
one from every dice thrown

this turn.
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 French

GLORY SEEKING
GENERAL!

**************************
A randomly determined

General decides that he will
bring about a glorious victory
single handedly! All his units
must Move or Wheel towards
or Attack the enemy using all
available unit cards and his
General cards up each turn.

 French

CUMBERSOME FRENCH
CAVALRY (and infantry)

portray then as slow to
manoeuvre

(Possibly halve Move or
Wheel, this may prevent

Attack)

 French

CUMBERSOME FRENCH
ARTILLERY

portray then as slow to
manoeuvre

French

COLUMN ATTACK!
when played, one of your

Infantry units in column is
permitted to  Attack or

Assault, remaining in column
but not suffering the adverse

Resolve modifier. The unit may
not fire, irrespective of the

results on the Resolve chart.
instead.

French

HOT BLOODED,
UNPREDICTABLE

FRENCHMEN!

When played after dice are
thrown for Resolve, add three

to the French score

French

HOT BLOODED,
UNPREDICTABLE

FRENCHMEN!

When played after dice are
thrown for Resolve, add three

to the French score

French

COLUMN ATTACK!
when played, one of your

Infantry units in column is
permitted to  Attack or

Assault, remaining in column
but not suffering the adverse

Resolve modifier. The unit may
not fire, irrespective of the

results on the Resolve chart.
instead.

French

CHAOTIC CHARGE
the gallant French officers

fling themselves recklessly at
the enemy, followed by their

men. when played after French
cavalry charges, add one to

Confrontation & Combat Dice
, but all surviving French

stands are disordered

French

CHAOTIC CHARGE
the gallant French officers

fling themselves recklessly at
the enemy, followed by their

men. when played after French
cavalry charges, add one to

Confrontation & Combat Dice
, but all surviving French

stands are disordered

French

VIVE LE ROI !
A WILD ASSAULT!

 When played, any or all
cavalry units in the same

Command may Attack with an
additional plus one modifier to
Resolve, but units that do not
succeed in charging to contact

suffer two additional
disordered stands.

French

HOT BLOODED,
UNPREDICTABLE

FRENCHMEN!

When played after dice are
thrown for Resolve,  throw a

dice:
I, 2, 3 - subtract 3 from French

total
4, 5, 3 - add 3 to French total

French

HOT BLOODED,
UNPREDICTABLE

FRENCHMEN!

When played after dice are
thrown for Resolve,  throw a

dice:
I, 2, 3 - subtract 3 from French

total
4, 5, 3 - add 3 to French total

French

COLUMN ATTACK!
when played, one of your
cavalry units in column is

permitted to  Attack,
remaining in column but not
suffering the adverse Resolve
modifier. The unit may not

fire, irrespective of the results
on the Resolve chart.

instead.

French

REMOUNTS SKITTISH
UNDER FIRE

the next time that  a French
cavalry unit comes under fire,
and every time subsequently, it

suffers an extra disordered
stand

French

SAD, TIRED, WORN-OUT
NAGS

the next  French cavalry unit
drawn has mounts that are

good for nothing but feeding
Frenchmen

each order only provides them
with four inches of movement,
reduce  Combat Dice by one

French

VIVE LE ROI !
A WILD ASSAULT!

 When played, any or all
cavalry units in the same

Command may Attack with an
additional plus one modifier to
Resolve, but units that do not
succeed in charging to contact

suffer two additional
disordered stands.

French

HOT BLOODED,
UNPREDICTABLE

FRENCHMEN!

When played after dice are
thrown for Resolve,  subtract
three from the French score

French

HOT BLOODED,
UNPREDICTABLE

FRENCHMEN!

When played after dice are
thrown for Resolve,  subtract
three from the French score

 French

FOR HONOUR AND
GLORY!

A French cavalry unit is
obliged to Attack  immediately
with a plus 6 Resolve modifier
when this card is  drawn. The
unit is chosen by the enemy

player

 French
HE’S NOT HERE!

**************************
The Commander-in-chief or

General whose General card is
drawn next has a pressing

social or amorous engagement,
his substitute is a randomly

rolled General from the chart
in the optional rules on page?

The new General cards are
shuffled in on the next Joker

French

HOT BLOODED,
UNPREDICTABLE

FRENCHMEN!

When played after dice are
thrown for Resolve,  throw a

dice:
I, 2, 3 - subtract 3 from French

total
4, 5, 3 - add 3 to French total

French

HOT BLOODED,
UNPREDICTABLE

FRENCHMEN!

When played after dice are
thrown for Resolve,  throw a

dice:
I, 2, 3 - subtract 3 from French

total
4, 5, 3 - add 3 to French total
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 French

DEPENDABLE FOREIGN
TROOPS

 French

VARIOUS GUARD AND
ELITE CARDS

English

DEVASTATING ENGLISH
MUSKETRY

a number of variations on this

English

WILD HIGHLANDERS

English

DUCK LADS!

When played, a highland
regiment drops to the ground
just as their opponents Fire

their first volley. Combat Dice
are not thrown to destroy

disordered stands.

English

PULL TOGETHER BOYS!

When played, the English and
their allies can all be Issued

Orders in the same turn

English

PULL TOGETHER BOYS!

When played, the English and
their allies can all be Issued

Orders in the same turn
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Draw An 

 event
card

Draw a 

national
card

Draw a 

national
card

Draw An 

 event
card

Infantry
Advance!

All infantry units may be  given
Move orders

Infantry
Advance!

All infantry units may be  given
Move orders

Draw a 

national
card

Draw a 

national
card

Draw a 

national
card

Draw a 

national
card

Draw a 

national
card

Draw a 

national
card

Draw An 

 event
card
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Draw An 

 event
card

Draw An 

 event
card

Draw An 

 event
card
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